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ABSTRACT

More than 70% of the earth's surface is covered by water, only a small part of vvhlch is

suitable for 61ther human consumption or agricultural use. Due to pouution from agriculture,

households and industry re3ch1ng rivers. lakes and seas it is Important for wastewater to be

properly treated in order to remove harmful substances before it reaches the environment.

Strict environmental and health regu\at\cns together vfith a demand for cost effective VIcYjS of

wastewater treatment have made control technology in vvastewater Treatment Plants an

important priority. Dissolved oxygen (DO) is the amount of oxygen in the eWuent and it plays

a vital role of controning VV\YTP. Oxygen cissotves in water through mixing water surface

vvith the atmosphere, The dJssolved oxygen concentration in the aerobic part of an activated

sludge process shou.c be suff~cjently high to SUpply enough oxygen to the microorganisms in

the sludge. an excessive high DO leads to high energy consumption and may a.sc

deteriorate the sludge quality, A high DO concentration in the internalty recirculated water

also makes the denitrification less efficient Hence. both for economical and process

reasons, 1t is of Interest to control the DO, The used controllers are normally linear

controllers, proportional integra! (Pi) or proportional integra! derivative (PID) ones. The work

of these controllers teaos to bad system performance, because, the process of dissolving

oxygen into the wastewater is a nonlinear precess and requires nonlinear control.

The aim of the research project is to develop methods for design of linear and nonlinear

controllers of the concentraucn of the DO in the aeration tank of the \//\NTP and to ,,,,r,,,,,,,
the designed controllers in the framev'Jorks of PLC. The nonlinear line8rizln~: contro:;e( based

on a reference mode! and Lvapunov second metncc is designed. a linear

controJier is developed in a form of Pi contro.'er b2sed en placement method to rrnrvov-,

the performance of the closeo loop system. The resultant contro!!ef is to be on

a PLC 8S a part of Adroit SCADA system. The developed programmes are used to CCnI:-o!

the wastewater treatment process (f1 laboratory seals plant and can be sppiied as 8 oa-t of

SCADA software for control of the waste.veter treatment plants.
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CHAPTER ONE
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM: PROJECT OBJECTIVES HYPOTHESIS AND

ASSUMPTIONS

1.1 Awareness ofthe problem

Water is said to be tasteless, odourless and colourless, It can be described as a giver of

life as the early stages of human development is spent In water and 60% of human body

consists of water. Clean water is a valuable resource lacking in many parts of the world,

especially in Africa where people have died from diseases related to water contamination

(e.q. cholera). Every living thing on earth (micro-organisms, plants, animals, humans and

even our brain) consists mostly of water. More than 70% of the earth's surface Is covered

by 'water, only a small part of which is suitable for either human consumption or

agricultural use (approximatety O,5~'0 of all water in the world), (Lindberg, 1997) Due to

pollution from agriculture, households and industry reaching rivers, lakes and seas It is

Important for wastewater (Sewage) to be properly treated In order to remove harmful

substances before it reaches the environment. Mere material regarding wastewater

treatment in general can be found In (IngHdsen and Olson) 2001).

Strict environmental and health regulations together with a demand for cost effective

ways of wastewater treatment have made control technology In Wastewater Treatment

Plants an Important priority, The control system Is used to supervise the inherently

dynamic vVvVT processes from the input wastewater through bioicqica: process

(Activated Sludge Process) to effluent dispersal. This Is expected to reduce the need for

larger volumes, Improve the effluent water quality, decrease the use of chemicals, and

save energy and operational costs. Sensors for dissolved oxygen and nutrients such as

ammonium, nitrate and phosphorus have been developed and improved in recent years,

thus increasing the potential for effective monitoring, automation and control of

wastewater treatment plants. Thus assists in reaching the objective of the wastewater

treatment process operation. which is to provide reliable and stable process contra; \\',tll

highiy efficient results at minimum cost.

wastewater can be attributed to as both liquid and sond wastes. !t may be defined as a

combination of domestic wastewater .ncustria! wastewater. together 'Nith grouncw8ter,

surface water and storm water. The accurate composition of wastewater differs froni

region to reqlon, from season to season, from day to day, from hour to hour and from

minute to minute. It depends on a number of different reasons such as time of the day,

weather etc (Metcalt and Eddy, 1979). The main airn of wastewater treatment i3 to



reduce as much as possible the undesired ingredients such as organic matter, nitrogen

and phosphorus, aithough phosphorus is not considered in this thesis. Wastewater

treatment process is a process based on biological process of activated sludge. The

function of wastewater treatment plant is mainly to speed up the natural process whereby

water purifies itself. The main objective regarding WWTP is to produce an effluent that

meets the required standards at the least possible cost. The historical development of

the wastewater treatment logically leads to the necessity of proper control of this

complex, nonlinear process. Vv'astewater treatment plant' is becoming more and more

pivotal in the community of today because of urbanisation. In the past waste disposal

was not too much of a problem as the number of peop!e was srnalt. The expansion of

rural populations and immigration of people to urban areas with disposal and

accumulation of human waste products rapidly became a hygienic problem. The

connection between hygiene problems, health issues and wastewater led to new way of

dealing with human waste products. Vvater closet and the development of sewer

systems transporting the water from households into nearby rivers and lakes were

introduced. In 1930, sedimentation tanks were introduced to solve visual problems

related to waste disposal.

vVith time, new negative impacts were discovered. Problems concerning oxygen

depletion in the water pumped to rivers and lakes emerged. The oxygen depletion

occurred since pollutants (mainly organic matter) were oxidized in the rivers end lakes.

To improve the s.tuatlon. bioiogicaJ treatment evolved. This treatment consisted of adding

oxygen to the wastewater in reactors, thus allowing organic matter to oxidize before the

water was pumped to the rivers and lakes. The process is working in two directicns

meaning:

1. Reduction of organic bound energy to such a level that. the heterotrophic growth

and their associated deoxygenating effects in the receiving body of water are

acceptably low.

2. Reducing autotrophic substances, phosphates, ammonia and nitrates. to levels

such that photosynthetic autotrophic qrowth and capacity to fix solar energy as

organic energy in the receiving body of water are acceptably low.

\/JasteN3ter treatment process rnon.tonnc, cpt'mizaticn and control are very lrnpcftant

these days, especially in South Africa when considering the number of contributing

factors in the form cf:
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1.1.1 The process variations

There is a great need for ccnsiceration of the dynamic behaviour and operational

characteristics of wastewater treatment process as they prove to be frequently larger

than that of industrial process given their large temporal variations which occur In

wastewater composition, concentration and flow rate. But, in reality most wastewater

treatment plants are in a primitive state with respect to process operation as opposed to

industrial process. The reason being gross failures due to bulking of activated sludge and

"sour" anaerobic digesters are all too frequent. Additionally, there are significant

variations in treatment plant efficiency, not only from plant to plant, but also from day to

day and hour to hour in the same plant.

1.1.2 Main operational problems

The main problems that influence the process performance have been identified as

follows:

1.1.2.1 Operator's application of concepts and testing to process control

The necessary knowiedge pertaining to the process Is not applied accordingly for control

purposes.

1.1.2.2 Infiltration inflow

The most notable process caused by it "washout" of the suspended growth system

during the high now periods. The second problem is the dilution of raw wastewater, with

the results that, the biologioal process loadings were less than that of design intent and

healthy biomass could be sustained as result.

1.1.2.3 Process control testing

Some of the basic test for proper operation of the plant pertaining to the mixed liquor

suspended solids, dissolved oxygen, sludge settleability, return sludge solids

concentration are not performed or used for process control.

1.1.2.4 Operational and management manual adequacy

There IS a shortage of operating procedures for key process variable in the operational

manuals.

1.1.2.5 The industrial loading

Characteristics of wastewater and mlcro-orqanisms poisoning can be changed through it.
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1.1.2.6 Process controllability

Included is the inability to vary return sludge rate and air input given how the device is

constructed. This means that an adequate attention had not been paid during the design

phase of the process control.

1.1.3 Sludge wasting and return

Proper process control requires the control of sludge age and substrate removal rate.

These parameters are controlted through the regulation of the inventory of active solids

under aeration via the mechanism of sludge wasting. The plant shou'o have design

capabilities for sludqe wasting and return, particularly from the aeration basin.

Conclusion can be drawn from the above that difficulties mentioned are due to a number

of factors, ranging from lack of proper application process control techniques to plan!

understandinq: hence the improved performance of wastewater can be attributable to

many different ~lJays, included amongst others can be the increasing of qual'ty and

quantity of operational personal, paying more attention to the dynamic behaviour and

operational characteristics of the plant during design phase and the improved control

strategies for plant operation. Presently, there are many well-desiqned wastewater

treatment plants capable of high degree of poilutants removal. However, it is of great

importance to ncte that. well-ccnstructed facilities are not only important, but also form

one part of the solution to the problem that is at hand. Good operation, routine

maintenance and good administrative programs are needed too. However, there are

some drawbacks in terms of control as most wastewater treatment processes are in

primitive state with respect to process operation when compared to industrial processes.

In addition, there are significant variations in treatment plant efficiency, not oniy from one

plant to another, but also from day to day and hour to hour monitoring and contra: in the

same plant.

Drawbacks such as

• lack of suitable engineering understanding of many of the control process

characteristics

it Lack of fufly reliable on-line sensors and other equipment for process mon.torinc

and control.

•
•

Lack of understanding of how to use and maintain the equipment properly.
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The above drawbacks lead to poor monitoring and control of tha wastewater treatment

process

Controls strategies exist in today's plants but are primarily involved with the handling and

use of Information, The control precess can either be done manually or automatically.

Automatic control systems are of different forms and they can range from on/off contra! to

on-line optima! computer control of the plant as a whole, Not considering which type of

control, some of the fundamental questions need to be answered. These questions are

as follows:

1. \lVhat type of information should be collected for the process monitoring and

control?

2, How should this information be transmitted in a real system?

3, How should the information be processed?

4, What control actions should be taken?

The theses answer the above questions through applicaticn of the new modern centro:

approaches and methods in the process of development of a control system, The main

research problem of the project is to investigate application of the nonlinear control

theory for design of real time control for dissolved oxygen concentration in the aeration

tank of the activated siudge process as a part of an adaptive optima: control strategy of

the activated sludge process In the wastewater treatment

The control strategy, used sensors, developed models and control algorithms will be

based on the complex dependencies between the process variables and on the complex

sef-requ'atory mechanisms within the cell. Activated sludge process is a dynamic

process, which involves beth rapidly and slowly changing parameters, In order to control

product quanlity and quality, or the dynamic state of the process, the control strategy has

to be capable to control both types of variables in rea! time, with rea! on-fine data.

1.2 Statement ofthe Problem

Dissolved oxygen (DO) is the concentration of oxygen In the water of the rivers, lakes,

dams etc. If there is no oxygen or it is insufficient then aquatic animals Vl;!! o.e or their

growth or procuction \vn! be affected. The dissolved oxygen shoutd be as high as

possible.

control of dissolved oxygen concentration in the aeration tank of the activated sludge
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process using the on-nne measurement of DO concentration iii the process aeration

tank.

The problem is solved as a part of 3 layers structure for adaptive optimal control of the

activated sludge process based on the real plant dynamics, their structural and biological

models, and control theory, pilot plant in the lab with different possibilities fer using

various plant structures, and SCADA and computational software environment, as

foHows:

1> Benchmark and Athlone plant structures.

2. UCT and AS~v11 bioiogical models.

3. Optimal control theory.

4. Nonlmear control theory.

5. PHot plant of the wastewater treatment.

6. Adroit, ~-.lt..TLABj tv1ySQL, and concepts software.

The three !ayers adaptive control structure, Figure 1.1 has layers of adaptation,

optimization, and direct control. The structure is implemented using a personal computer

(PC) with Adroit SCADA. MATLAB, and MySQL database software and PLC with Unity

software. The top two layers are implemented in PC and the third layer is implemented in

PLC. The model estimation is done on the level of optimization. The problem for design

of dissolved oxygen oontrol is solved on the layer of optimization. The controller

implementation is done on the layer for direct control as a part of PLC software,

1.3 Design based problems

1.3.1 Sub-problem1: Activated Sludge Process study

To iovestiqate and understand every concept about the activated sludge process

bioloqica: reactions as described by UCT and ASrv11 b.clocica: models.

1.3.2 Sub-problem2: Mathematical Modelling

To develop mathematical models of the dissolved oxygen concentration with different

models of the oxygen transfer function and dJferent representations of the cX'./gefl

uptake rats.
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1.3.3 Sub-problem3: Control design and Implementation

To design and implement nonlinear controllers based on the nonlinear control theory and

applying the method of reference model control using Lyapunov second method and

nonlinear linearizing controiiers.

1.3.4 Sub-problem4

Development of ~ylATLABJS!MULINK programmes for simulation ot the developed

models, and of the closed loop systems.

Layer of adaptation PC
1. Keeping database,.,

Process monitoringL.

3. Simulation of the model
4. Prediction of the values of the input disturbances

Mode! parameters DO Concentration

Layer of optimization PC
1. Determination of the repetitive horizon for optimal

control
2. Solve the opt.mal control problem
3. Solve the orobtern for design of nonlinear

controller

:Jptlmol DO set-point
Controller parameters DO Concentration

Layer of direct control
1. Receive data from the process
2. Calculation of one control s!gna!/implement3t:on
3. Updating of the parameters of the controt'ers

:ontrd action DO Ccncentrat.on

Activated Sludge Process

Figure1.1: Three layers of adaptive control structure,

1.4 Real time implementation sub-problems

1.4.1 Sub-problemS
, ' . .' I".. D' ~ 'P 'b' L . C ' .. , r1 noDevelopmq a commur11cation ;inK oelA'een I Lt.: \ rograrnma- 18 ogjC cntro,jsr; an-... ~'

(D;ssoived Oxvcen) sensor and between PLC and the suce-visino comouter-
, J .... f . ,... ,
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1.4.2 Sub-problem6

Developing a PLC programme for uploading of the nonlinear controller in PLC for real-

time control.

1.4.3 SUb-problem7

Developing programs for communication between MySOL database and

MATLAB/SIMULINK software for control design purposes.

1.4.4 Sub-problemS
Interfacing PLC with SCADA software

1.5 Research Aim and Objectives

1.5.1 Aim

The aim of the research project is to develop models of DO concentration process and

methods for design of linear and nonllnear controllers of the concentration of the DO in

the aeration tank of the ASP and to implement the designed controilers in the

frameworks of Modicon PLC. Adroit SCADA, MySQL database and MATLA8/SIMULINK

software as a parl of Optimal Adaptive strategy for controi of the activated siudge

process are used as an environment for the research investigations.

1.5.2 Objectives

The objectives are:

1, To develop models of the DO concentration with different represematicns of the

oxygen transfer function.

2. To develop method for design of parameter estimation of the DO model

coefticients and oxygen uptake rate for different mathematical representations of

the oxygen transfer function

3, To develop method for design of a linear controller of the 00 concentration based

on pole placement theory.

4 To develop method for design of a nonlinear controller of the DO concentration

based on Lyapunov STability theory and reference mode! control theory,

5, To develop method for design of a nonlinear linearizinq controller of the DO

concentration based on the nonlinear geometrical control theory.

6. To implement the controllers in the frameworks of the PLC as a part of the Adroit

SCADA system.

7. To develop software for communioation between SCADA MySOL, I.latiab and

PLC in realtime
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1.6 Hypothesis

The thesis proves that the nonlinear controller of 00 concentration gives better

performance of the closed loop system than that of the linear controller. The hypothesis

is connected with the possiolhties of developing software for programming PLC in order

to implement the nonlinear controller. The parameters of the nonlinear controller could be

changed in real time from the SCADA system and the set point of the nonlinear controller

could also be changed in real time from the SCADA system.

1.7 Delimitation of the research

The research is majn!y based en designing and implementing nonlinear contro'ler

because the linear controller vim not give good performance of the nonlinear activated

sludge process. The monitormq of the process is realised by acquirir.q real-time data by

sensors for cissotvsd oxygen concentration. The real data is coiiected by using data

acquisition system built for the pilot plant In the research laboratory on the basis of PC

and Modicon iv1340 PLC with help of Adroit software. The problem for design of nonlinear

control Is solved using the Benchmark and Athlone wastewater treatment plant modeis

data. Linear and nonlinear control theories are used for design of the controllers in state

space domain. The classic control theory based on Laplace domain is used for design of

linear conlroller.

1.8 Motivation for the project development

The control and monitoring of the wastewater treatment process dynamic behaviour and

operational characteristics are frequently more impcnant than that of industrial processes

because of the large temporal variations which occur in wastewater composition,

concentration and flow. The project development is in accordance wi.h the mention at the

beginning of the chapter important characteristics and drawbacks of the process and its

control and aims to deve!op a hardware and software system. implementing a strsteoy of

real time optimization and control, based on: the characteristics of the process as an

object of control, the existing at the moment instrumentation and control devices and

structures in the considered processes, the possibilities to apply new instrumentaticn

techniques for measurement, monitoring, modelllnq and control.

1.9 Assumptions

The assumptions in this research project are based on different parts of the research

work that have to be done and are classified as follows:

• The process conforms to the current control technology.
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• The mass balance equations describe the real time process at Ath!cne plant and

the benchmark process with accuracy good enough for the control design.

• The oxygen uptake rate in the aeration tank can be estimated on iine on the basis

of measurements of the DO concentration.

• The structure of the nonlinear model of DO allows application of the nonlinear

geometnc control theory for design cf a nonlinear linearizing controiier.

• Optimal control implementation done with the help of nonlinear ccntrcter

parameters calculation, Adroit software, PC and PlC pmgramming environment

wili allow quick problem solving according to the dynamics of the process in real

time

1.10 Research Methods

1.10.1 Literature review method

Literature review study of different models of nonlinear control systems.

1.10.2 Design method

• Method of Lyapunov theory for stability is used for design of a nonlinear oontroller on

the basis of lmear reference model.

• Method of geometricai control theory is used for design of a nonlinear linearizing

controller on the basis of the ilnear reference model.

1.10.3 Experimental method

e Development of strategies for using PLC and Adroit software environment

• PLC and PC wiIi be used for controlling of the piiot plant.

1.10.4 Description method

• The system JS described VJlth aH its specftcations. characteristics and funcuons and

also the obtained results are described in the thesis.

1.11 Outline of the thesis

This thesis is made up of nine chapters:

Chapter 2 gives an overview of the methods for modelling, estimation and centre! of the

process for dissolving of oxygen in wastewater. Disoussion of the use of automate

control and state eSllmation of dissolved oxygen concer.tretion in wastewater treatment

10



considered. A design method. which gives a high performance controller for all operating

conditions, is discussed on the basis of different papers. The design method consists of

two parts: estimation part where the cxygen transfer function and oxygen uptake rate

(respiration) are determined and a controller design part.

Chapter 3 introduces the structure of the activated slUdge process (ASP) and the

description of the COST Benchmark process based on the ASM1 biologioal model. The

mass-balance model of the dissolved oxygen concentration for the Benchmark layout is

also given together with development of the mathematical model of the oxygen transfer

function as an exponential model. Development of dissolved oxygen model equation in

standard affine form is introduced and is applied to the controller design,

Chapter 4 Discusses least-squares method for parameter estimation for different models

of oxygen transfer function. The equations for calculations of the transfer function

coefficients and oxygen uptake rate are derived, Mattab software for estimation of the

parameters of different representations of oxygen transfer function is developed, The

results from the calculations are given.

Chapter 5 provides nonlinear control theory used for the analysis and designing of

nonlinear control systems. The nonlinear methods for analysis and control design of

nonlinear systems are given. Different types of nonlinear controller design methods for

analysis of the nonlinear systems for the purpose developing controllers are analysed.

Chapter 6 presents nonlinear controuer design which is based on the feedback

lmearization method. The nonlinear controller is designed in such 1Nay that the closed

loop system consisting of the nonlinear controller and the nonlinear precess is equivalent

to a desired linear system. Then linear PI controller is designed for the linearized closed

system. Results from the sirnulaticn for the different values of the inflow DO

concentration and oxygen uptake rate are presented.

Chapter 7 gives the common nonlinear controller design based on the Lyapunovs direct

method and reference control method applied to the mode! of dissolved oxygen

concentration. Simulink block diagrams are provided for the sale purpose of sirnu'ations

and their simulation results qiven for different cases of the intlow DO concentration and

oxygen uptake rate.
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Chapter 8 describes the real-time implementations platform structure of the nonlinear

controllers based on PLC software. The connections between different parts of control

strategy are described and programmed on the basis of DO control problem.

Chapter 9 gives a detailed conclusions and future research in the field of wastewater

treatment processes.
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CHAPTER TWO
OVERVIEW OF THE METHODS FOR r,'lODELLlNG AND CONTROL OF

WASTEWATER TREATMENT PROCESS

2.1 Introduction

The aim of this chapter is to give an overview of the methods for modelling, estimation

and control of the process for dissolving of oxygen in wastewater. Discussion of the use

of automatic control and stale estimation of dissolved oxygen concentration in

wastewater treatment plants is done. In particular, the activated sludge process

modelling and control is considered. A design rnethod, wruch gIves a high performance

controller for all operating ccncitions, is discussed on the basis of different papers. The

design method consists of two parts: estimation part where the oxygen transfer function

and oxygen uptake rate (respiraticn) are determined and a controller design part.

2.2 Wastewater treatment process description

wastewa:er often is dassified as industrial wastewater or municipal wastewater. v/ith

inoustria! wastewater deemed compatible with municipal wastewater, usuauy discharged

to municipal sewers. BasicaHy, wastewater treatment processes consists of mechanical

treatment, biological treatment, chemical treatment and sludge treatment The

wastewater commonly for it to be released to the recipient. t steps are taken into

consideration. hence shown is the typical schematic diagram of the wastewater treatment

plant process in Figure 2.1. Tile Activated Sludge Process (ASP) is one of the most used

types of the biological treatment processes.

2.2.1 Mechanical (primary) treatment

The mechanical treatment is used for removal of larce objects and heavy materia's from

the incoming wastewater, To a considerable degree this process is supposed to safe

guard the subsequent processes against various types of grits and larger particles, The

process actually consists of r.etworks that get rid of large substances in the wastewater:

an aerated sand filter which is responsible for the removal of sand and a or.rnarv

sedimentation unit accountable for reducing the content of suspended solids in the

wastewater thrcuch sedfrnentation. By using primary treatment large amount of organic

matters in particulate form may be removed and by doing so, reducing the need for

aeration tater in the process.
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~ilechanical treatment

Grid ~all1!

fib'r

4 Sludge treatment
Dewatering

Chemica! treatment

Preclpitatio

Figure 2.1: layout ofa wastewater treatment plant

2.2.2 Biological treatment

In this part of the wastewater treatment plant micro-organisms degrade organic matter

and in some configurations nutrients are also removed. Different types of VvvVT

processes eXist b ut larger wastewater treatment plants make use of the activated sludge

process, In its bzssic configura!:on the activated sludge process consists of an aerated

tank and a settler. rv1icroorganiStllS grow slowly in the aerated tank and in order to

maintain their population sizes, sludge from the settler is re-circulatec back to the

aerated tank. Excess sludge is removed for both to avoid sludge in effiuent water and to

maintain a reasonable suspended soiics concentration.

2.2.3 Chemic~1 treatrnent
ln chemical treatn1snt process. phosprcrus removal is the priority hence it is common for

precipitatIon to taka piece. Precipitation chemica! is added which turns phosphate into

soluble fractions. Precipitation chemicals 8~SO stimulate creation of flocks. The insoluble

phosphates tOGether with organically bounded phosphate then absorb or adhere IO

flocks. -(he fleckS are separated oy either sedimentation or floatation. Instead of

~h~m;'"'~~s enhanced phosphorus removal can be applied by the activated sludce
.....1 It,;;' \\....>0 CJ

process.

2.2.4 Sludge treatment

reduce tY18 Patho§snic content. Aerobic stabuisat.cn can be pertorrr.ec slrnuhaneous., in
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an activated siudge plant whereby primary and secondary sludges are continuously

aerated for long periods of time. In aerobic digestion the microorganisms extend into a

respiration phase where materials previously stored by the cell are oxidized .. resulting in

a reduction of the biologically degradable organic matter. Bio-qas, methane and carbon

dioxide are produced during digestion. Before sludge Is transported away. it is cewatereo

by means of mechanical, centrifuging or filtering, the reasen being to reduce the

transportation cost due to the fact that sludge contains 95S!Q water. After treatment sludge

may be dumped or used as tert.nzerand soil conditioning.

2.2.5 The Activated Sludge Process

The activated sludge process is an aerobic, biological treatment method that uses the

metabolic reactions of microorganisms to produce an acceptable effluent quatity by

removing substances that have an oxygen demand. This treatment method, considered

to be a secondary treatment process, generany tc'lows a primary cierifier. However.

dependjng on wastewater characteristics and plant design, the clanfier may be

eliminated (Activated sludge, manual of practice OM-9). Bacteria constantly need energy

in order to grow and support essential life activities. Growing cells make use of substrate

and nutrients situated outside their membrane for grovvih and for energy dS\/810pment.

Traditionally the ASP mainly served to remove organics and ammonium from the

wastewater (Metcalf and Eddy, 1979), (Arceivala and Asolekar, 2007), (Richard, 1989),

(Jeppson, 1996). In its basic design, ASP plant takes the organics in the influent flow

wblcn are transformed into settleable biomass (activated sludge floes) by biomass

growth. In the next step the slcdqe settles at the bottom of the secondary settler. Figure

2.2 shows that the treated effluent of the plant flows over weirs at the top of the settler,

\vhile the settled sludge is wilhdrawn from the bottom. The major part of it is recycled

back to the reactor. and a small part Is wasted. Sludge recycling prevents the washout of

biomass by dscouplinq the sludqe residence time from the hydraulic residence time in

the plant. The main control hurdles are the rates (1!h) of return flow Qr' wastacs flov.

Q and airflow Q .. During the last decade the interest in total-Nitrocen N rerncva
w' air ~

from wastewater has risen due to increasing attention for the problem of eutrophication in

the aquatic environment. Total-N removal requires two biological processes, namelY

nitnficatlcr; and de-nitri-rlcation, N\trlficatlon is a hVQ step process, based on the nitrif;ers

Nitrosomcnas and Nurobacter of 'vvhich both are autotrophic organisms. Autotrophic

organisms are able to build up their biomass from lnorgardc carbon and 'lister H,O
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reduction process, Nitrification takes place when the autotrophs meet NH 4 under

aerobic conditions, De-nitrification is fulfilled by heterotrophic organisms, De-nitrifiers Of

"heterotrophic organisms II/hich are able to de-nitrify" preferably use dissolved oxygen

(DO) as electron acceptor, but switch to NOx in case no DO is available, The de

nitrification process only takes place when de-nitrifiers meet Readily Biodegradable

Organic Substrate (RBOS) in an anoxic environment (presence of NOx, absence of DO),

Under those conditions de-nitriliers consume organics, using nitrate and nitrite as

oxidiser.

Activated sludge process keeps microorganisms suspended either by blowing air rn the

aeration tank or by the use of agitators. Oxygen is bstng utilized by the micro-organisms

to OXIdize the organic matters.

ater

dge

uent Vvater Effluent \[V
Aeration Tank Settler

,

Recycled Sludge
VVasted Slu

inf

Figure 2,2: Basic ASP structure consisting of an aeration tank and a settler,

Figure 2.3 illustrates the basic biological renewal process in wastewater plant (Henze st

al. 1995), The reactions happening in the process have different time scales. Tr18 organic

matter enters the process in several forms, It is converted to other forms by the bioloqical

process, The hydrolysis process converts larger molecules of slowly biodegradable

matter into smaller, more easily accessible molecules, meaning, into readily

biodegradable matter. The speed of hydrolysis may be of great concern in the activated

sludge process as the influent wastewater mainly consists of s!Q\,vly biodegradable

matter. The fact of the matter pertaining to the hydrolysis process is that it is relatively

slower than the growth rate of the micro-organisms. The gro\·vth rate of the micro

organisms (biomass) depends on many different things, inc!udjng the amount of biomass

(number of micro-organisms), substrate (food, readily-b'oceqradab:e matter),

temperature, pH, toxins, etc.
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2.2.6 Biological Nitrogen Removal (BNR)

Nitrogen can be presented in different forms, for instance, as ammonia NH3 , ammonium

NH;, nitrate N03- , nitrite NO; and as organic compounds. In the raw wastewater,

nitrogen is mostly represented by NH; and organic nitrogen (Lindberg, 1997)

Nitrogen forms an integral nutrient for biological grovJth. It IS one of the main components

in living organisms. Nevertheless, wnen nitrogen 1S present in effluent wastewater,

problems may take place (Lindberg, 1997):

• Ammonia is toxic to aquatic organisms, especially those of higher life forms such

as Fish. invertebrates. plants, and aerobic bacteria which ail require oxygen for

respiration .

., wnen arnmontum is OXidized to nitrate, a significant oxygen demand in the

receiving body may give rise to a severe depletion of the dissolved oxygen

concentration.

it! In drinking water nitrate is toxic, especially for infants,

• Nitrogen is an essential plant nutrient. Overloading can stimulate undesirable

growth of aquatic plants and algae. vvhen the plants die, oxygen is consumed by

organisms degrading the litter.

• The presence of ammonia in drinking water supplies requires an increased

chlorine dosage.

The ammonium can be removed in two-steps like jt has been stated earlier (nitrification

and de-nitrificatlcn)

The formulae describing the chemical reaction in the nitrification process are as follows:

(2 1)

The two equations show how ammonia is oxidized to nitrate and then to nitrite. Nitrate

can be converted to nitrogen gas by de-nitrification and the process takes piece In anox.c

environment. Hence the formula describing tne chemica: reaction is
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2NO; + 2H+ ~ N, + H 20 +2.50, (2.3)

For Nitrogen removal, Nitrification process fconversion of ammonium into nitrate)

requires the presence of oxygen. De-nitrification process (conversion of nitrate to

gaseous nitrogen) does not require the presence of oxygen (Lindberg, 1997).

Slowly biodegradable matter

Hydrolysis

Readily biodegradable matter

Blcqrowth

Biomass I
Decay

Inert material I
Figure 2.3: The biological renewal process (Henze et al, 1995).

2.3 A process of dissolving oxygen in wastewater

2.3.1 The role of the dissolved oxygen concentration in nature

Dissolved oxy'gen (DO) is the concentration of oxygen in the surface water and it plays a

Vital role as a measure of the health of the stream. Oxygen gets into water by diffusior:

from the surrounding air, by aeration (rapid movement), and 8S 8 waste product of

photosynthesis. If there is no oxygen or it is Insufficient then aquatic animals die or

their growth or production wi!! be affected, The dissc'ved oxygen shoulo be 8S high as

., T f I < .' ~ ies cf f I .. D,-., > • t: 1- 'possible. he odovvmg are tne iew examples or ne ro.e or v as an important ractcr in

nature (Lindberg and Carlsson, 1996), (Application Data Sheet, 2006),
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• Much of the dissolved oxygen in water comes from the atmosphere, After

dissolving at the surface, oxygen is distributed by current and turbulence,

Algae and rooted aquatic plants also deliver oxygen to water through

photosynthesis,

• The main factor contributing to changes in dissolved oxygen levels is the

build-up of organic wastes. Decay of orqanic wastes consumes oxygen; this

consumption is higher in summer, when aquatic animals require more oxygen

to support higher metabolisms.

• Depletions in dissolved oxygen can cause major shifts in the kmos of aquatic

organisms found in water bodies.

• Temperature, pressure, and salinity affect the dissolved cxygen capacity of

water. The ratio of the dissolved oxygen content to the potential capacity

gives the percent saturation, which is an indicator of water quality,

• Oxygen depletion is referred to as low levels of DO which may result in fish

mortality, It is recommended that 5mg/L of DO concentration be available for

optimum flsll health, Most species of fish turn to distress when DO levels fail

to 2-4mg/L, as they are sensitive to low levels of dissolved oxygen, more

specifically larger fish as they react quickly to oxygen depletion than their

smaller counterparts.

Oxygen depletion takes place when oxygen consumption exceeds oxygen production

Increase in oxygen consumption is due to an over-abundance of aquatic plants or algae

in the ecosystem, increased organic waste in water, demise and decomposition of

crqanic matters, or certain chemicals that are being directly used.

2.3.2 The role of dissolved oxygen in the activated sludge process.

Dissolved oxygen concentration is one cf the principal control parameters in the activated

sludge systems (Lindberg and Carlsson, 1996), (Vanrol!eghem and Lee, 2003) stated

that, Oxygen plays an integral part in activated slUdge process. If the associated aeration

is done In an optimal way it wiil lead to substantial reduction in the process energy

consumption, This gives operators in control and management of wastewater treatment

plants a more manageable task to do. The proper control of dissolved oxygen probes

which are probably the most widely applied sensors in biological wastewater treatment

plants IS very important Numerous efforts have been csvoteo to maximizo the

information extracted from the raw data. Control of the dissolved oxygen concentration
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and process efficiency. Dissolved oxygen analysis measures the amount of gaseous

oxygen 0, dissolved in an aqueous solution.

A.n oxygen depletion event can be envisaged and therefore, be averted by continuous

monitoring of dissolved oxygen levels in the aeration tank of the activated siudge

process. The most efficient way or tool to carry cut the task is by measuring DO with an

electrode and electronic meier or with field test kits. The electronic meter does not

measure oxygen directly; rather, it uses electrodes to measure the partial pressure of

oxygen in the water, which is converted to oxygen mass weight concentration. The

amount of solution required to change the colour of the sample reflects the concentrat'on

of DO in the sample. The amount of oxygen dissolved in water is expressed as a

concentration, in milngrams per litre (mg!l) of water. The primary objective of the

activated sludge process is to maintain low concentration of biodegradable matter and

nutrients in the effluent together with low sludge production. But since it is a known fact

that activated sludge process is a very complex and very nonlinear in nature It presents a

challenge to control. Controlnnq dissolved oxygen concentration plays an important part

in operating the facility.

Dissolved oxygen concentration contra! is deemed one of the most important parameters

in wastewater treatment plants (\;\iWTP). (Reiger et al, 2006), stated that owing to the

extreme nonlinealirity and time variation of the activated sludge process maintenance a

reliable performance of aeration control might prove to be a very difficult task. However,

a number cf control candidate schemes for improving DO have been tested.

Aeration takes place in the aerobic reactors, but practically, DO concentration So in the

activated sludqe process is maintained by manoeuvring aeration airflow Qair (Lindberg,

1997). The aeration input can be represented by the oxygen transfer rate function K Lil .

Two factors that affect the dynamics of the DO are oxygen uptake fate (respiration) and

nonlinear oxygen transfer function. Determination of their values IS a chaHenging topic for

the application of recursive identification due to nonlinear characteristics of the oxygen

transfer function (Ljung and Scderstetrorn, 1983). On-line estimation of respiration rate of

the microorganisms is based on current values of dissolvec oxygen concentration and

airflow signals. Control efficiency improvement for dissolved oxygen concentration can

be achieved through fast estimation of respiration taking into account that respiration is

the most important disturbance signa! ln controlling dissolved oxygen ccnce-uretion,
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Respiration rate is directly linked to substrate removal and biomass qrowth of which is

evident that respirometry is an effective tool in the activated sludge process control.

However, neither respiration rate nor other process variables are generally deployed

directly in conjunction with control strategies in order to secure the primary objectives

(Lira at et, 2004),

Respiration rate can be used as a ccntroueo variable and this is achievable through the

actual rate or endogenous rate being kept at the certain value by influencing some

process hand:e, measurement being used to designate disturbances or by triggering the

alarm. In most instances though, respirometry can be used to extract information with a

particular biological significance from measurements (Lira et aI, 2004).

Vvhen the oxycen uptake rate is used as ccntrolleo variable, respirometry strategy IS

manipulated to maintain the endogenous respiration rate in the aeration tank at a set

point value, The underlying idea is that endogenous respiration rate is a measure of

active biomass concentrations.

2.4 Mass balance model of dissolved concentration

2.4.1 Mass balances

The dissolved oxygen concentration (DO) in the aerobic part of an activated sludge

process snculd be sufficienlly high to supply enough oxygen to the microorganisms in the

sludge. An excessively high DO (which requires a hjgh air flow rate) leads to a high

energy consumption and may also deteriorate the sludge quality. ? high DO

concentration in the internally recirculated water also makes the denitrification jess

efficient. Hence, both for economical and process reasons. it is of interest to control the

DO.

The difficulty in controlling the DO is that, the process dynamics is nonhnear. This means

that hJgh control performance for an operating conditions may be hard to achieve \vlth 8

linear controller. The key idea is to explicitly take the nonlinear characteristics of the

oxygen transfer function Kia into account in the control design, The design method

consists of two separate parts: an estimation part where KIa is determined and a

controller design part (Carlsson, 1997).
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2.4.1.1 The definition of the oxygen transfer function

In the dissolved oxygen concentration dynamics, the oxygen transfer function K Lo is

included. It describes the rete at which oxygen is transferred to the wastewater by the

aeration system as a function of the airflow rate (1I). The most common way to describe

the oxygen transfer is by the foilowing equation (Carisson, 1997):

(2.4)

In (2.4), the oxygen transfer function K La only depends on the air flow rate lI(t).

However, Kia depends also on several other factors, for example type of diffusers.

wastewater composition, temperature, design of aeration tank, tank depth, placement of

diffusers etc. The main time-varying dependence is on the air flow rate 1I(t).

2.4.1.2 The dissolved oxygen dynamics

In an activated sludge process, biodegradable matter is degraded by micro organisms

which consume oxygen. Figure 2.4 below ShO'NS the aerating basin with its inflows and

outflows. This diagram is used for development of the mass balance model of the

process. Dynamic behaviour of the 00 concentration is described by the follcwinq mass

balance equation:

. Q(t)
so(t) =--(so. - so(t)) + K L (u(t))(so at (t) -so(t) + rso(t)fT -m a s

(2.5)

where so(t)

SOsat

Q(t)

V

KLa(u)

u(t)

/so(t)

is the DO concentration in the aeration tank

is the DO concentration of the input flow

is the saturated value of the DO concentration in wastewater

is the influent wastewater flow rate

is the volume of the wastewater tank

ls the oxygen transfer function depending on the control input

IS the airflow rate into the zone from the air procuct.on system

\s the respiration rate (oxygen utilisation rate or oxygen uptake

rate)

Yvhen the mass balance equation of the DO concentration is used for control design, the

oxygen transfer coefficient K La is considered as 8. linear or nonlinear function of the

and the value of
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ihe airflow rate. The variables that are assumed io be measured are so(t). sO.in (r). lI(t)

and Q(t); sOsn' and V are known constants.

So(dissolved oxygen)

Q, So.in

- ------------~----------6 Sensor

~
V (Volume)

u(airflow rate)

Q, So

Figure 2.4: A schematic diagram of the aeration tank.

2.5 Methods for measurement of dissolved oxygen concentration based on the

respirometry

2.5.1 Respirometry

Respirometry techniques measure the respiration rate which is used to determine:

1> The rate of biodegradation by sludge bacteria,

2, Toxic wastes which inhibit both respiration and biodegradation.

3. The process optimization and control.

in the aerobic tanks of a biological treatment plant, the complex ruolecules of the

wastewater are broken down by the combined activities of heterotrophic bacteria,

nftrifying bacteria and other microorganisms. In terms of process control, there are three

major processes (Spanjers at el. 1996):

• Biodegradation

• Growth

• Respiration

The above three processes are interdependent, resulting in changing of fate of

respiration, which is a measure of the rate of biodepradation attained. It is for the above

reason that the o>"j'gen uptake rate may be used as a centro! variable in process

optimization. If toxicity in the influent wastewater inhibits
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activated sludge, it follows that there will be an associated reduction in the rate of

biodegradation. A scientific and technical report on respirometry control of activated

sludge process has been compiled by IAWO Task Group (Spanjers ot et, 1996). It

explained the significance of respirometric analysis in activated siudge systems from the

environmental view of the biochemical engineering. The reason being that respiration

rate is directly related with two important biochemical processes i.e. biomass growth and

substrate consumption which must be conlrolied in wastewater treatment plant Included

in the report are respirometry-based control strategies and an measuring techniques for

respiration rate are classified accordingly (Spanlers, Vanrolieghem. Olsson and Dold,

1996). Measurement and Interpretation of the respiration rate of the activated sludqe is

done by respirometry. The respiration rate is the amount of oxygen per unit of volume

and time that is consumed by microorganisms. For a long time respirometry has been

kno\vn as an irnportant source for contromng the activated sludge process, The

explanation given for this is that respiration rate is directly linked to two important

biochemical processes that must be controlled in wastewater treatment plant namely

biomass growth and substrate consumption (Lukasse et et. 2000).

Respiration rate and dissolved oxygen concentration in activated slUdge form a strong

attachment amongst them. These results in that the dissolved oxygen measurement can

be easily and reiiably done and it has been used recurrently in the control of the activated

sludge process. Nevertheless, the fixed value of dissolved oxygen concentration does

not give adequate information on the growth and substrate utilizaticn as such. But it must

be noted that there is a difference between dissolved oxygen concentration-based

control and respiration rate-based control (Spanjers et et, 1996).

Measurement of respiration rate has been the research topic for many Investigators and

a number of measuring procedures have been developed. Regrettably, in the narrative of

respirometers there is more disorientation about the working principles than with any

other instrument, it is being portrayed with terms like: continuous, semi-continuous.

batch, in-line, on-line, in-situ, etc. The explanation for this confusion is that the

description can be relevant to the operation of the respirometer, which over and O\jer

again is a smaf activated sludge reactor by itself, or to the vlay it relates \vith the

treatment plant.

A number of respirometry-based control schemes have been proposed in the literature

but very few rea! implementations are reported. OWlng to inadequate measurement
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techniques and lack of understanding of the information content of respirometric data,

there have been a small number of successful practical applications (Marstli-Libelli,

Vaggi, 1997), (Marsili-Libel]', Tabani, 2002), (Checchi, Marstli-libelli, 2005)< Acditicnally,

confusion cropping up from inconsistency in implementation methods and employment of

terminology has held back the introduction of respirometry-based control.

In 1993 the International Association en Water Quality (IAWQ) established a task group

with the mission to write a Scientific and Technical Report (STR) on respirometry-based

control after realising the need for an extensive evaluation of respirometry in control of

the activated sludge process. The aim of the STR was to generate new insights by

evaluating existing knowledge present in literature and practice and identify further needs

(H< Spanjers at el. 1996)<

2,5.2 Significance of respirometry

The main purpose in wastewater treatment systems more often than not is the removal of

carbonaceous material from the waste stream through growth of heterotrophic bacteria.

The bacteria convert the energy of intramolecular bonds in the organic substrate to the

high-energy phosphate bonds of adenosine triphosphate (ATP)< This energy is then used

to produce the various molecular components required for ceil growth and reprocuction.

Alteration of energy from substrate to ATP occurs by means of a series of oxidation

reduction reactions. The most important ATP generation process within the ceil is

expressed as an oxidative pncsphorylation. ATP is generated as electrons removed from

the substrate by oxidation are transferred along the electron transport chain to the

terminal electron acceptor-oxygen in the aerobic activated sludge process. Generally the

process of the aerobic respiration IS represented schematically in Fig,2,5. A port.en

(1- Y) - of the used up substrate is oxidized to supply the energy to reorganise the

remainder (Y) of the substrate molecules into new bacteria! celt mass, where Y is

substrates remnants and 1-Y is substrates consumed.

The removal of carbonaceous material and related processes are not essentia!!y the only

sinks for oxygen in activated sludge systems. Nitrification, which entails OXIdation of

ammonia nitrogen to nitrate nitrogen by autotrophic organisms. often wii! account fer

approximately 40 percent of the total oxygen demand.

The rate, upon which the oxygen is utilized as an electron acceptor (Le, the respiration

rate) can be tracked with relative ease as the measurement involves simply monitored
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variables like, dissolved oxygen concentration or partial pressure of oxygen. The above

is not applicable for certain important state variables such as active biomass

concentration which cannot be measured directly, that's why respirometry is a powerful

alternative tool for assessing the condition of a system. Respiration has been identified

as the most sensitive parameter in research and model development, against which

activated sludge theory can be tested. Several experimental protocols based on

respiration rate have developad to isolate and study different aspects of process

behaviour such as biomass growth rate and decay rate, nitrification rate, and hydrolysis.

Respiration rate can also be regarded as the basis for a number of wastewater

characterization protocols.

Oxygen demand and respiration rate are interrelated to all the aerobic organism activities

in an activated sludge system, and differ in space and time. Many factors have an

impact. These include:

• The time-varying influent loading rate and the composition of the influent

• The flow regime in the system e.g. plug flow versus completely mixed one

• The inclusion of unaerated zones for nutrient removal

• Heterotrophic and autotrophic organism growth rates

• Return activated sludge and mixed hquor recycle rates

• Operating sludge age (or solids retention time)

.. The spatia! distribution and efficiency of devices

MICROBIAL MASS
GENERATED

SUBSTRATE
CONSUMfO_--....

ENERGY

Figure 2.5: Schematic representation of substrate consumption process (H. Spanjers et el,

1996).
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Since oxygen consumption is directly linked to process behaviour it is to be expected that

respiration rate can be used as an important tool in the system control and for

recognizing disturbances which have an impact on process performance (Spanjers et et,

1996).

2.5.3 Measuring principles

Respirometers are usually used to measure respiration rate. They are normatv ranging

from a simple, manually operated bottle equipped with dissolved oxygen sensor to

complicated instruments that are operated fully automatically. in several cases, the

aeration tank of tile treatment plant itself can serve as respirometer With the exception

of the latter case. a characteristic known to all respirometers is a reactor, separated from

the activated sludqe tank, where different components (biomass, substrate, etc.) are

brought togethor.

The operation of ail resoircmetcrs engages some technique for calculating the rate at

which the biomass takes up oxygen dissolved in the liquid. Various techniques have

been developed in the past. But. it was found by the task group that all measuring

techniques for the respiration rate can be dassjfied Into only eight basic principles

according to two criteria (H. Spanjers et et. 1996):

• The phase where oxygen concentration is measured (gas or liquid)

" vvhetber or not there is Input and output of liquid and gas (flowing or static).

The operation of ail existing respirometers can be described in terms of the above

principle, At the moment, the principles are being discussed according to the phase

where oxygen IS measured.

2.5.4 Principles based on measuring DO concentration in the liquid phase.

Respirorneters that are based on measuring DO concentration in the liquid phase make

use of a DO mass balance over the liquid phase. Consider a system consisting cf a liquid

phase. having biomass and substrate, and a gas phase both being ideally mixed and

having an input and output. lt is believed that the DO concentration in the liquld phase

can be measured, The DO mass balance over the liquid phase is:

wh c're· S = DO concentration in the liquid phase
nl , < Or .
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so: = saturation concentration of the DO

SOLjll = DO concentration in the liquid phase entering the system

K LaL = oxygen mass transfer coefficient (based on liquid volume)

Qill = flow rate of the liquid entering the system

Qon, = flow rate of the liquid leaving the system

rSO = respiration rate of the biomass in the liquid

VL =volume of the liquid phase

Mass balance over the liquid phase, Equation (2,6) does not contain gas flow terms, The

first and second term on the right side represent advective flow of DO in the input and

output liquid streams, In most systems Q,n and Qon, will be equal so that tile liquid

volume is constant. The mass transfer balance is described in the third term, The

respiration rate is included in the last term which is to be derived, Therefore, SOL must be

measured and all other coefficients be known or neglected. Practically, determination of

/so can be simplified in several ways, One approach is to make use of a method

exclusive of liquid flow and oxygen Input Fo'lowec by, the first three terms on the right

hand side of Equation, (2.6) fall away and the mass balance reduces to:

(27)

Therefore, the differential term has to be determined in order to obtain the respiration

rate only. This can be done by measuring the decrease in 00 3S a function of time due

to respiration, in correspondence with the approximation of the differential term with a

flnite difference term.

The signifioance of this approach is that the DO becomes exhausted after some time to

give each new measurement of "so a reaeration needed to bring the DO concentration a

higher level. DO and substrate are iimited when their concentrations turn out to be too

low, causing a nonlinear DO to decrease, The procedure for the determination of "so

acoording to "standard methods" is based on this principle. The principle is often used for

manually measuring of "so but it is also impternentec in automatic resprorneters which

sample activated sludge from an aeration basin and do one or more measurements of
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the DO decrease. In general. it is highly impractical for the principle to be Implemented

directly in an aeration tank.

The negative aspect required for reasrations can be eliminated by continuously aerating

the sludge. Then, the oxygen mass transfer term KLaJSo: -sOL)must be inciuded in

the mass balance Equation (2.7). To obtain "so both the differential term and tile mass

transfer term must be determined. For the latter to be calculated, the mass transfer

ff t Kcoe"IClen LaL and DO saturation concentration so: must be known. These

coefficients have to be determined on a regUlar basis because they depend on

environmental conditions such as temperature, barometric pressure and properties of the

liquid. The simplest approach is to determine these coefficients by using separate

reaeration tests and look-up tables. Another move towards coefficients estimation from

the dynamics of the DO concentration response is through application of parameter

estimation techniques as developed in chapter 4, The advantage of the latter is that the

values of the response can be updated relatively easily. This respirometric principle

allows the measurement of "so at a constant DO concentration, thereby eliminatinq the

dependency of "so on the DO concentration (provided DO» 0 mgll ; This principle

can be implemented in a separate respirometer or directly in the aeration tank (H,

Spanjers et ai, 1996).

Repetitive aeration Of estimation of oxygen transfer coefficients can be avoided when

liquid with a high enough input DO concentration is pumped continuously through a

closed completely mixed or piug flow cell without gas phase. The liquid flow terms now

have to be included in the mass balance Equation (2,7). Both DO concentrations SOL'
./1/

and SOL must be measured continuously to allow the calculation of rso' In a respirometer

Q. and V, are instrument constants and therefore assumed known or caLbrated. This
m L

princJple 1S in fact the continuous counterpart of the one described in Equation (2.61, It is

also sensitive to the effect of substrate and dissolved oxygen concentration l\rnitatlon,

However. the effect of the Hmitjng substrate can be reduced by the continua! addition of

substrate (wastewater) to the respiration cell (H. Spanjers et et, 1996).

2.5.5 Respirometric principles based on measuring oxygen in the gas phase

Respirometric prtnciples based on the measurement of gaseous oxygen might as wen

use of oxygen mass balances to receive the respiration rate, However, in addition to the
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(2,8)

mass balance on liquid phase Equation (2.6), a balance on the gas phase must be

considered (H. Spanjers et ai, 1996):

d "
dt (VGSOG) = F;nsOG,in -FO'usOG -rGKLaG(sOG -SOG)

where: SOG = DO concentration in the gas phase

SOG' = DO concentration in the gas enterino the svstern,m ~ 1

~rJ =flow rate of the gas entering the system

FOld =flow rate of the gas leaving the system

VG = volume of the gas phase

The term KlaG(So~ -SOG) represents the mass transfer rate from the gas phase to the

liquid phase and it consists of the connection between the two phases. As opposed to

measuring SOG directly, it can be related to volume or pressure changes by using the gas

law. Additional assumptions to be made are that the gas behaviour be ideai and that

measured changes are only caused by changes in oxygen concentration. Since carbon

dioxide is produced in the activated sludqe process this gas must be absorbed

chemically to avoid interference with the oxygen measurement

Following mass balances Equations (26) and (2.8), in order to allow calculation of "so-

SaG must be measured and also the information about SOL is required, If mass transfer

is sufficiently fast it can be alleged that the oxygen concentrations are in balance so that

the gas phase measurement is a true representation of the condition in the liquid phase.

in particular for full scale situations where the aeration tank is used as a respirometer

(off-gas or exhaust gas measurement), the legality of this statement should be seriousty

confirmed. The measuring of rso in respirometers is usually simplified under static iiquid

phase operation. in the simplest case, when both liquid and gas phase are static, the

same restriction as with the simplest DO based principle exists: in case the oxyqen turns

out to be worn out it must be refiiied by, for example, venting the gas phase. Another

option is to supply oxygen from an external tank and measure the amount of oxygen

supplied, or generate the oxygen by electrolysis. The latter technique enables deduction

of "so from the electrolysis current. Constant pressure and temperatura must be kept In

both instances.
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Table 2.1 sums up the measuring principles; the first column encloses the names of the

mass balance terms and the second column contains the mathematical equivalents. The

succeeding columns list the resplrcmetric principles, the first four being liquid phase

principles and the others being gas phase principles. The mass balances for each

principle are formed by multipl:,~ng the terms with the coefficients in the coiumn of the

appropriate principle. The totting up of all terms must be equivalent to zero (H. Spanjers

at et. 1996).

2.5.6 Static gas-static liquid

A static gas-static liquid respirometer is normally controlled by monitoring the decline in

dissolved oxygen concentration So with time in a dosed vessel after a short aerated

phase. By omitting transport and aeration terms the calculated mass balance equation of

respirometer becomes

(2.9)

An entirely closed respiration chamber with no headspace is required as no aeration of

the activated siudge sample may take place curing experiment. If an open respiration

chamber is used surface aeration may influence the measured data given by Equation

(2.9). This type of respirometer is limited, because of the absence of aeration and

thereby the danger of oxygen hrnitanon, particutarly for the determination of the SlUdge

kinetics and wastewater characteristics.

2.5.7 Flowing gas-static liquid

Since they are continuously aerated, flowing gas-static liqUid resplrometers have the

advantage that higher sludge concentrations can be used, mainly because there Is a

continuous input of oxygen to avoid oxygen limitation. It is recommended that higher

sludqe concentration will typically allow a shortening of the experiment.

The transport term of equation (2.6) is not needed giving the following mass balance

equation.

So =KLa(s~ -so)-rso
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The fJ~)lJres at the top schematically illustrate the different principles, Signified are: the two seqmenls gas and liquid, the flow system

of both segment and the position where oxygen is measured in either form (gas or liquid)

Table 2.1: Summary of the measuring principles for respiration rate

~w~~~~~~
VLrSO

I -1 I -1 I -1 I -1 I -'I I -1 I -1 I -1

s dissolved oxygen accumulation d I -1 I -C I -1 I -1 I -1 I -1 I -1 I -1
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In case the oxygen transfer coefficient (function) K La is too high, then it be noted that

oxygen dynamics might not be visible. Furthermore, too high aeration intensity may

perhaps increase the risk of measurement noise. It is therefore significant to optimise the

aeration in the respirometer in such a way that a consistent "so value can be obtained.

In most cases, the oxygen uptake rate rso may be considered to consist of two

components namely the exogenous oxygen uptake rate rS O.n ' meaning the immediate

oxygen uptake needed to degrade the substrate, and the endogenous uptake rate

r In the absence of substrate.SO.end· is zero and this resuits in oxygen

concentration in tne flall,ling gas-static liquid respirometer to reach a steady-state

concentration So which represents the equilibriurn between oxygen transfer and
-eq

endogenous respiration. Under the statement that rO.",d is constant fer which a

reasonable assumption for short-term experiments were performed, out of which

Equation (2.10) is being formulated.

(2.11 )

In applying the above equation attention can be focused on the substrate degradation

induced respiration rso.
ex

only. A flowing gas-static liquid respirometer makes it easy to

reoord "so data with a higher frequency as compared to most static-gas respirometers.

As for the above Equation (2.11), the exogenous oxygen uptake rate can be calculated

from So data which is measured during the substrate degradation when values of

dso/dt ,so.,q' and KIa are known The factor dso/dt is the slope of the So curve, and it

is usually obtained by a moving data window regression on the So data.

2.5.8 Static gas-flowing liquid

In static-gas fiov/ing liquid rsspirometers the So concentration at beth the inlet and the

outlet of a closed respiration chamber is measured. Aerated sludge is pumped

incessantly through the respiration chamber. The rso is calculated by making an oxygen

mass balance over the respiration chamber using the inlet sO,in and the outlet So

dissolved oxygen concentration and the residence time V/Q,,, in the chamber and this is

illustratec by Equation (2,12) below,
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· Q'n ( )
SO =V SO.in -so -rso (2.12)

It can be noted from equation (2.12) above that knowledge of K La is not necessary.

which gives to this type of the respirometer an advantage in the study of more complex

substrates such as wastewater for which K La estimation may be chaHenging. The

residence time VIQin is believed to be known in this approach and ought to be properly

chosen to avoid oxygen limitation in the respiration chamber. The drawback is that a

relatively small difference sO,'n -so must be calculated from the signals of two dissolved

oxygen probes, indicating that a drift of the electrodes may cause incorrect rso data. To

deal with this, the So concentrations in the inlet and outlet of the respiration chamber are

measured by the same dissolved oxygen probe in the static gas-flowing iiquid

respirometers. The results were achieved by regular swltcnin; of the now direction in the

rssplration vessel. On the other hand, the reqular flow direction switch means that the

response time of the electrode itself turns out to be an important data for the data

Interpretation.

2.5.9 Hybrid respirometer

Taking the gocd and leaving out the bad elements of the different existing respirorneters,

a compromise for the theoret'cal concept of a hybrid respirometric measurement principle

had been proposed. The proposed respirometer is based on the principles of flOWing

gas-static liqUid and static gas-flowing liquid respirometer combination.

The combined respirometric-titrimetric monitoring of the degradation process during

batch exoerimsm with activated sludge is presented and done by (Gerneaey, Petersen,

Ottcy and Vanrouechern. 2001). They found improved confidence intervals for using the

combined data set as opposed to separate respirometric or titrirnetrlc data sets for

parameter value estirnation. On the ether hand oxygen concentration control can be

improved for the purposes of efficiency.

2.6 Methods for estimation of the oxygen transfer function and oxygen uptake rate

The availabllity of on-line information about the microbiological activity is of vital

importance in monitoring and control of the activated sludge of the wastewater process.

The lack of reliable sensors and hlgh cost of advanced instrumentation are of major

, I • es-, . itcrino and 01'"'\n""O' Of wastews.. ter treatment olantsprOOlzms III lJ Ie man; '-' L '...... ,l v' HI -I ,~\i ::::il.....v.;;;h.v 1 c cxr. te" :-"'" vc .
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Many respirometric methods are described in the literature, but their implementation in

the activated sludge process is difficult. Development of the methods for model based

centro I resulted in development of the investigation of different approaches for estimation

of the oxygen uptake rate and oxygen transfer function by using software sensors. Some

overview of the existing methods is given below.

Model-based on-line estimation of respiration from current values of dissolved oxygen

concentration and airflow signals was developed in (Gerksic et ai, 2006).1\ is based on

fast estimation of respiration, because respiration is the most important disturbance

signa! in ccntroliinq dissolved oxygen concentration and is used as a factor improving

control efficiency.

Estimation of the respiration rate and the nonlinear oxyqen transfer function using

software sensor (Lindberg and Carlsson, 1996) for the measurement of the dissolved

oxygen concentraticn and airflow rate by a Kaiman filter was proposed. The respiration

rate is time varying. Generaily it has a dally variation around a nonzero mean value:

however it might ohange unexpectedly due to disturbances. The oxygen transfer function

depends on a number of factors, for instance aeration type, wastewater composition etc,

as weil as the airflow rate. Discrete extended Kalman filter fer estimation of oxygen

uptake (respiration) and nonlinear oxygen transfer function (Sotomayor et ai, 2001) used

numerical simulations for strnultaneous estimation of both respiration rate and oxygen

transfer function through software sensor was developed.

Nonlinear adaptive control for improved control of dissolved oxygen concentration in the

aeration tank of the wastewater treatment process based on a bilinear model of the

dissolved oxygen concentration was done in (Ko, MciNNIS and Gocdwin, 1982). They

effectively showed through simulation results that both OUR (oxygen uptake rate) and

nonlinear oxygen transfer coefficient can be estimated using on-line methods.

Controlling activated sludge process on the bases of dissolved oxygen concentration

measurement profiie providing a distinct advantage of exploring the use of reliable

sensors was done in (Olsson and Andrews, 1978), The reason for this being that it

makes it possible to get information for variables that are not easily measurable.

(Lindberg and Carlsson, 1996) suggested another strategy that only involves ncn!lnear

oxygen transfer function and in this case comparison Vias made on the basis of the
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designed controller outperforming the norma! PI controller. The challenge in controlling

DO is that the process is inherently nonlinear; indicating that high control performance for

all cperating conditions may be a problem to attain with a linear controller. Hence, the

decision taken for the development of a design method that gives a high performance

controller for all operating conditions is convenient for the control of dissolved oxygen

concentration. Further, in the design of the controller, the nonlinear characteristics of

oxygen transfer function K La had been taken into consideration. A design method which

consisted of two parts in the forrn of: an estimation part and a controller design part is

developed. The control design is based on a linearization of the DO process, obtained by

using the Inverse of an estimated oxygen transfer function It should be noted though that

it is of Importance to choose a set-point for DO concentration controller. meaning, a

suitable DO in the zone. However, in practice the set-point is often kept at a fixed level. A

set-point ccmrolter which uses measurements of ammonia concentration had been

suggested. The DO set-point was controlled as to obtain a prespecified ammonia

concentration.

Estimation techniques issued from control and systems theory are applied in the

development of software sensors for on-line estimation of bio-process variables.

Software sensor can be said to be in association between an estimator and a sensor.

Software gathers the on-line estimation of the variable from measurements made by the

sensor.

Bio-activities in the activated sludge process are closely !inked to the dissolved oxygen

concentration. The heretrophic bacteria degrade the carbonaceous organic matter

making use of oxygen to oxidize and mineralize organic matter to produce carbon

dioxide. The effeot of dissolved oxygen concentration on the rate of nitrification using

both pure and mixed cultures, and cultures found in wastewater treatment systems have

been investigated by (Stenstrom and Puduska, 1980). Nitrification is made up by a

special group of autotrophic bacteria. caned nitrifiers. In this process. the nitrosomonas

oxidize into nitrite and the nitrobacters oxidize nitrite into nitrate. In association with

heterotrophic microorganisms, nitriflers need more oxygen for their growih, so

nitrification process is responsib!e fer approximately 40S-S of the total oxygen demand
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Different automatic techniques have been applied to contrcl dissolved concentration in

wastewater treatment plants in the past and the reason is that there are benefits

includinq the fo!!owing, but not limited to:

r On-line sensors for measurement of DO concentration have been

developed in recent years,

r There is a lot to be gained when controlling the DO concentration,

because it is very expensive for blowing air in the deep basins.

r The quality and process efficiency of efiluent water depend largely on

appropriate DO concentration.

A nonlinear model-based control algorithm for dissolved oxygen control is developed In

(Yoo et el, 2004). Dissolved oxygen (DO) concentration In mixed liquor is an important

process parameter in the biological wastewater treatment process as a result of

economic reasons and performance. The proper control of DO can give an improved

process performance and provide an economic incentive to minimize the access oxygen

consumption by making available the needed amount of air to meet the time-varying

oxygen demand of the mixed liquor. Nevertheless, the major technical hitches in the

control of biologioai process are the variety of the kinetic parameters and limited

availability of on-line information; consequently, an adaptive and nonlinear controller is

the cream of the crop for the btoloqical precess control.
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Figure 2.6: Closed ioop control of dissolved oxygen control.
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The estimation of the oxygen transfer rate KLau(t) and the respiration rate (rso(t» is

needed to construct a nonlinear controller for controlling the DO concentration more

effectively. Several recursive approaches were proposed in order to estimate KLau(t)

and rso(t) from the measurement of DO and airflow rate (Holmberg et al., 1989),

(Carlsson, 1993); (Marsili-Libelli and Voggi, 1997). Here the Lindberg's method [1997] is

described. The proposed Kalman filter estimates the values of KLa(t) and rso(t) on the

basis of the measurements of the DO concentrations and airflow rate. The filter

equations are shown on Figure 2.7., where F and K are filter coefficients.

Kalman filter
KLa(u(t))

so(t) e(t) =sOf(t)-SOJ(t)

u(t)
B(t) = FB(t -1) + K(t)e(t rso (t)

Figure 2.7: Estimator of K La(u(t»anct rso(t)

Because the respiration rate is affected by microbial activity, influent characteristics,

influent loads and flow rate, it is not possible to decide its mathematical formulation and

specific form, that is, the rso(t) is a kind of a stochastic process. The respirat.on rate in

many biological treatment processes which treat domestic wastewater exhibits sinusoidal

behaviour due to larce diurnal fluctuations in the flow rate and the composition of the
~

feed stream; and the respiration rate in industrial WWTP shows a step-like behaviour.

Several models for modeliing the respiration rate as a stochastic process, such as

random walk model. a filtered random walk model, and an integrated random walk

model, are suggested (Olsson and Newell, 1999).

In the paper considered above, the respiration fate is modelled as a filtered random walk

based on a deviation variable,

where f is a filter pole between 0.9 and 1. e, (t) is zero mean white noise, and q is

backward shift operator. Here, the respiration rate is considered as a filtered
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walk model among stochastic processes. The filtered random walk model can give better

tracking performance of the respiration rate than a random walk model in the presence of

measurement noises (Lindberg, 1997). The exponential oxygen transfer rate model K La

can be a good choice. because it can give a similar shape of tile K La function, which is

natural In a physical sensor (the oxygen transfer deteriorates for high airflows).

Further, only two parameters are necessary to be estimated and It is easy to invert the

K La function. An exponential model ofthe oxygen transfer rate is modelled suggested by

(Lindberg, 1997),

K
L a

(u(t» = k[ (l_e- k, uCt )' a ) (2.14)

where a is a scaling factor and k; and k2 are parameters In the exponential K La model.

The parameters of k, and k2 can be estimated during the laboratory batch experiment

under an assumption of a fixed airflow rate which gives a fixed KLa'

The Kalman filter equaticns for the exponential model of the K[a are used as follows

(Ljung, 1987)

li(t) = So Jet) - Soj(tlt -l;B(t -1))

B(t) = FB(t -1) + K(t)c(t)

K(t) = FP(t -l)(I](t)
1+ (l]T(t)P(t -1)(I](t)

pet) = FP(t _l)FT _ FP(t -l)(I](t)\IIT (t)P(t _l)F
T

+ R[
1+ (l]T(t)P(t -lMt)

(2.15)

(2.16)

(2.17)

(2.18)

1 0 0 0

0 1 0 0
F=

0 0 1+ f -f
0 0 1 0

where li(t) is the predictor error,

(2.19)

SOf(t) is the filtered DO siqnal. and SOj(t) is the

predicted filtered signal, f is a filter pole between 0.9 and 1. The parameter vector e is

defined as e= (k, k
2

rso(t) rso(t -1)f , where kj and k2 are the estimated value of

exponential K
La

model, and the respiration rate fso(t), is the estimated value of

respiration rate. The covariance matrix R} IS a 4 x 4 diagonal matrix,
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R1 = diag(YI'YI'Y2'O) which should have appropriate values. The parameter YI is a

small number, which reflects the slow variation in the K w parameters. The much faster

variation in the respiration rate is turned Into a larger value of Y2' A too small value of Y2

may give (a larger) bias in the estimate, since the Kalman filter will not be able to follow

the variations in the true respiration rate. On the other hand, a too iarge value of y,

results in unnecessary large variations (due to measurement noise) of the estimated

respiration rate (Lindberg, 1997). The regressor qJ(t) is given by:

/z ____l __e IK,"I")+Q!V)h 1)
KLa(u)+QIV

(2.20)

where h * is a sampling time.

The predictor sOf(t) is given by:

SOf(t!t 1) = sOf(t

+K w [u(t l)][so,m

.{Q(t 1)
1)+/z V [sOin(t

sOf(t 1)] rso(t I)}

1) 1)] +
(2.21 )

The presented results showed that a nonlinear model-based control algorithm for

dissolved oxygen control really outperforms PID controller when both the oxygen uptake

rate and the nonlinear oxygen transfer function are considered in the design of the

controller. In this simulation, the time delay that always exists in the real biological

treatment process is also considered, where the time delay was ten times the sampling

time. The estimated respiration rate can also be useful for the determination of a suitable

DO set point. It is important that the input signal should be sufficiently exciting, both in

amplitude and in frequency to obtain good estimation result especially with the

measurement noise corrupted data.

\iVhen approxirnatinq the respirat10n fate and oxygen transfer function from measurement

of DO and airflow rates, it is essential that a high excitation in the airflow rate be used. A

high excitation in airflow rate entails rapid changes in DO. If the DO sensor is not fast,

the estimates will be influenced. (Carlsson and Lindberg, 1996) considered a filtering

procedure, developed by (Ahlen and Sternard, 1989). it is applied to reduce the Influence

of the DO sensor dynamic. The filtered DO measurements can then be used for

estimating respiration rate and oxygen transfer function.
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2.7 Methods for control of the dissolved oxygen concentration

2.7.1 First Dissolved Oxygen Control systems

The initial use of dissolved oxygen control systems for the activated sludge started as far

as 1963 when it was for the activated sludge and post-aeration process control at the

120,OOOm'jday capacity wastewater treatment facility at Reno-Sparks, Nevada. After the

Initial success, the dissolved oxygen control systems were designed for activated sludge

treatment plants at Oro Lorna Sanitary District in San Lorenzo, California, the University

of California at Davis, Carmel, California, and the San Francisco international Airport

(Ryder, 1972).

In the plant Reno-Sparks, the requirement was for dissolved oxygen post-aeration control

to economically assure that the discharge standards would be achieved, Furthermore,

the stringent effluent BOD and solids standards required that the activated sludge system

selected for secondary wastewater treatment operates at nearly maximum efficiently ail

the time,

Improvement of electrochemical sensing elements for the measurements of dissolveo

oxygen had been introduced as early as 1970's. And it has made it possible for the

automation control of this most important factor of the activated sludge by maintaining a

selected concentration of dissolved oxygen readily available for the purpose of control

and operation (Ryder, 1972).

2.7.2 Diffused Aeration Control

The most primitive iliustrations of aeration were applied to diffused aeration plants

utilizing centrifugal blowers (Ryder, 1972). In one example, a multiple system of

electrodes were monitored. A different approach to control the centrifugal blowers was

utilized at Reno-Sparks (Ryder, 1972). In this case there was a control to both activated

sludge aeration tanks and post-aeration tank follo\ving the secondary sedimentation

tanks using the same group of aeration blowers. The desired range of dissolved oxygen

could vary from 0.5 to 3mg/1 in the mixed liquor and above a minimum of 6mg!l in the

post-aeration tanks.

Regulation of the amount of air to each of three aeration tanks and the pest-aeration tank

had been accomplished through modulating of butterfly valves which response to both

the wastewater flow and dissolved oxygen concentration. From the aeration tanks a tr~ple

pass is provided and can be operated flexibly for a number of modifications of the
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activated sludge process for which it relies on the loading conditions and operational

choice.

2.7.3 Mechanical Aerator Control

Dissolved oxygen may be controlled with equal faciuty in the mechanical aeration

systems as readily as those with diffused air. The example given was that of Oro Lama

Water Pollution Control Plant where three aeration tanks, each with 18.6 kW or 25 h.p.

surface aerators are installed in pairs in each of the aeration tanks (Ryder, 1972). The

first quarter of the tanks were utilized for retuned sludge reaeration. The remaining three

quarters of the tanks could optlonaily be operated as plug flow or continuous mixed

aeration patterns.

The utilization of dissolved oxygen signal in cascaded control system for adjustment of

the set-pcint of the immersed controllers is to maintain a predetermined concentration of

dissolved oxygen In aeration tanks. usualty at 1 or 1.5 mg/l. Only one of the surface

aerators in each tank was positioned from the DO control system. Other units were just

following the leader to maintain the same submergence setting. The two aerators in

reaeratlon zone of each tank were controlled by similar but independent system.

The cost of providing dissolved oxygen control was approximated at $5000 for the

sensor, arnplitier. transducer, controller, and positioner. Oro Lorna vVastewater

Treatment Plant had six control loops of this kind, representing a cost in the region of

$30,000. It had been concluded that since it cost around $15,000 to operate aerators at

Oro Loma by continuous dissolved oxygen control, considerable economic savings would

be provided through the set control system (Ryder, 1972).

2.7.4 Elementary control concepts of the aerated sludge process

2.7.4.1 Objectives of control

A wastewater treatment plant is certainly not at steady state, but it is for ever subjected to

disturbances. The influent flow rate. composition and concentrations will vary

significantly. tntsrna: streams are purposefully or unintentionally changed. In an

advanced nutrient removal plant there are many biological processes happening

concurrently, Each of these needs special operating conditions and reacts differently to

the disturbances. An example being whereby carbonaceous removal and nitrification

compete for dissolved oxygen (Spanjers et el, 1996)_
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In control it is of great importance to determine an objective, but this is not always stated

clearly, Typically, the primary objective is to keep the plant running, while meeting the

effluent standards, The overall challenge is often to run the plant consistently in the

absence of ail disturbances, wilh the help of measurement information and manipulated

variables. Usually the coupling between the influent loading circumstances and the

effluent quality is extremely tricky to measure.

Owing to that it is important to describe operational objectives. Given the necessary

conditions. they will both guarantee a satisfactory final effluent. Distinctive operating

objectives are (Spanjers et el, 1996): growing of the right biomass population,

maintaining a good mixture where appropriate, and avoiding the clarifier overloading. The

control problem is made more complicated by the several couplings within the plant

(caused by internal recycles) as weli as to the sewer system. Moreover, there are

coupiings that couples together water and sludge treatment. Many fundamental

problems as result of lack of proper functioning of the plant are due to

biochenucerm'crcbto'oqtcal reactions. Some desired operating conditions often seem to

be too limited to contra! the plant due to the fact that the availability of the variables is

being infiuenced.

Measurements are the foundation of the control. It is demonstrated that respirometers

can add critical information for the control of a treatment plant. An the variables that

influence the process are caned inputs. A few of them can be manipulated, so they are

manipulated variables. Typically those manipulated variables are: air flow rate, Chemical

dosage rate! waste flow rate and recycle tlow rate, Other inputs that can affect the

process are externally generated. The reason is that they cannot be manipulated for

influencing the process and are thus defined as disturbances. The example being the

influent flow rate which sometimes can be manipulated, if not it is considered a

disturbance. Some of the disturbances can be measured.

Many of the disturbances in a treatment plant are related to the intluent, !ike the influent

flow rate and concentration changes. Others are attributed to the operation of other urut

processes, like filter backwashing. or digester supernatant recyctinq (Spanjers et ol,

1996). They are inputs to the aerator as long as they influence the behaviour of the

aerator. The precess is defined by state variables, typically the concentrations of different

types of substrate and organisms. It is of finn beHaved that these are not directly

measurable. Instead, the process is observed by measurements that are related to the
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clearly. Typically, the primary objective is to keep the plant running, while meeting the
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problems as result of lack of proper functioning of the plant are due to

biochemical/microbiological reactions, Some desired operating conditions often seem to

be too limited to control the plant due to the fact that the availability of the variables is
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Measurements are the foundation of the control. It is demonstrated that respirometers

can add critical information for the control of a treatment plant. All the variables that

influence the process are caned inputs. A tew of them can be manipulated, so they are

manipulated variables. Typically those manipulated variables are: air flow rate, chemical

dosage rate, waste flow rate and recyole flow rate. Other inputs that can affect the

process are externally generated. The reason is that they cannot be manipulated for

influencing the process and are thus defined as disturbances. The example being the

influent flow rate which sometimes can be manipulated, if not it is considered a

disturbance, Some of the disturbances can be measured.

Many of the disturbances in a treatment plant are related to the influent, like the influent

flow rate and concentration changes. Others are attributed to the operation of other unit

processes, like filter backwashing, or digester supernatant recycling (Spanjers et et,

1996). They are inputs to the aerator as long 85 they influence the behaviour of the

aerator. The process is defined by state variables, typically the concentrations of d1fferent

types of substrate and organisms. It is of firm betieved that these are not directly

measurable. instead, the process is observed by measurements that are related to the
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state variables. Together the DO concentration and respiration rate "so are examples of

measured variables.

2.7.4.2 Dissolved Oxygen Levels

The readily available methods of continuously maintaining a seiected concentration of

dissolved oxygen keep the plant operation at the level required by this concentration.

From the economic perspective operations reiated to power consumption, for effective

activated sludge results for oxygen concentration should be at minimum. The larger the

gradient between saturation and maintained oxygen concentrations, the greater the

oxygen transfer for an equivalent amount of aeration and power consumption. There are

lower limits imposed by the period when the sludge is in the secondary sedimentaticn

tank and the dissolved oxygen is depleted by the metabolic organisms.

Higher dissolved oxygen concentrations can result in excessive nitrification, proliferation

of filarnentous organisms, and by mechanical shear result in poorly setttinq activated

sludge. It had been evident from the initiai start-up of the Reno-Sparks, Oro Loma and

Davis plants whereby those problems were clearly defined. It had been found that a

dissolved oxygen concentration of mixed liquor in the aeration tanks ranges from 0.75 to

1 mg/I in the aeration tank, and it permitted zero dissolved oxygen in the final

sedimentation tanks, which imposed an unfavourable environment for the filamentous

organisms, and the ccntrol of the sludge bulking.

The practical implication is getting the optimum conditions for an efficient and rapidly

settling of activated sludge, which could be obtained as a result of controlled dissolved

oxygen within close lirnlts in the region of 0.5 to 1.5 mgJI. This is of particular importance

considering overloading or high carbohydrates fed contributing to the enhancement of

the growth of filamentous organisms

2.7.4.3 Standard control schemes for DO concentration and respiration rate control

The simple closed Feedforward and mixed loop schemes are very much used In

wastewater treatment plants for DO concentration or respiration rate centre! The

summary of these schemes is given in Figure 2.8 wrlere 0 is a disturbance input, 0 is the

output, and MV Is the manipulated variable. Standard feedback (FB) control scheme is

illustrated in Figure 2.8 (a). One or more measured variables are inputs to the controller

and they are weiqned against the set-point (reference) values. The idea is for the
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controller to hold the measured variables as closely as possible to the set-point values,

regardless of the disturbances (Spanjers et ai, 1996), To illustrate the concepts, two

control loops are considered, DO control and respiration rate control. Traditionally in DO

controls, DO concentration is measured and compared with the desired DO

concentration, The air flow rate is influenced in such way that the DO concentration

would reach the desired value. Respiration rate here is considered as a disturbance; the

reason for this is that it is the one that chances the DO concentration. The control system

does not recognize that "so may be Influenced by air flo\rv rate and It does not exp\lciHy

take "so into consideration. It can be alleged that a toxic substance has entered the plant

as a result of the slump in "so The DO controller will notice that less flow rate is needed

to reach Ihe DO set-point value, but it does identify that the toxic disturbance has entered

the plant A decrease in substrate concentration would have caused the similar control

action, but such a strategy would need to be implemented with caution using complicated

measurements (Spanjers et al. 1996),

When considering a respiration control system, it is a known fact that the respiration rate

is measured and the results are compared with the desired "so (the /so set-point). Like 'it

is in DO control, the air flow rate is manipulated so that the set-point is reached. (Note

that in this case the DO concentration wili also be changed, but only that value that

corresponds to the change of the respiration rate). Before, "so was considered to be a

disturbance. But here it is the controlled variable, and the disturbances consist of, for

instance, substrate concentration changes, pH or toxic changes, that I.;vilj cause "so to

change. SUCll a change is directly noticeable through the measured value. It is of great

importance to notice that a further analysis needs to be undertaken to determine exactly

what is causing the change in "so- It is demonstrated using the above two examples, that

one has to define the boundary between the controller and the surrounding in each case,

so that the inputs and disturbances are properly rsccqnized.

Feedforward (FF) control is applicable when disturbances are measured. The

manipulated variable is adjusted to compensate for the effect of the disturbance. The

idea is that the effect of the disturbance and the FF control action compensate each

ether out, and there is no deviation from the set-point The basic design principle Is

shown in Figure.2.8 (b). The FF centro! is such that 3 model ls needed for it to catcula:e

how much of the fv1V is required for cancetl'nc cut the disturbance. Since the result of
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disturbance on the output has not yet been seen, the controller has to be able to

calculate its outcome before it actually happens. It is not possible to completely cancel

out the influence of a disturbance with FF control, the reason being that the models and

measurements are not always perfect. Therefore, it is always strongly advisable to merge

FF controller with a FB controller together (Figure.2.8(c)). The FF controller makes a

swift compensation for the disturbance, while the FB controller adjusts in slower time

scale, resultant respond is combination of accuracy and speed.

D Process o
D

Process o D Process o

Figure 2.8: (a) Standard feedback control, (b) Fecdforward control and (e) Fcedforward

feedback control.

2.7.5 Respirometry in control

Through personal interactions and literature review, the overview of existinq suggestions

and applications of respirometry-based controi strategies of the activated sludge process

are provided by I/,WQ Task Group (Spanjers et et, 1996). The authors classified the

different applications to support further developments of activated sludge process centre:

systems that include respirometry. In the review all the proposals in which respiration

rate was directly implicated in the control system were considered giving sufficient

explanation where necessary. Both automatic and manual controls v.e:e considered.

Classification of the strategies as based on different elements of respirometry-based

control system, meaning the location of the respirometer, measured or deduced (input or

output) variable, controlled variable, manipulated variable. For each of these e'ernents, a

number of possib'Iities were found in the literature and classifications could be based on

any characteristic. IAvVQ Task Group recommended a classification that is based on the

manipulated variable to identity the control scheme. The decision was based on the idea

that it had to be revealed as some classifications are more prone to confusion and
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(2.22)

misunderstanding than others, and such measures were taken at Copenhagen

Specialised Conference on Sensors in 1995,

The list of the manipulated variables that were proposed to act on the activated sludge

process on the basis of respirometry included most control hancles available in current

treatment plants, The authors have found references where air flow rates, influent, return

activated sludge, waste, sludge storage, internal nitrate recycle, chemical dosage, and

sludge treatment return liquor are controlled uSIng respirometry <

Most of the practical applications of oxygen measurements are performed in the liquid

phase, Hence, respirometric methods described in the development of this introduction

wil! be limited to respirometers where oxygen is measured in the liqUid phase using

dissoived oxygen electrode, The respiration rate is calculated by making a general mass

balance for oxygen over liqUid phase, The equation includes amcng other things, a

transport term, an aeration term and a term describing the oxygen uptake rate "so by the

microorganisms, Nevertheless, depending on the design of the respirometer the

transport and aeration terms may not be needed,

dso Qin 0
--=-(SOin -so)+KLa(so -so)-rsodt V ' .

2.8 Analysis of the existing situation

The dissolved oxygen concentration (DO) in the aerobic part of an activated sludge

process should be sufficiently high to supply adequate oxygen to the micro-organisms in

the siudge, as it plays an integral part fer control of wastewater treatment plants, On the

other hand: an excessively h~gh DO (which requires a high airflow rate) leads to htgh

energy consumption and may also deteriorate the sludge quality, A high DO

concentration in the internaHy re-circuiated water also means the denitrification less

efficient. Hence, both for economical and process reasons, it is of great importance to

control the DO. (Lindberg and Carlsson, 1996) developed a strategy for DO controller

based on the nonlinear DO transfer function, the reason being to illustrate that nonlinear

DO controller can outperform a standard PI controller.

Dissolved oxygen is a nonlinear process Which makes it difficult to be controlled. A lot of

different control techniques have been tiled in the past, but none came close to sclvinq

'H' rf "" ' "',..'the exact problem.. Igh control pe rormance ror ail cperatmo conc.t.cns rs not 2asny
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achievable with any type of linear controllers. In order to attain a high performance

controller for all operating conditions, the main focus is to take into consideration the

nonlinear characteristics of the oxygen transfer function KIn when designing the

controller.

Dissolved oxygen concentration is characterised by two important parameters, oxygen

transfer function KIa and oxygen uptake rate "so (Respiration). The oxygen transfer

depicts that it depends on several variables in the form of oxygen transfer rate and mass

transfer coefficient as the literatures describe.

Automatic control techniques were used for DO control in wastewater treatment

processes for many years, the reason being:

• The sensors formeasurement of DO were available.

• The DO control reduces the amount of energy for blowing of air in the aeration

basin.

• The effluent characteristics and process performance depend on the proper DO.

The normaily used controllers over the years are proportional integral (PI) or proportional

integral differential (PiD). The work performed by the said controllers above led to not

very good system performance, simpiy because

• The set-points are selected according to some nominal system requirements and

not acoording to the operating conditions of the process at moment cf control.

• The parameters of the controllers are not determined according to the operating

conditions of the process.

• The controllers are designed for linear process, whereas the process of dissolving

of oxygen into the wastewater is a nonlinear process.

These drawbacks are being dealt with in by considering the problem fcr DO control in a

scheme of 3 layer hierarchy in Figure 2.9 where;

1. Layer 3 is where the mode! parameters are estimated on the basis ct the

predicted process variables. The mode! parameters are estimated every t\.-vo

hours on the basis of predicted values of process disturbances and real va'ues of

the measured precess variables.

2. Layer 2 is where the optima! set-point for the DO controller is determined through

the sclution of optimal control problem on the basis of measurement of the
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process variables and prediction of the process disturbances. The problem for

optimal control is solved in the scheme of repetitive optimization every two hours

depending on the dynamics of the system disturbances. The obtained optimal DO

trajectory is used to determine set points for the design of the nonlinear controller

on layer 2 and for stabilizing control on layer 1. The controller is designed on the

basis of the estimated mode! parameters and optima! set point for the DO

concentration.

3. Layer 1 is where the controller parameters are programmed in PLC and the

control action IS produced.

The problems solved in the thesis are for estimation of the values of the parameters of

the mode! of the dissolved oxygen concentration on layer 3, for design of the linearizing

and linear controllers on the layer 2, and for the implementation of the contrcuer in PLC

for direct control.

The design of the controller parameters is done by the methods developed in the thesis

and these methods are based on the consideration that DO process is a nonlinear one.

The idea is stii! to keep the industry standard PI controller, but some additional control to

be introduced in order to cope with the nonlinear character of the process.

The methods proposed consist of two steps:

• Design of a nonlinear linearizing controllers using the second method of

Lyapunov or the input/output linearization theory

• Design of a linear (PI) controller
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Figure 2.9: Hierarchy of control tasks

2.9 Conclusion

This chapter gives an introduction of wastewater treatment process, For the effective

removal of the nutrients, the structure of \V\JVTP together with the processes such as

primary, biological, chemical, and sludge treatment are looked at. The bioiog~cal

treatment of wastewater, particularly, the activated sludge process is discussed.
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In ensuring the effective control of the process (ASP) by controiiing dissolved oxygen

concentration, two factors that affect the dynamics of the DO, oxygen uptake rate

(respiration) and nonlinear oxygen transfer function were taken into consideration,

Review of the methods for application of respiration and of the DO model parameter

estimation was performed, Since the thesis deals with designing the nonlinear controller,

then an overview of the existing control methods of DO was done,

Chapter 3 provides the overview of the mathematical modelling of the dissolved oxygen

concentration of the ASP based on ASM1 biological model, Also different models of

oxygen transfer function are discussed and simulated,
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CHAPTER THREE

DEVELOPMENT OF A MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF THE DISSOLVED OXYGEN

CONCENTRATION PROCESS

3.1 Introduction

Dissolved oxygen concentration is one of the principal control parameters in the activated

sludge systems (Undberg and Carlsson, 1996), (Vanrolleghem and Lee, 2003) stated

that, "Oxygen plays an integral part in activated sludge process." If the associated

aeration is done in an optimal way it will lead to substantial reduction in the process

energy consumption, Aeration takes place in the aerobic reactors, but practically, DO

concentration So in the activated sludge process is maintained by manoeuvring aeration

airflow Qa;r considered as a control Input 1I, The aeration input can be represented by

the oxygen transfer function KIa' Different types of KIa are analyzed for the purpose of

developing a nonlinear controller for controlling dissolved oxygen concentrat.on in the

aeration tank of the Activated sludge process (Lindberg, 1997)

This chapter Introduces the structure of the activated sludge process (ASP) and the

description of the COST Benchmark wastewater treatment process based on the AS~il1

biological model in sections 3,2 and 3.3 respectively. Section 3.4 gives mass-balance

model of the dissolved oxygen concentration for the Benchmark layout. Development of

the mathematical model of the oxygen transfer function is In section 3.5. An exponential

model of oxygen transfer tuncnon is given In section 3,6 and this model is used in section

3,7 to develop dissolved oxygen model equation in standard affine form which is applied

to the controller design for the model of dissolved oxygen concentration. Sirnulmk block

diagrams are provided for the sole purpose of simulations and their simulation results are

shown in section 3,8

3.2 Structure of the Activated Sludge Process (ASP) mass balance model

Dissolved oxygen concentration Is one of the main oontrol variables of the ASP when the

process of carbon and nitrogen removal is considered, There is Influence of the diurnal

variation of the flow and concentrations of the inflow over the activitles of the

microorcanisrns and in this way over the concentrations of the DO, This requires

improved control of the required concentration of the DO.
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The ASP is a complex nonlinear process and proper control of the airflow rate is

necessary to be implemented. This means that proper controller has to be designed and

implemented in order to follow requirements of the microorganisms for dissolved oxygen.

Different control design methods can be applied. These methods are based on

mathematical models of the ASP Incorporating both mass balances of the flows and

process variables In the plant, with biochemical activities of mlcroorqanisms and mass

balance of the oxygen with the processes of dissolving and uptaking of oxygen in the

wastewater. These two models can be considered in a series in the following way as

depicted in Figure 3.1, where sod is the concentration of DO as a result of dissolving

oxygen in water.

~-----------------------------------------------,

: Aerobic Tank :
Airfjow rate: ,

Mass balance of
,,

sod Substrates and ,
So, ,

u , the DO Microorpan.sms ,
~ transfer function mass balances •, [Output of the 00, K La r so :concentratlon,, ,
• ,, ,

Figure 3.1: Common model of the DO process for design of control using the airflow rate

as a manipulated variable

Various aeration strategies can be implemented on the basis of different models of DO

concentration, different types of DO controllers and different types of design methods can

be used to design the controllers. These aeration strategies can be considered as a part

of the three-layer control strategy of the ASP described in Chapter 2. The research work

in the thesis concentrates on the modelling and control of the DO concentration. An
derivations are done for the COST Benchmark process based on the ASM1 biological

model.

3.3 Description of the COST Benchmark process based on ASM1 biological model

Benchmark model Figure 3.2 is defined as a protocol to obtain a measure of

performance of control strategies for activated sludge plants based on numerical, realistic

simulations of the controlled plants. The benchmark consists of a description of the piant

layout, a simulation of bioloqical model (ASM1) and definitions of controller performance.

The benchmark is not correlated to any particular slmutation platform, meaning any
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commercial VVWTP simulation software packages can be used as well direct coding (C,

C++ or FORTRAN), (IWA Taskgroup,2008),(Copp, 2002).

The benchmark process is composed of a five-oompartment of the activated sludge

reactor consisting of rNO anoxic tanks, which are not aerated, but fully mixed, followed by

three aerobic tanks. The plant consequently merges nitrification with precenitntication in

a configuration that is usually used for realizing biological nitrogen removal in full-scale

plants. The activated sludge reactor is followed by a secondary settler.

Z,

Qa,ZaJAN

Qr,Zr I 1

1
AN

2

Figure 3.2: The benchmark structure

Q,
Settler

5

Q"Z,

The notations on the model are:

• For the flow rates: Qo is the input flow rate, Qr is the return flow rate, Qa is the

internal recycle flow rate, Q, is the input for the settler flow rate, Qw is the wasting

sludge flow rate. and Q, is the effluent flow rate.

• For the variables concentrations, the vector Z· is for an process variables

concentrations, one of its components is the DO which is noted as so'

3.3.1 Process flows and oxygen transfer functions

The list of system parameters with their units is given in Table 3.1.

Table 3.1: Process flows and oxygen transfer functions

I,: c·-z·:,(ac,-, .>.; ·-·::·~:.···.·<r ...: .,·lJn'.t~·.,f):;'!F_.····::.···••H
Influent flow rate 18-::46 m'ca!

Recycle flow rate 18446 m' cay

Internal recycle flow rate 553313 fT1~ cay

Wastage flow rate 385 r-rcsv

Kia-Tank 1 and Tank 2
n'a -
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commercial WWTP simulation software packages can be used as weil direct ccding (C,

C++ or FORTRAN), (IWA Taskgroup,2008),(Copp, 2002).

The benchmark process is composed ot a five-compartment of the activated sludge

reactor consisting of two anoxic tanks, which are not aerated, but fully mixed, followed by

three aerobic tanks. The plant consequently merges nitrification with predenitrification in

a configuration that is usually used for realizing biological nitrogen removal in full-scale

plants. The activated sludge reactor is fo!lowed by a secondary settler.
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Figure 3.2: The benchmark structure
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The notations on the model are:

• For the flow rates: Qo IS the input flow rate, Qr is the return Ilow rate, Qa is the

internal recycle flow rate, Qt is the input for the settler flow rate, Qw is the wastinq

sludge flow rate, and Qe is the effluent flow rate,

• For the variables concentrations, the vector Z is for all process variables

concentrations, one of its components is the DO which is noted as so'

3.3.1 Process flows and oxygen transfer functions

The list of system parameters with their units is given in Table 3.1.

Table 3.1: Process flows and oxygen transfer functions

~:, . -;-;. '7 ;'. .-;'.-;.7' ::;.·,·.·WTSt'.·;,... fJ:!1~?';'T';T;'" ....•.• ;:
Influent flow rate iiA46 rnuav

Recycle flow rate 184.46 m- cey

Internal recycle flow rate 55333 mCcay

Wastage flow rate 385 n-1;C3'1

KLa-Tank 1 and Tank 2
na -
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K Ia - Tank 3 10 h(

KIa - Tank4 10 fl,

KIa - Tank 5 3.::> rEr

3.3.2 Values of the ASM1 model parameters

The kinetic parameter values are listed below In Table 3.2. Included in the table are

parameter descriptions, parameter symbols. units and their associated values

Table 3.2: Kinetic parameter values for ASM1

Maximum heterotrophic growth rate JlmH
4,0 cay

Half-saturation (hetero. growth) K s
1(1,0 gCODm-'

Half-saturation (hetero. oxygen) K OH
0.2 gO" Til

Half-saturation (nitrate) K NO
0' 9 NO-~-N rnv

Heterotrophic decay bH
03 cay

Anoxic growth rate correction factor
1'],

0.3 No crmens.cn

Anoxic hydrolysis rate correction factor l1J,
(1.8 No dtmensicn

Maximum specific hydrolysis rate K h
3'()

g xs(g X B.H COD·dayr l

Half-saturation (hydrolysis) K f
0.1 g xs(g X B.H COD)'I

Maximum autotrophic growth rate !-1 m,
(1.5 cay

Half-saturation (auto. growth) K NH
1,0 9 NH·~-N in ",",

Autotrophic decay rate bA
0.05 day

Half-saturation (auto. oxygen) K OA
QA GO,""

Ammonification rate
I"' (:~

m'3(gCOD.day)'1k '.1.'.1::;

a

3.3.3 Process variables

Table 3.3 lists the ASM1 13 state variables, their associated symbois and their units

(Henze et el, 1987).

Table 3.3: State Variables for the IAWQ Activated Sludge Model #1 (ASM1)

',' ,,~:.... :.:.' -;"'" I·
," :.,. IInit<: , i'l J Iip, , . .,--:,.,.. .

Soluble inert organic matter X .. ,-·n"', ",,-'
>:} '~v'-- .,'
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Readily biodegradable substrate
Ss

gCODm-.i

Particulate inert organic matter
XI

gCODm

Slowly biodegradable substrate Xs
gCOOm

Active heterotrophic biomass XBB
9 COU rn"

Active autotrophic biomass
X S.A

g COD m"

Particulate product arising from biomass decay xp
g COD m"

Oxygen So g COO m

Nitrate and nitrite nitrogen.
5-"','0

9 Nm--'

NH; + NH1nitrogen s,\'H
gN m

Soluble biodegradable organic nitrogen
SND

gN m

Particulate biodegradable organic nitrogen
X,\V

9 N 01'

Alkalinity
S41K

me: t.

3.4 Mass-balance model of the dissolved oxygen concentration for the Benchmark

plant (layout)

The process dynamics are obtainable through the application of the principles of mass

balances to tha aeration tank in the wastewater process structure. The considerec

structure has 3 aeration basins. The considerations 'Nili be done for one of them as the

basins are similar. Dynamic of the dissolved oxygen concentration in the «" aeration

tank can be described by the following mass balance equation:

So(I) =: [Q"-ISO."-1 (t) + v"rso."(I) +V"KLa."U(t)(SO,mi - so" (I)) - Q"so." (I)] (3.1)
n

where Q" = Q"-l =Qo +Qr + Q". sO" (0) =sao.,,' sao,'' is the initial state, so." (I) [mgii] rs

the dissolved oxygen concentration in the n -til tank, K La is the oxygen transfer function,

So at [mg/I] is the dissolved oxygen concentration at saturation point, rs (t) [d'] is the
~ ~

oxygen uptake rate, V [m3
] is the volume of the tank and II is the airflow rate. "so» IS

the respiration rate. The index n wil! be omitted further in the thesis because the

structure of the 00 mode! for every aerobic tank is the same. The oxygen utilisation rate

is given by ASM1 biological model as:
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(3.2)

where PH is the maximum heterotrophic growth rate, YH is the heterctropnic yield, PA is

the maximum autotrophio growth rate, YA is the autotrophic yield. ss.,,(t) is the readily

biodegradable substrate, S"H.,,(t) is the NH: + NH3 nitrogen, K,\'H' K OA' K OH' K, are

the half-saturation coefficients for heterotrophic growth rate, autotrophic growth. and

autotrophic decay respectivety.

Here the respiration rate is determined by other process variables. This is a very complex

equation to be used for real time control. That is why oxygen uptake rate wiii be

considered as a nonlinear function which can be calculated on the basis cf

measurements of the dissolved oxygen concentration and the air flow rate u(t) foiiow!ng

estimation procedure. It is assumed that so,,, (t) ,SO."_1 (t), u and wastewater flow rates

Q are measured and so' sO"at and V" are constants. The equation for the DO can be

rewritten in the following way:

SO,a (t) = ~ [Q"(s 0.n-1 (t) - sO,n (t)] +rSO,n (t) + K La.nU(t)(so.,at - SO,n (t))
n

(3.3)

Taking into account that the tanks are identical, then for simplicity it is accepted that

5 0 , '1 =so,Qn = Q, Vn = V,sO,n_l = sO-in' The equations (3.2) and (3.3) represent the model

of the process for dissolved oxygen control.

The control action of this process is airtlow rate, controlled output is the concentration of

dissolved oxygen and uncontrolled disturbances are the inflow DO concentration and the

oxygen utilisation rate. The disturbances depend on the input flow characteristics and wiU

change requirements of the microorganisms fer oxygen, The results of these changes

are rsquired for changing the set-point and controller parameters,

3.5 Mathematical model of the oxygen transfer function K La

In the dissolved oxygen concentration dynamics, the oxygen transfer function K L"

describes the dissolving of oxvaen on the basis of the flow rate of air into the water, it
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describes the rate at which oxygen is being transferred to the wastewater by the system

for the aeration, as a function of airflow rate.

(3.4)

The oxygen transfer function (coefficient) can be related to the changes in the intensity of

aeration, which is considered as a control input u(t). There are different models of KIn

proposed in the existinp literature as follows:

• Linear relationship with a nonzero intercept (Reinius and HUltgren, 1988) ,

(MaKinia, 1998), (Bocken et at, 1989), (Holmberg et et. 1989)

K Lau(t) = k] (t)u(t) - k, (t), where ~ and k] are empirical constants or time

varying parameters

• Power function of the airflow rate (Cheng, Roth, Eckenfelder, 1980)

KLau(t) = k, (t)u(t),,(t)

• Exponential model (Lindberg, 1997) KIa (u(t)) =k, (1- e-k,u(t)'a) , where a is a

scaling factor, k; and k, are parameters

• No aeration control. meaning that, the aerators are continuously on during the

whole time K Lau(t) = k[(t)

• Linear transfer function (Haarsrna. Keesman, 1995), (Holmberg, 1990), (Lukasse

et et, 1996) KLau(t) = k](t)u(t)

• Square root funotion (Holmberg at et, 1989) KLau(t) = k](t).ju(t)

k (t)u(t)
• Monad type model KLau(t) = -]'-'--'----'-----'

u(t) +k, (t)

The transfer function K La as a function of its parameters varies slowly in a matter of

hours or even days. The transfer function depends on the aerator type, water depth.

basin shape an even airflow rate. Aerator clogging accounts for much of the variations of

K La . That is why K La is time dependant and has to be determined on-line The oxygen

respiration rate is determined in both, the primary respiration, used in synthesis and in

the endogenous respiration, during decay. The respiration fate chanqes s!gnificant~y in a

number of hours; while KIa differs sliqntty from day to day.
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Summary of the existing literature of the oxygen transfer function models is given below

In Table 3,4,

Table 3.4: Different models for oxygen transfer function

Step

Linear A

Linear B

Arctan

Square root

Power

Exponential

Polynomial

Piecewise linear

Cubic spline

Second order model

Monod type

K La = f(1I)

Fast estimation of respiration (oxygen uptake rate) is important given the fact that

respiration appears to be the most important disturbance siena: in the control of

dissolved oxygen concentration and therefore could be used in improvernent of centro:

efficiency; the whole exercise is achievable through on-line estimation of respiration from

the current values of dissolved oxygen concentration and airflow signals (S.Gerksic et ei.

2006). Estimation of oxygen transfer function K La and oxygen uptake rate "so is

determined in the thesis on the basis of least square method using the measurements of

the airflow rate and DO.

3.6 An exponential model of K La

(Lindberg, 1997) suggested that an exponential KLamight be a su.table choice as it gives

a curve with a shape similar to the natura! one, Figure 3.3. it can be noted though that

only two parameters are necessary to estimate and is etso possible to invert the K La
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(35)

function as inverting would make it easy to design a nonlinear controller. A typical curve

of the KLa(u) functions is given on Figure 3.3.

The designs of nonlinear controllers in the thesis are based on the exponential model of

the oxygen transfer rate. It can be substituted in equation (3.4) to form the process

model.

So (t) = ~ Q(SO,i" (t) - So (r) + "so + k, (1- e-k,,,(t) )(sO.Sat - So (t»

The equation (3.5) is used for the design of the controller.

6- ------,-------r------r------

5-

4-

3-

50 100 150 200 Airflow rate [min]

Figure 3,3: Exponential model curve of K La

3.7 Dissolved Oxygen Model Equation representation in a standard affine form

The equation of the dissolved oxygen mass balance describes the model of the aerobic

tank with one control input u(t), two disturbance inputs SO,i" and "so and one

state/output so' A block diagram of this model is shown on Figure 3.4.

SO.ill

Figure 3.4: Block diagram of the dissolved oxygen concentration.
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The equation (3.5) is a nonlinear one because of the nonlinear transfer function and

because of the product between it and the dissolved oxygen variable. Equation (3.5) can

be rewritten in a nonlinear affine standard form. This equation is used later for the design

of the nonlinear controllers.

i(t) = f(x) + g(x)u(t) +gj (x)w(t) (36)

where x is a state vector, II is the control vector, w is the disturbance vector and fix)

and g(x) are nonlinear functions. The following transformations are implemented in

order to represent equation (3.5) In the form of equation (3.6). Introducing of tile

so(t) = ;; (so/" (t) - So (r) +KIa (sO.,a' - so(t» + rso(t} =

= ~ sO.ia (t) Q so(t) + rso(t) + k j(1- e-k, ,, )(sO.,a, (t) - so(t» =
f V (3.7)

=; sO.ia (t) ; so(t) +k, (sO~a,(t) - So(t» - k.e -k,,,(') (so.,m(t) - So(t» + rso(t) = .

=;SO.i,,(t) ;so(t)+rso(t)+kj(so.>a, -so(t»+Uj(t)(sO~a,-so(t»

The representation is obtained In the form

so(t) = f(so (t» +g(so (t»u j(t) + gj (so (t»SOj" (t) +g, (so (t»rso (t)

where f(so) = -;; so(t) + k, (so.,,,, - So (t»; g(so) = (so.,a' (t) - so(t» ,

gj(so) =; = Constant, and g,(so) =1 =Constant

The equation (3.9)

(38)

(3.9)

has 4 terms. First one describes the free dynamics of the dissolved oxygen The second

one describes the forced dynamics of the dissolved oxygen. The third and forth terms

describe the influence of the disturbances, i.e. Inflow dissolved oxygen concentration and

the oxygen uptake rate.

The control u(t) can be calculated back from the control uj (t) using In function as

follows;
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u, (t) =_k,e-k,"I'l

Inu,(t) = In( k,)+ln(e-k,"(t»

Inu,(t)=ln( k,)-k2u(t )

Inu, (t) -In(-k J ) = -k2u(t )

u (t)
In-'- = k,l/(t)

k -
J

u(t) = ~ In l/, (t)
k2 -kj

The model (3.10) is used for design ofthe nonlinear controllers.

3.8 Simulation of the DO model in Simulink

3.8.1 Importance of simulation

(3.10)

Simulation is the route taken to use a numerical solution of the given model equations to

approximate the behaviour of the system. In control engineering, the models are most

often a collection of integra-differential equations. the solution to which represents the

response of the system to specific ecological circumstances and inputs. Computer

models differ in complexity from a few first-order differential equations to systems with

mumpre state variables such as a model of the space shuttle. More and more, control

models of complicated systems are hybrids of differential equations working together with

dynamic digital logic. For such systems simulation is necessary to study the potential

response in different conditions.

Simulation is one of the most Important resources in the field of control engineering and

is the only common method of analysis able to find solutions to illogicai nonlinear

differential and difference equations. EVidently simulation locates only particular

solutions, to be precise. solutions to the equations with specific inputs, initial conditions.

and parameters. It is in support of that reason that simulation does not supplant other

methods of analysis. Properties of significance such as stability or conditional stability

cannot be verified with simulations.

3.8.2 Objectives of DO concentration model simulation

The objectives of the simulation of the DO concentration model are:

• To obtain solution of the model differentiai equation for the given step input of the

airflow rate and steady state values of the process variables describing the

oxygen uptake rate
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• Investigating the influence of the external sO.in and internal rso disturbances over

the dynamics of the DO concentration

Simulation and investigations are done in the software environment of Mat!ab!Simulink

3.8.3 Input data for simulation

Parameters for simulation of the Dissolved Oxygen Concentration are introduced in

Matlab workspace by the program "DO_OperLLoop_Parameters.m". The program is

given in the Appendix A. The corresponding Simulink model 'DO_Mdel_2.mdi" is given in

Figure 3.5. The input variables are the disturbances sO.!n' and "so the control signal u,

variable is dissolved oxygen concentration so' The values of the parameters are taken

from the ASM1 biological model and are given in Table 3.5. The values of k
l

and k, are

calculated from the value KIa = 240 day'" by a curve fitting for a given value of the

airflow rate u =50000 m'[day ,

Table 3.5: Values of the model parameters

Par ph YH
pA YA s5.n s.\W.n KNH KOA KOH Ks k k,I

Val 4 067 0.5 024 0.889 1.733 10 0.4 0.2 10 2A f'; 'j;e::e-/-v

Table 3.5 gives the calculation of the parameters for the open loop controi for internal

and external disturbances variations. In order to achieve dynamic behaviour of the

dissolved oxygen concentration for different cases of sO.ia and rso ' the latter is

calculated for ±10% - ±50% of both x BA and xBH and their calculated values are given

in Table 3.6 below,

0.60.22815.3884Xbn+1Q'!,>134.8173Xba-1Q%

Xca

Table 3.6' Parameters table for open loop control

~~~~~~~~~

Xba+1C%

Xba-2D%

Xba-30':-'::::

Xba+3G'/c

164.7767

119.8376

179.7564

104.8579

194.7361

E9.37B2

2303.4996

3071.3328

2Q~7_5552

33272772

1791.6108

0.4

0.6

0,6

0.6

0.2

0.2
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Xba+40'~'G 209.7158 Xbh-4Qc;.:) 1535.6664 0,8 ,,0 1u."

Xba¥50'l& f4.8985 Xbh+50% 3839.166 1 02 0.6

Xba+5O~;'J 224.6955 Xbh-5Q% 1279.722 1 0.2 0.6

Simulink diagram of the dissolved oxygen concentration model is shown below on Figure

3.5. The model is used for simulation results for different behaviour of the dissolved

concentration for steady state values of variables given above on Tables 3.5 and 3.6.

[T Axl>.. ]

Figure 3.5: Representation of dissolved oxygen model in Simulink

3.8.4 Results from the simulation

The dynamic behaviour of the DO concentration for steady state values of the

variables obtained from the Benchmark process with ASM1 biological model is

shown in Figure 3.6. The dynamic behaviour of the DO concentration for different

cases of disturbances so.!" and "so are shown in Figure 3.7 to 3.39.

OpE>n L<:>op .--spons_ oF"th... dlssol...-d o:>o<yg_n

2.5~-------_~ ------- ~---------~--------~--------~
, ,I I I --- So :
I I '! ;

2~------ _~ ~ ~ L ~ ~

I· '.:
'.5i---- ---~---------~--------~---------~--------~--------

i ,
-----,------------------,---------,--------,---------

,
O_5~ -----------------~--------_----- ----------- ~

20 30
tl ..._(d...ys)

50

Figure 3.6: Open ioop response of the dissolved oxygen model using Soin=O.2 and rso

calculated for XBA of 149.797 and XBH of 2559.444
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Open loc>p responsE> of'the dissol""'>d oxygen concentration
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Figure 3.7: Open loop response of the dissolved oxygen model using $oin=0.6 and rso

calculated for XBA of 149.797 and XBH of 2559.444
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Figure 3.8: Open loop response of the dissolved oxygen model using 80in=1 and rso

calculated for XBA of 149.797 and XBH of 2559.444

Open Loop response of the dissolved oxygen concentration
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Figure 3.9: Open loop response of the dissolved oxygen concentration using Soin=O.2 and

rso calculated for XBA of 134.8173 and XBH of 2815.3884
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Open loop response of the cneecrvec oxygen concentration
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Figure 3.10: Open loop response of the dissolved oxygen concentration using 80In=0.6

and rso calculated for XBA of 134.8173 and XBH of 2815.3884
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Figure 3.11: Open loop response of the dissolved oxygen concentration using Soin=1 and

rso calculated for XBA of 134.8173 and XBHof 2815.3884
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Figure 3.12: Open loop response of the dissolved oxygen concentration using Soin=0.2

and rso calculated for X8A of 164.7767 and XBH of 2303.4996
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Open loop response of the dissolved oxygen concentration
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Figure 3.10: Open loop response of the dissolved oxygen concentration using 80in=0.6

and rso calculated for X8A of 134.8173 and XSH of 2815.3884
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Figure 3.11: Open loop response of the dissolved oxygen concentration using Soin=1 and

rso calculated for XBA of 134.8173 and XBH of 2815.3884
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Figure 3.12: Open loop response of the dissolved oxygen concentration using Soin=O,2

and rso calculated for XBA of 164.7767 and XBH of 2303.4996
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Open loop response of the cneeorcee oxygen concentration
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Figure 3.13: Open loop response of the dissolved oxygen concentration using Soin=O.6

and rso calculated for XBA of 164.7767 and XBH of 2303.4996
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Figure 3.14: Open loop response of the dissolved oxygen concentration using Soin=l and

rso calculated for XBA of 164.7767 and XBH of 2303.4996
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Figure 3.15: Open loop response of the dissolved oxygen concentration using Soin=O.4

and rso calculated for X8A of 119.8376 and XBH cf 3071.3328
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Open loop response of the dissol~oxygen concetration

Figure 3.16: Open loop msponse of the dissolved oxygen concentration using Soin=O.2

and rso calculated for XBA of 119.8376 and XBH of 3071.3328
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Figure 3.17: Open loop response of the dissolved oxygen concentration using 50'n=1 and

rso calculated for XBA 119.8376 of and +200/0X8H of 3071.3328
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Figure 3.18: Open loop response of the dissolved oxygen concentration using Soin=1 and

rso calculated for XBA 179.7564 of and XBH of 2047.5552
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Figure 3.19: Open loop response of the dissolved oxygen concentration using 50in=0.2

and rso calculated for XBA of 179.7564 and XBH cf 2047.5552
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Figure 3.20: Open loop response of the dissolved oxygen concentration using 501n=1 and

rso calculated for XBA of 179.7564 and XBH of 2047.5552
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Figure 3.21: Open loop response of the dissolved oxygen concentration using Soif1=O.6

and rso calculated for XBA of 104.8579 and XBH of 3327.2i72
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Figure 3.22: Open loop response of the dissolved oxygen concentration using 50in=0.2

and rso calculated for XSA of 104.8579 and XBH of 3327.2772
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Figure 3.23: Open loop response ofthe dissolved oxygen concentration using 50ln=1 and

rso calculated for XBA of 104.8579 and XBHof 3327.2772
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Figure 3.24: Open loop response of the dissolved oxygen concentration using 50in=O.6

and rso calculated for XBA of 194.7361 and X8H of 1791.6108
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Figure 3.25: Open loop response of the dissolved oxygen concentration llsing Soin=0.2

and rso calculated for XBA of 194.7361 and XBH of 1791.6108
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Figure 3.26: Open loop response of the dissolved oxygen concentration usinq Soin=1 and

rso calculated for XBA of 194.7361 and XBH of 1791.6108
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Figure 3.27: Open loop response of the dissolved oxygen concentration using Soin=O.S

and rso calculated for XBA of 89,8782 end XBH of 3583.2216
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Figure 3.28: Open loop response of the dissolved oxygen concentration using 50ln=0.2

and rso calculated for XBA of 89.8782 and XBH of 3583.2216
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Figure 3.29: Open loop response cf the dissolved oxygen concentration using Soin=1 and

rso calculated for XBA of 89.8732 and XBH of 3583.2216
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Figure 3.30: Open loop response of the dissolved oxygen concentration using Soin=O.8

and rso calculated for XBA of 209.7158 and XBH of 1535.6664
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Figure 3.31: Open loop response of the dissolved oxygen concentration using Soin=0.2

and rso calculated for XBA of 209.7158 and XBH of 1535.6664
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Figure 3.32: Open loop response of the dissolved oxygen concentration using Soin=1 and

rso calculated for XBA of 209.7158 and XBH of 1535.6664
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Figure 3.34: Open loop response of the dissolved oxygen concentration using Soin=1 and

rso calculated for XBA of 74.8985 and XBH of 3839.166
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Figure 3.35: Open loop response of the dissolved oxygen concentration using 50In=0.2

and rso calculated for XBA of 74.8985 and XBH of 3839.166
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Figure 3.36: Open loop response of the dissolved oxygen concentration using 50in=0.6

and rso calculated for XBA of 74.8985 and XBH of 3839.166
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Figure 3.37: Open loop response of the dissolved oxygen concentration using Soin=l and

rso calculated for XBA of 224.6955 and XBH of 1279.722
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Figure 3.38: Open loop ~esponse of the dissolved oxygen concentration using 50in=0.2

and rso calculated for XBA of 224.6955 and XBH of 1279.722
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Figure 3.39: Open loop response of the dissolved oxygen concentration using Soin=0.6

and rso calculated for XBA of 224.6955 and XBH of 1279.722.

3.8.5 Discussion of the results

For the simulation results of open loop trajectories of the dissolved oxygen concentration

the following parameters were varied: the two disturbance; external sO.in' and internal

"so and for calculation of "so the values of X BA and xBH were calculated from ±10% to

±50% of the original steady state value from the Benchmark plant. The foilowing

parameters of transition behaviours were observed to investigate the performance of the

open loop response: time delay, steady state error, settling time. rising time. The values

are provided in Table 37. On the basis of Table 3.7 the following observations and

conclusions can be made:
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• The time delay of the process is not very sensitive towards the value of

disturbances. The biggest values of time delays of 0.2 seconds are for the steady

state of process biomass and small values of the sO.in

• The steady state values of the So is the most sensitive parameter of the transition

behaviour. It is higher for higher values of the process heterotrophic bacteria X BA,

the bigger values of the steady state So are for smaller values of sO.in'

• Reduction of X BA with big percentage leads to reduction of So in steady state

The settling time parameter is very sensitive toward variation of so' . Smaller variations of.m

X BA and X BH give bigger value of the settlinq time than the bigger variations. The rising

time is approximately the same for all variations of disturbances.
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Table3.7: Simulation results comparison table

Original X O.1 X Off
u.z \,I,~) , II,.:: I U,,::- I II c I,) I /.:,'1,:/ I 4,,) 1<:",1:. I I~ I 12 I 14 10-4 10,1 I 0,2

-lO%xO.1 +10% X all
0.2 O.G 1 0 .:15 O.1t) 0 .'15 - 2.:-1 2.2 2.1 I 12 -ri2-" TT2 I o:r I 0.2 I 0.2

+10%xOA -1O%xB//
0.2 0,6 1 0.15 0:15 0.15 2 0,19 2,1 14 14 14 0,2 0,2 I 0.2

- 20% X 0.1 + 20% XlJ/i
0,1 02 1 0.1 ~j 0.1;) 0:1 (j 2,1 2.2 2 14 14 14 0.2 0.2 I 02

+ 20% X O.1 - 20% XB/i
0.4 0.2 1 o.is 0,15 0,15 LlJ1 2.'1 2,4H '12 125 12.6 0.2 0.2 I 0.2

-30% X O.1 + 30% X O//
D.G 0,2 1 0.15 0.'15 0.15 2 2,1 2.49 14 12.5 1:3 0.2 0.2 I 0.2

+ 30% X)JA - 30% x)))) 0.6 02 1 0.15 0, 1~) 0.15 2.01 2.'1 2.01 12.5 13 12.6 02 I 0.2 I 0,2

-40%x tu +40% X 11//
O.B 0.2 1 O.1b 0,16 O.iS 2,:; 2.5 2.3 13 12 13 0.2 02 I 02

+40% X O.1 -40% X lJIt
08 0.2 1 O.1~) O.H) 0.15 2.1 2,2 2m '12.5 12 12 0.2 0.2 I 0.2

- 50% x IIA + 50% X lJIt
1 0.2 OJ) 0.15 0.1 t) 0.16 2.1 2.4 2.3 12 13 15 0.2 102 I 0,2

+ 50% X 8.1 -50% X OII
1 0.2 0.6 o.i fj 0:16 O.1b 2,18 2.1 ~) 2.2 13 12 12 0.2 I 0.2 I 02
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Table3.7: Simulation results comparison table

Original XO.1 XOII
\),,t; \.J.l,) I II,':: U,'" v. I;) .r.::,<l:? L,,) c.L IL '" I" ~I,'I I u.. I 0.2

-10% XOA + 10% XOII
0.2 o.s 1 0,15 0.1S 0.15 2.3 2.2 2.1 12 12 '12 0,2 1 0.2 I O?

+IO%x/u -IO%xOII
0,2 0.6 1 0.15 0.15 0.15 2 0.49 2.4 14 14 14 0,2 I 0,2 I 0,2

- 20% X0,1 + 20% Xliii
0.4 0.2 1 0.1 ~j 0,15 O.1b 2.1 2,2 2 14 14 14 0.2 0.2 0.2.

+ 20% X/J.1 - 20% XlllI
0.1 02 1 0,15 0.15 0.15 Z.Ol 2.1 Z.4n 12 125 125 0,2 0.2 0.2

- 30% XOA + 30% X/JII o.e D,2 1 0.15 1),15 0,15 2 2,1 2..4n 14 12,5 1:J 0,2 0.2 102

+30% X/JA -30% X/lli
0,6 0,2 1 0.15 0.15 0.15 2,01 2.1 2.01 12.5 13 '12,5 0,2 02 I 0.2

-40% X/JA +40% x/lI l
01, 0.2 1 O,1b 0, 1~) o.is ,:,3 2.5 2,3 13 12 1:J 0.2 0,2 0.2

+40%X/lA -40%X/l1i
O,B 0,2 1 0,15 0.15 (U5 2.1 2,2 2.D1 12,5 12 12 D.2 D.2 0.2

- 50% x/lA + 50% X/lli
1 02 O.G n.is 0.1f) 0.1.5 2,1 2.4 2,3 12 1:3 15 0,2 102 I 0.2

+50% X/JA -50% Xliii
1 0,2 00 0.15 0.1s O.iS 2,18 2.1b 2 ') 113 I 12 I 12 I 02 I 0,2 I 0,2
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3.9 Conclusion

This chapter provides an overview of Benchmark structure based on Activated Sludge

Model #1. System variables, state variables and parameter values from ASM1 are given.

Mathematical modelling of the different types of oxygen transfer function and oxygen

uptake rate is discussed.

Normal nonlinear affine form of the mass balance equation is derived. Simulation in

Matlab/Slmulink environment Is done for the case of exponential function of the oxygen

transfer function. The influence of two types of disturbances over the process dynamics

is investigated and the obtained trajectories are compared. The obtained trajectory cf the

dissolved oxygen model is used in the chapters 6 and 7 for the design of nonlinear

controllers.

Chapter 4 deals with parameter estimation of different models of oxygen transfer function

K fA based the method of least squares.
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CHAPTER FOUR

ESTIMATION OF THE OXYGEN TRANSFER FUNCTION AND OXYGEN UPTAKE
RATE

4.1 Introduction

The oxygen uptake rate has a very complex nonlinear representation according to the

Patterson matrix of ASM1 model. This representation includes different variables of the

ASP. Their on-line measurement is not possible because of lack of respective sensors.

This means that real-time use of the model of dissolved oxygen (DO) for control

purposes is not possible if the oxygen uptake rate is calculated according to Patterson

matrix. It is necessary to find some estimated value of the oxygen uptake rate (OUR) on

the basis of the available measurements, which are the DO concentration values.

When the value cf the oxygen uptake rate (OUR) is known, the specific growth rate or

the variations of the substrate can be calculated. The knowledge of "so is good for the

sludqe inventory control. The respiration rate depends directly on the wastewater and it is

not possible to control it. This means that it could be considered as a disturbance input to

the process. The estimator can be part of an adaptive controller for DO concentration

control.

The thesis considers different models of the oxygen transfer function. In order to develop

a method and algorithm for this estimation is necessary to know the values of K La' The

value of K La varies according to the wastewater quality and diffusers clogging. It shows

the efficiency of the aerator system. K La has a typically nonlinear character: as the

airflow rate increases. then KIn tends to a saturation value characterized by different

parameters, which are not known. Their estimation is also necessary to be performed.

The least squares method is developed for estimation of the OUR and the oxygen

transfer function parameters. The considered models are used for design and simulation

of the nonlinear closed loop control.

Discussed in this chapter is least-squares method for parameter estimation in section

4.2. Section 4.3 introduces data used fer parameter estimation. Section 4.4 is the

application of least squares methods to different models of oxygen transfer function, the
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subsequent models are given in subsections 4.41 to 4.47. Section 4.5 gives simulation

results of the parameter estimation for different models of oxygen transfer function.

4.2 The Method of Least Squares for parameter estimation

The Method of least squares for parameter estimation describes a frequently used

approach to solving over determined or inaccurately specified systems of equations in a

fitting sense. It is an alternative to interpolation for fitting a function to a set of points. It is

different from interpolation in the sense that the least-squares method does not need the

fitted function to intersect each point. Instead it seeks only to minimize the sum of the

squares of the residuals. The Method of least Squares can be categorized in two types:

Linear and Nonlinear and it also be further classified as follows:

• An ordinary Least Squares

• Weighted Least Squares

• Alternating Least Squares

• Partial Least Squares

For least Squares Method a very common base problem is curve fitting. Let t be an

independent variable and let y(t) represents an unknown function of t that needs to be

approximated. Assuming that, there are m observations, i.e. values of y measured at

the specified values of t : y(t) =y(t,) , i =1,.-r.m . The idea is to model y(t) by a linear

combination of n basis functions:

where R.do., a. ,do . " R do are unknown parameters. In matrix-vector notation, theJ-') 'f'} ,.,J- If' J- PlIo//l

model is y '" Xp (Ljung. 1999), (Geib et al, 1974), (Goodwin and Sin, 1984),

(Mathworks, 2008). The design matrix X is a rectangular matrix of order m x n with

elements x. , = do.(t). The design matrix usually has more rows than columns The
I,J 'P] 1

parameter fJ
j

can be calculated from the observations of the design matrix X,

4.3 Data used for parameter estimation

An input/output representation of the dissolved oxygen state space model is considered

in Figure 4.1. where u(k) , the airflow rete and so(k) , the dissolved oxygen

concentration are rneasured in real-time.
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Figure 4.1: Input/output model of DO concentration

It is supposed that these values are available for some period of time k = [0 K]. The

output y(k) is some function of measured variables, which is different for different

models of K",(u, k). It is supposed that the inflow concentration of dissolved oxygen

SO.in considered as a disturbance is known or measured also. The oxygen uptake rate is

unknown and is also considered as a disturbance.

4.4 Application of the least squares method to different models of the oxygen transfer

function

A discrete representation of the mass balance equation for dissolved oxygen behaviour

is considered

where K", can be represented in different ways, according to given in Chapter 3

models. For every case the least squares method is applied and equations for calculation

of the parameters are developed. The parameters are considered to be time varying and

for every sampling interval they have different values.

4.4.1 Oxygen transfer function represented by a time varying parameter

The case of K", = k
1
(k) is considered. The mass balance equation for DO is the same

as Equation (4.1), but K l.B does not depend on the airflow rate. Then the data for it is not

used in the estimation process.

In order to apply the method for least squares the Equation (4.1) has to be represented in

the input/output form, given in Figure (4.1). To achieve this an measurable variables are

moved to the left side of the equation and all parameters are left to tile right one, as

follows:
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In Equation (4.2) it can be seen that

y(k) =So (k +1)- soCk) - M; [sO.in (k) -so (k)] (4.3)

The right site of Equation (4.2) can be represented in a vector form using notations for

the parameters to be estimated by the letter 8

where 81 =k., 8, ="so- It is obtained that

y(k) = rp(k)B(k) , k=O,K-I

I][tHk)] = rp(k)8(k)
8,(k)

(4.4)

(45)

is the equation for the output of the mass balance model. The output and the function

rp(k)=M[(sO.,at -soCk»~ I]ER h 2 are known on the basis of data. In the considered

case 8(k) E R 2x1
, rp(k) E R 1x2

, y(k) E R .

Equation (4.5) is for every moment of time k = [0, K -1]. In order to use the avaitable

data and calculate the parameters for every moment of time only, this equation can be

represented in a matrix format, as follows;

Equation (4.5) is written for every moment k =O,K-I

yeO) = rp(O)B(O)

y(I) =rp(I)8(I)

y(K -1) = rp(K -I)8(K -1)

The obtained set of equations can be written in the foilowing way:

yeO) rp(O) 0 0 8(0)

y(l) 0 rp(I) 0 8(1)

= 0 0

0 0

y(K -1) 0 0 rp(K -1) B(K -I)

Or equivalently

Y=If/·B (4,6)
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Where: '1/ = diag{q>(O), q>(1),. "q>(K -I)} E RK x
(2' K )

8 = leT(0), eT (l),.··eT (K -1)f E R"K

Y = [yeO), y(l),··· y(K -l)f E RK

The vector e in Equation (4.6) can be calculated on the basis of least squares

approach. Both sides of the equation are multiplied by 'l/T to the left side and divided by

'l/T'I/ on the left side.

'1/ T Y = '1/ r '1/8

8 =['l/Tvrr''l/Ty

(4.7)

(4.8)

Equation (4.8) is used for caiculation of parameters. It can be written also for every

moment of time as

If the parameters are considered constant for the given data then Equation (4.5) can be

written in a matrix form as follows

yeO) = q>(0)(7

y(l) =q>(1)(7

y(K -1) = q>(K -1)(7 or

yeO) q>(0)

y(l) q>(1)

= e

y(K -1) q>(K -1)

From here

y=we (4.9)

where W =[q>(0), q>(1),. "q>(K -l)f E RK
" , eE R'. Y E RK

, WE R
K

'
2 and the vector of

the parameters e is calculated from

LJ [-r-]-, -T
u = '1/ '1/ '1/ Y (4.10)

In this case the whole amount of data is used to calculate the constant parameters.
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4.4.2 Oxygen transfer function represented by a linear function

In this case K La = k, (t)ll(t) +k2(t) (4.11)

The output y(t) is given by Equation (4.3). In this case y(k) is the same as in the

previous case. The left side of Equation (4.4) is

y(k) = M[kj(k)ll(k) + k 2(k)][so",at -so(k)]+iltrso =

; M .(k)["~ -', (kI] ["~ -', (')] 'H} "")O(k)

The function rp(k) in a vector form is

(412)

The vector of parameters is

(4.13)

where (}j = k, (}2 = k2 , (}3 = "so

The calculation of the parameters is according to Equation (4.6) for the varying

parameters and according to Equation (4.9) for constant parameters. For the considered

case If E R b
(3' K ) has the same structure as in Equation (4.6).

4.4.3 Oxygen transfer function represented by a power function

in this case K La =k, (k)u(k)k'lk) This function can be represented as a product of two

parameters

K La =Sj(k)'S2(k)

Where Sj (k) =k; (k) and (2 =lI(k)k,(k)

(414)

The fact that the parameters are multipliers leads to difficulties in forming the input/output

form of the mass balance equation. To overcome this difficulty it is proposed to consider

not K
La

but InK
Ia

during the process of estimation and then to recalculate back K La ·

Then

InK", =In(j(k)+lnS2(k)=(}j +(}2

(}j =In(j(k) and (}2 = In(2(k)

(4.15)

The expression of InKLa can be substituted In the expression of q;(k) and the

input/output equation is
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(4.16)

y(k) = M[(BI (k) +B2 (k»(sa.,at - Sa (k» + rsa(k)] =

[
Bl] , k=O,K-I

=M[(Sa.,,,, -Sa (k» (sa.sa' -sa(k) I]:: = rp(k)B(k)

where B3 = rsa(k) , rp(k) =M[(Sa.m, -sa(k» (sa.,a, -sa(k» I] E R
H

The calculation of parameters fallows Equation (4.6) for the time varying and Equation

(4,9) for constant ones, The difference is in the components of the function rp(k) and the

number of parameters, When the vector B(k) is calculated it is necessary to recalculate

the parameters kj and k2 • Frcm Equation (4,15)

Sj(k) =In- j
Bj(k), s,(k)=ln-1B

2(k)

From Equation (4.14) can be written

kJk) =Sl (k) =In-l Bl(k), S2 (k) =ll(k)k,(kJ

. B
Then Ins, (k) = B, =k,(k)lnll(k) and k,(k) = '

- - - - Inll(k)

The dimensions of the vectors and matrices:

(4.18)

(4.17)

(4,19)

(4,21 )

4.4.4 Oxygen transfer function represented by an exponential function

In this case K La = k j (k)[I_e-k,lkJu(kJ]. This is a complex nonlinear function, which needs

some transformations to be done in order to be capable to receive linear representation

of the function y(k) , The input/output equation is

y(k) = M[kj (k)(I_e-k,(kJUlkJ) (sa.s'" - Sa(k» + rsa(k)]

It is necessary to select the parameters to be estimated in such a way that y(k) is linear

according to these parameters. The foHowing transformations are done:

KIa = k, (k)[I- e-k,(kJ"(kJ] = k, (k) - k, (k)e-k,lk)u(kJ =B
l
(k) + B, (k) (4,20)

where Bl(k) = k1(k), B,(k)=_kl(k)e-k,(kJUlkJ

Then

y(k) = ru[(BI (k) +B,(k»(sa.s'" -sa(k) +rsa(k) =

=M[(Sa"", -sa(k» (sa.sa, -sa(k» I][::~~~]
B3(k)
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Equation (4.21) has the same structures as Equation (4.16). After calculation of the

parameters B(k), recalculation of k, (k)and k, (k) has to be done foi!owing (4.20).

k] (k) = 0](k)

°
2
(k) = -0] (k)e-k,{k)U{kl

0, (k) -k,(k)u(k)
--=-e -
0] (k)

~
07 (k» )--- =k,(k)u(k)
0] (k) -

k,(k) =_1_ln(02(k»)
- u(k) 0] (k)

The dimensions of the corresponding vectors and matrices is

- R K - R K,(3'K) 0- R)'K - R K x3yE ,lj/E , E ,lj/E

4.4.5 Oxygen transfer function represented by a square root function

Two cases are considered:

1). In this case KIa = k,(k)Ju(k) . There is only one parameter to be estimated i.e. k.,

The input/output equation is

y(k) = M[k] (k)..r;;(so, t -soCk»~ +rso(k)] = M[.,J;;(k)(so,at -soCk) l][Oj (k)] = rp(k)O(k)
,a . O,(k)

where rp(k) =M[..r;;(k)(sosat -soCk»~ 1] ER h2 , O(k) = [OJk) 0, (k)f ER'

The calculation of the parameters is done following Equations (4.6) and (4.9).

• - RKx(?'K) - R K ,? 0- ROoK - R Kwnere Ij/ E - , Ij/ E " , E - , Y E

2). In this case KIa =kJ (k)u(k) +k2 (k)Ju(k) +k3 (k). The following substitutions are

done

0](k) = k,(k)lI(k)

(k) = k2 (k)JII(k) + k, (k) = (] (k)· (, (k)

(j(k) =k,(k)

(,(k) = [1I(k)+k3(k)]I/'
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Equation (4.21) has the same structures as Equation (4.16). After calculation of the

parameters B(k). recalculation of k, (k) and k, (k) has tc be done following (4.20).

kr(k) =8r(k)

8, (k) = -Br(k)e-k,rk)U(k)

(
B' (k))In --- = k, (k)lI(k)
Br (k) -

k,(k) =_1_11/B,(k))
- lI(k) l Br(k)

The dimensions of the corresponding vectors and matrices is

- RK - RK'IJ'K) B- R J'K - R K dyE ,lj/E ,E ,lj/E

4.4.5 Oxygen transfer function represented by a square root function

Two cases are considered:

1)_ in fhis case K L1 = k, (k)Ju(k) , There is only one parameter to be 8sUrnaiso i.e. k,

The input/output equation is

y(k) = LV[kr(k)..[;;(so.", - So (k) + rso(k)] =1I.t[..[;;(k)(s0,,,, - So (k) l{::~~~] =rp(k)(J(k)

where rp(k)=1I.t[..[;;(k)(sow-so(k)) I]ER r" , B(k)=[B,(k) B,(k)]t ER'

The calculation of the parameters is done fo\!o\ving Equations (LL6) anc (4 f1).

- RK'I"K) - R K.' B- R"K - R Kwnere fj/ E -, fI/ E - , E - ,y E

2). In this case K La =k, (k)lI(k) +k, (k)~lI(k)+k, (k). The following substituticns are

done

Br(k) =k, (k)lI(k)

(k) =k, (k)~lI(k) + k; (k) = (r (k)· (, (k)

(, (k) = k: (k)

(, (k) = [lI(k) + k, (k)]V'
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Equation (4.21) has the same structures as Equation (4.16). After calculation of the

parameters 8(k) , recatculation of k, (k)and k,(k) has to be done foiiowing (4.20).

k] (k) =6'] (k)

8
2
(k) = -8] (k)e-k,lk)"(k]

8, (k) -k,lk),,(k)--=-e '
8](k)

In(8, (k») = k; (k)ll(k)
\8](k) -

k,(k) = _1_ ln(82 (k»)
- u(k) 8](k)

The dimens.oos of the corresponding vectors and matrices is

4.4.5 Oxygen transfer function represented by a square root function

Two cases are considered:

1). In this case Kia = k, (k).ju(k) . There is only one parameter to be esUm8T2c i.e k1

The input/output equation is

y(k) =Mk] (k)-f;;(so.,,, - so(k»+ rso(k)] =Ilt[-f;;(k)(so.m, - So (k) I{::~:~] =rp(k)6'(k)

where rp(k) =Ilt[-f;;(k)(so,", -so(k» I] E R]" . 8(k) =[8, (k) 8, (k)f E R'

The calculation of the parameters is done foiioving Equations (4.6) and {49)

- RK'("K) - RK" 8- R"" - R"....'/nere lj/ E -, lj/ E - , E - ,J' E

2). In this case K La =k, (k)u(k) + k, (k)~ll(k) + k, (k). The following substitutions are

j 0 n p.. v"",

8](k) = k, (k)ll(k)

(k) =k, (k)~ll(k) + k, (k) =(, (k)· (, (k)

(, (k) = k, (k)

(, (k) = [u(k) + k, (k)]v'
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Then 1n~(k)=ln~,(k)+lns,(k)=B,(k)+OJ(k)

where 1ns,(k)=lnk,(k)=O,(k), InS,(k) =~1n[u(k)+kJ(k)]=OJ(k)

Then the oxygen transfer functicn can be substituted by the following expression

K[~ = 0, (k) +0, (k) + OJ (k) and the input/output equation is

y(k) =~t[(OI (k) +0, (k) + OJ (k»(so,,", - So (k»)+ rso(k)] =

01

Go
1] "

03

G4

The dimensions of the corresponding vectors and matrices for the estimation calculation

, - R K ' 14' K ) - R 4' K - R K 0- R"Kis lf/ E , lf/ E , Y E , E

After calculation of the vector e, the parameters of the transfer function are calcu'ated

back as follows:

°(k)°1(k) =Inkl(k)u(k) ~ k, (k) = /l1(k)

0, (k) = Ink, (a) ~ k ,(k) =In- 1 0, (k)- - - -

03 (k) =Ii In[ll(k) + kJ(k)] ~ In-, 20J (k) =u(k) + k, (k) ~ k; (k) =In-I 20J (k) -u(k)

4.4.6 Oxygen transfer function represented by second order polynomial

In this case KfA = k, (k)u(k) + k, (k)u' (k), The vector function rp(k) is calculated Irorn

the input/output equation

y(k) = ~t[[kl (k)lI(k) + k,(k)II'(k)] (sO,a' -so(k» + rso(k)] =

= M[u(k)(so<,' - So(k)) u' (k)(sosa' - So (k) 1][:: ~:~] =rp(k)B(k), oE R'

O,(k)

where 0, (k) = k, (k), 0, (k) = k: (k), OJ (k) = Tso (k)

and rp(k) =L'.t[u(k)(so"w, -soCk)) u'(k)(sosm -soCk»~ 1] E R'd

Other steps in the process are the same as above, wnere lj/ E RK x
(3*K ) . lj/ E R K

>c3

- RK , 0- R3' K
yE , E
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4.4.7 Oxygen transfer function represented by a Monad type model

· . k (k)u(k) , . .
In this case K L = I . Some additional transformations have to be done to

a u(k) + k; (k)

equation of the parameters. First the transfer function is represented as a ratio of the two

parameters

KIn = k, (k)u(k)
u(k)+k,(k)

C; (k)
-'-, where C;,(k)=k](k)u(k). C;,(k)=II(k)+k,(k)
C;, (k) --

The logarithm of the transfer function is introduced InKLa =In C;I (k) -InC;, (k) = (J, - (J,

where (J, (k) =InC;, (k), B,(k) =inC;, (k). The input/output equation becomes

y(k) =M[(B, (k) - 17, (k»(so.", - So (k» +rso ]=

= M[(so.m, - so(k» - (sO.,a' -so(k» 1][::~:~] = rp(k)(J(k)

(J3 (k)

where rp(k) =L1t[(sO,a' -so(k» -(so,", -so(k» I] E R'd

The dimensions of the corresponding matrices for estimation are \I' E RK'(J'K) , If E R"K

After calculation of the vector f) or B. recalculation back of the transfer

parameters is done, From the steps done for substitution can be \vritten as

C;, (k) =k, (k)lI(k) = In-' 17, (k)

C;,(k) = k,(k)+u(k) = In-' B,(k)

In-I 17 (k)
From here, k,(k) = " k,(k)=In-'8,(k)-1I(k). k=O,K-I

u(k) - -

4.5 Calculation of the parameters in the software environment of Matlab

4.5.1 Algorithm for parameter estimation

Matlab software is developed for calculation of the parameters of the cissolvec o:-<j/gen

concentration mass balance equation. The algorithm for calculation is fcllowinq:

• Input of the data from measurement of so(k) and lI(k) for a given period of time

k =[0, K]

• Input of constants necessary for calculation
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Estimation steps:

• Calculation of y(k) according to Equation (4.3). k = 0,K-1

• Calculation of rp(k) for the considered case of K Ln , k = 0,K-1

• BUilding of the vector y and the matrix If/ according to Equation (4.6)

• Calculation of the parameters (j according to Equation (4.8)

Verification steps:

• Simulation of the dissolved oxygen mass balance equation using the estimated

parameters With the same values of lI(k) , k = 0, K -I as these used to produce

data,

• Com parison of the obtained dissolved oxygen trajectory with the data used for the

estimation

• Calcutation of errors between the data soCk), k =[0, K] and the trajectory at

so(k) obtained from the simulation

The software uses data for the AS1-J1"1 model, where the concentration of the crssclvec

oxygen is taken frorn its simu,!ation done with K La = 240 Iday and SO,sIl( =8nzg/l. The

inflow concentration is considered to be ver; low so' =0.2mg II. The results obtained
.1Il

from the estimation are done for ever; case of K Ln separately.

4.6 Conclusion

This chapter discussed different models of the oxygen transfer function for the

development of a method and algorithm for estimating the values of K La _ The \/2!Ue of

K La varies according to the wastewater quality and diffusers clogging. Maiiab software i'5

developed for calculation of the parameters of the dissolved oxygen concentration mass

balance equation and is given in Appendix B. The least squares method is developed for

estimation of the OUR and the oxygen transfer function parameters.
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Estimation steps:

• Calculation of y(k) according to Equation (4.3). k = 0,K-1

• Calculation of rp(k) for the considered case of K La' k = 0,K -1

• BUilding of the vector y and the matrix If/ according to Equation (4.6)

• Calculation of the parameters 1J according to Equation (4.8)

Verification steps:

• Simulation of the dissolved oxygen mass balance equation using the estimated

parameters with the same values of u(k) , k = 0, K -1 as these used to produce

data.

• Comparison of the obtained dissolved oxygen trajectory with the data used for the

estimation

• Calculation of errors between the data so(k) , k=[O,K] and ,he trajectory of

soCk) obtained from the simulation

The software uses data for the ASM1 model, where tne concentration of the dissolvec

oxygen is taken from its simulation done with K ra = 240/day and so."" =8mgl!. The

inflow concentration is considered to be very low so' = 0.2mg/ I. The results obtained
./11

from the estimation are done for ever; case of Kia separately.

4.6 Conclusion

This chapter discussed different models of the oxygen transfer function, for the

development of a method and algorithm for estimating the values of KIa. The va.ue of

K La varies according to the wastewater quality and diffusers clogging. Matiab SCft\\'3f8 is

developed for calculation of the parameters of the dissolved oxygen concentranon mass

balance equation and is given in Appendix B. The least squares method is developed for

estimation of the OUR and the oxygen transfer function parameters.
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CHAPTER FIVE

OVERVIEW OF THE METHODS FOR ANALYSIS AND CONTROL DESIGN OF
NONLINEAR SYSTEMS

5.1 Introduction

The theory of automatic control has been well developed for the decades ever since the

establishment of the Nyquist criterion in the 1930s due to World War II (Dorf and Bishop,

2001) and other methods of linear system analysis.

(http://www.worldscibcoks.com/etextbookJ6862/6862_preface,pdf), The fact IS that

almost an physical systems are nonlinear in nature. Sometimes it IS possible to describe

the operation of a physical system by a linear model, using ordinary linear differential

equations to solve a problem where a mode of operation of the physical system does not

deviate too much from the nominal set of operating conditions: sometimes this condition

Is called exact linearization, But at times the linearized model can be deemed Inadequate

and thus giving an introduction of nonlinear systems theory

(http://l!V'li\V,control.asu_dkJ--raf!NonLinearINa n1inee. htm ).

Nonlinear control theory is used for analysis and design of nonlinear control systems.

This chapter gives an Introduction in section 5.1. Section 5.2 considers nonlinear

systems definition. The nonlinear methods for analysis and control design of nonlinear

systems are compared in subsections 5.2.1 to 5.2.4. Section 5.3 deals with mathematical

models of the nonlinear systems. Section 5A gives different types of nonlinear controller

design methods and discussed lastly is methods for analysis of the nonlinear systems

5.2 Nonlinear system determination

linear models are frequently sufficient enough to describe the dynamics of processes in

steady-state operations if disturbances to the process are fairly small. Given the latter

statement, it is one of the reasons for the attractiveness of making use of Hneaf

dynamical models in system estimation and control. Furthermore, linear systems theory

and the resulting control design have been well recognized for past decades. The

examples like, the least-square (LS) method and linear programming problems are

based on somewhat complete theory and take place in a variety of applications

(http://\.-V\A,,'\v.math.ucta.edu/-tom/LP.pdf), (lkonen and Najirn, 2002). Common accepted

mathematical representation of a linear system in state space is given by the foiio\:,:ing

set of equations (http://\VW'N.me.berkeiey.edu/i'v'iE237/2_genera!YfOperties.pdf)

x=Ax(t) + BII(t) , x(O) =xo
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y = Cx(t) + Du(t) (5.2)

where x E R", u E R": Y E Rl are respectively state, control and output vectors and

A E R""". BE R"m. C E R I
" " , D E R I

" " are state , control output state and output

control matrices, Xo is the initial state space vector

UnGar .<;,/C,t.,rn.; theory is t'3sed on the rone-wine rnain points

1. Superposition principle: meaning a linear combination of any two solutions for a

linear system is also a solution.

2. Unique Equilibrium: Equilibrium is a solution x(t). by way or making the control

input u(t) = 0 , for Which the state x is steady. A generic linear system has a

distinctive equilibrium at the origin x(t) = 0 which guarantees easily achievable

stability.

3, Controllabilrty: There are acknowledged necessary' and sufficient conditions under

which a control can manoeuvre the state of a linear system from any original

value to any desired absolute value in fixed time.

4, Observabitity: There are known necessary and sufficient conditions under 'vvhich

the system's state history can be determined from its input and output history.

5. Control design tools: Assortments of controlier and observer design techniques

are readily available for linear systems, e.p.

placement method. H~ etc.

Classical techniques, oo!e

But on the other hand. it cannot be said that nonlinear systems have a convenient

consistent theory. The stage, on which the existing powerful analysis tools for !ine2r

systems are sitting on, is superposition principle. But it is of interest to note that Ul-e

superposition principle is not applicable to nonlinear systems. Therefore. analysis tools

for nonlinear systems enga,;;e more complex mathematics, and the tools for analysis and

design are restricted to specialised categories (Slotme and Li. 1991). Linear control is an

established subject with a variety of powerful methods and long history of successful

industria! applications. But, now many researchers and designers: from such broad areas

like aircraft and spacecraft control, robotics. process control, and biomecicat engineering,

have recently shown a growing interest in the development and applications of non~inear

control methodologies. It can be seen that many reasons exist why? Even if Lr,S2i

system theory has contributed to valuable methodologies for dynarnica: rnode:Hn,;],
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system identification, and control design, it has its boundaries. There are many

conditions where linear methodologies are rendered insufficient, for instance, when

steady-states are changing unexpectedly or frequently. In such situations it might be

indispensable to utilize the nonlinear models In order to express the system more

accurately (Slotine and Li, 1991).

A system can be described as a nonlinear system when its behaviour or performance

cannot be described by the equations of first order. it is currently not possible to model

and identify general nonlinear systems because of their great variety and because of

therr structural complexity. There are numerous nonlinear systems whicb must be

controlled in the present industrial world, Thus, it is important to develop methods to

model nonlinear systems and to estimate the model parameters. Once the medels are

available, it is also important to investigate how they can be used to establish an

understanding and an effective control of the relevant system. The general schematic

representation of a nonlinear system is shown on Figure 5.1.

Input u(t)
State x(t)

Nonlinear
System

Output y(t)

Figure 5.1: General nonlinear system model.

The general mathematical representation of a nonlinear system in state space domain is

given by the Equations (53) and (5.4) (Slotine and l.i, 1991).

State equation

itt) = f'(x.u.t), x(O) = Xo

Output equation

y(t) = It(x,lI,t) (5.4)

where fER" is the vector nonlinear function of the state, control and time and It E R' is

the vector nonlinear output function of the state, control and time.
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5.2.1 Improvement of existing control systems

It is a known fact that linear control methods mostly rely on key assumptions of small

range operations for the linear model to be valid. Once the required operation range

becomes large. then a linear controller is likely to perform poorly or be unstable, simply

because of the nonlinearities in the system that cannot be properly compensated for.

Nonlinear controller, on the other hand, may handle the nonlinearities in large operations

directly. The example is that of a robot motion problem, that when a linear controller Is

used, it does not take into consideration the nonlinear forces associated with the motion

of robot links (Slotine and Li, 1991).

5.2.2 Analysis of hard nonlinearities

One of the assumptions of the linear control Is that the model is indeed Iinearizab!e.

However, in control systems there are much nonlinearities whose discontinuous nature

does not allow linear approximation. Examples of hard nonhneanties include, but are not

limited to coulomb friction, saturation, dead-zones, backlash, and hysteria which are

often found in control engineering. Their effects cannot be derived from linear methods,

and as a result nonlinear analysis techniques must be developed to predict a system's

performance in the presence of these inherent non!inearWes iSloline and Li, 1991)

These nontinearities are frequently causing undesirable behaviour of the control systems,

such as Instabilities or spurious limit cycles and because of this their effects must be

predicted and properly compensated for.

5.2.3 Dealing with model uncertainties

VVhen designing linear controllers. it is usually necessary to assume that the parameters

of the system model are reasonably we!l known. However, many control problems

involve uncertainties In the model parameters. This may be due to a slow time var.ation

of parameters, or to a sudden change in parameters. A linear controller based on

Inaccurate or outmoded values of the model parameters may exhibit significant

performance degradation or even instability (Slotine and Li, 1991). Nonlineant.es can

Intentionally be introduced Into the controller system so that model uncertainties can be

tolerated. Two modes of nonlinear controllers for this purpose are robust ccntrotlers and

adaptive controllers.
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5.2.4 Design simplicity

Good nonlinear controller designs may be simpler and more intuitive than their linear

counterparts. This a priori paradoxical result comes from the fact that nonlinear controlier

designs are often deeply rooted in the physics of the plant (Slotine and Li, 1991)

5.3 Mathematical models of the nonlinear systems

Physical systems are naturaiiy nonlinear, meaning, that all control systems are ncnlinear

to a certain extent. Nonlinear control systems can be described by nonlinear differential

equations. However, if tne operating range of a control system is small, and if the

involved non'inearities are smooth, then the control system may be reasonably

approximated by a linearized system, whose dynamics is described by a set of linear

differential equations. Nonlinear systems are mathematically represented systems

VI/hose behaviour cannot be described by the equation of first order or whose behaviour

is not expressible as a linear function of their descriptors, meaning, such, systems are

not linear and are not subject to the principle of superposition, as linear systems are,

Noniinear system is one whose behaviour is not simply the sum of its parts or multiples.

Nonlinear systems frequently have more than one equilibrium po.nt. The generai

objective of the nonl.oear control strategy is to make the closed-jeep system to benave

more linearly by keeping the loop gain constant However. if the operating range of a

control system is very srna!l, and the involved ncnlineartt.es of system are believed to be

smooth, then the control system may be reasonably approximated by a unear.zec svstern

whose dynamics are described by a set of linear differential equations (Siotine and li.

1991).

Non.inearities of the system can be classified as inherent and 6rtific:si.

inherent ncnlinearities norrna'ly come with the system's hardware and motion. The

artificial ones are intentional if introduced by the control design

nonlinearities can also be classified in terms of their mathemst'ca: properties, as

continuous and discontinuous< The discontinuous noruinearit.es cannot lOC8!!Y be

approximated by linear functions, thus they are so calied hard non'inear.t'es (S!otIne and

u 1~01)" ";j,.J <

Nonlinear equations are more complex, and much harder to understand because of

lack of simple superposed solutions. For nonlinear equations the soiut.cns to the
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new solutions. This makes solving the equations much harder than in linear systems.

Some nonlinear equations are well understood, for example x' -1 =0, and other

polynomial equations. Systems of nonlinear polynomial equations, however, are more

complex. Similarly, first order nonlinear ordinary differential equation such as d u = II'x

are easily solved. Higher order differential equations like d~u + g(u) =0, where g is any

nonlinear function, can be much more chailenging. For partial differential equations the

picture is even poorer, although a number of results involving existence of solutions.

stab.nty of a solution and dynamics of solutions have been proven. The type of control

that is convenient for nonlinear systems is nonlinear control. Nonlinear affine standard

form equation is presented below:

itt) = j(x,t)+ g(x,t)u(t), x(O) =0

yet) = Ii(x,t)

(3,6)

where x is a state vector, u is the control vector, w is tile disturbance vector and j(x)

and g(x) are nonlinear functions, y is the output vector and h is the output matrix. This

equation represents big class of nonlinear processes and this equation is used for the

development of nonlinear linearizing controller based on Lyapunov second method for

stability or input/output feedback linearization.

5.4 Nonlinear control design

The type of control that is convenient for nonlinear systems is nonlinear control.

Types of nonlinear controller design methods can be listed in the following \'/'3Y:

1. Feedback linearization

2. Input/Output Linearization

3. Sliding mode control

4. Lyapunov theory of staoility

5. Adaptive control

5.4.1 Feedback linearization

Jacobian Linearization method is a reno,..'ned approach and is based on local

linearization of nonlinear model, but it is constrained to a certain operating ranqe, wn'ch

is most of the time too srnaf for practical purpose and as a result cannot guarantee :he

wider controllability of the system. A different approach founded on techniques from

differential geometry has been established and for that matter has gained much

attention, the reason being; it gives rather effective tools for investigating and designing
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nonlinear systems control. The approach in question is called exact feedback

linearization and is less restrictive than the Jacobian method, because it has a much

broader control range (Ervadi-Radhakrlshnan and Voit, 2005). More Is discussed in

chapter 6.

5.4.2 Input/Output linearization

Most of the feedback linearization approaches are based on input/output linearization or

state space linearization. The main objective of input/output (J/O) linearization approach

is to linearize the map between the transformed inputs (v) and the actual outputs ( y ),

Detailed discussion is given in chapter 6; this method is used to design the linearizing

controlier for dissolved oxygen concentration In the thesis.

5.4.3 Sliding mode control

Sliding mode controller design provides a systematic approach to the problem of

maintaining stability and consistent performance in the face of modeliing Imprecision

(Slotlne and li, 1991 :277). Sliding mode control is suitable to control first order systems.

It Is standard approach to tackle the parametric and modeliing uncertainties of nonlinear

systems. The sliding mode approach is a method which transforms a higher order

system Into first order system. In this way, a simple control algorithm can be appliec.

which IS very straightforward and robust (htt:/!scholar.!ib. vt.edu/theses/avauab'e/eto

5440202339731121IunrestrlctediCHAP4_DOC<pdf)< It has been successfully applied to

robot manipulators, underwater vehicles, automotive transmissions and engines, hlgh

performance electric motors, and power systems.

5.4.4 Lyapunov theory of stability

Presented with a control system, the first thing that comes to mind in regard to its

different properties is whether it is stable. because unstable control system is basically

ineffective and prospectively dangerous, Given the degree of distinction, 3 system is

described as stable if starting the system somewhere near its desired operating point

Implies that It will stay around that point forever (Slotine and Li, 1991), (Banoyopadnvav.

2003: 255)<

The linearization method is said to be drawinc conclusions about a nonlinear system's

local stability around an equilibrium point from the stability properties of tts unear

approximation. while the direct method is not restricted to local motion, but instead it
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expands to determining the stability properties of a nonlinear system by constructing a

scalar energy-like function for the system and examining the function's time variation.

The uniqueness of this particular method is that, only the form of the model differential or

difference equations is needed to be known but not their solutions.

Linearization method constitutes the theoretical justification of linear control, while the

direct method has become the most important tool for nonlinear systems analysis and

design and the latter is used in the thesis in chapter 7 for nonlinear lineariZing ccntrollor

design. Both methods give rise 10 Lyapunov stability theory because they determine

important directions for investigation of the control systems.

5.4.5 Adaptive control

The fundamental idea in adaptive control of nonlinear systems is to control the system

with uncertainty parameters (Siotlne and LI, 1991), (Yang and Wang, 2006) There are

many control predicaments that require the feedback, but confronted by different design

goals, there are different approaches relating to the control problem. The undertaking of

stability, tracking, disturbance rejection and attenuation results In a number of control

problems and as a result, in each problem there 'IS a feedback version for all state

variables to be measured, whose cimenston is less than the dimension of the state.

The desire for optimization of control design leads to many problems of optimal control

when considering model uncertainty, then the issues of sensitivity and robustness come

into play, simply because the design of feedback control handles a wide range of model

uncertainty and leads to either robust or adaptive control problems. Robust control

characterises model uncertainty as per perturbation of a nomina! model. Nominal model

may be thought as a point in space and perturbed models as points encompassing the

nominal model. Robust control design is mainly due to meeting the control objectives for

model uncertainty in the sphere. The adaptive control on the other hand deals with

parameter uncertainties in terms of certain unknowr: pars.neters and strives to use

feedback to learn parameters on-line, meaning during the operation of the system.

The main focus of nonlinear control deals with the analysis and design of nonlinear

control system rneaninq control systems contain at least one nonlinear component In the

analysis it is assumed that. nonlinear closed-loop systems have been designed and the

characteristic behaviour of the system is being determined. In the design, 3 nonnnsar

plant to be controlled and some specifications of the closed-loop system behaviour are
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given and the task at hand will be to construct a controller In such a way that the closed

loop system meets the desired characteristics. in practical terms. the issue of design and

analysis are interlinked, simply because the design of a nonlinear control system usuary

entails repetitive process of analysis and design (Slotine and l.i, 1991).

5.5 Methods for analysis of the nonlinear systems

The analysis of nonhnear systems is very difficult and many methods have been

proposed in the literature. but the first two are being discussed briefly:

1. Phase plane analysis

2. Describing functions

3. Lyapunov method

5.5.1 Phase plane analysis

Phase plane analysis is regarded as a graphical method for studying second order

systems. The fundamental idea for the method is to solve second order differential

equations graphicaliy by generating in state space of the second order dynamic system.

motion trajectories corresponding to various initial conditions. and then to examine the

qualitative features of the trajectories (Slotine and Li, 1991), (Bandyopadhyay, 2003).

Phase plane analysis has a number of useful properties. First, as a graphical method. it

allows one to picture what goes on in a nonlinear system starting from an assortment of

initial conditions, without having to solve nonlinear equations analytically. Secondly, it is

not restricted to small or smooth nonlinearit.es, nevertheless, it applies equally weil to

strong noniinearities and to "hard" nonlinearities. Ultimately, it is of great importance to

note that some practical control systems can indeed be adequately approximated as

second order systems, and by so doing. the fundamental disadvantage concerning this

is. this restricting them to second order systems (Slotine and Li, 1991). The graphical

study of high order systems is computationally and geometrically complex,

An example of a phase plane analysis method can be presented using a phase portraits

described by the second order autonomous system as

(5.5)

(5,6)
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where XI and x, are the states of the system, and 1; and I, are the nonlinear functions

of the states, Geometrically, the state space of the above system is a plane having XI

and x, as coordinates (Hassan Saeed, 2002),

Singular point is an imperative notion in phase plane analysis, meaning, a singular point

is an equilibrium point in the phase plane. The reason being, an equilibrium point is

defined as a point where the system states can stay forever, implying that x=0 and by

using the above system, therefore.

(5.7)

Linear system usually has one singular point. but a nonlinear system often has more than

one isolated singular point. It can be argued as to why an equilibrium point of a second

order system is called a singular point. The answer to this is, the slope of the phase

orbits passing through a point (x"x,) is determined based on Equations (5.5) and (56)

with functions J;. and 12 believed to be single valued. generally there is a specific value

for this slope at any given point in phase plane. This means that the phase trajectories

will not intersect. However, at singular points. the value of the slope is at (0,0) meaning

that the slope is undefined.

Singular points are of great significance characteristics in phase plane analysis.

Examination of the singular points can reveal important information about the prcoerties

of a system. When dealing with nonlinear systems, in addition to singular paints. there

might be further complex features, such as limit cycles. Although phase plane method is

primarily developed for second order systems, it is also applicable to the analysis of first

order systems.

It should however be noted that phase plane analysis of nonlinear systems is related to

that of their linear counterparts, meaning the local behaviour of nonlinear system can be

approximated by that of a linear system. Nevertheless, nonlinear systems can display

much more complicated patterns in the phase plane. such as multiple equilibrium points

and limit cycles. Limit cycle can be defined as an isolated closed curve. The trajecto,"y

has closed both, signifying the pertodic nature of the motion, and isolated, representing

the limiting nature of the cycle (Glad and Ljung. 2000)
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5.5.2 Describing functions

Describing function method is a method used as an approximation procedure for

studying nonlinear systems. Its primary objective is to approximate the nonlinear

components in the nonlinear control system by making their linear equivalents and then

using frequency domain techniques to evaluate the resulting systems (Slotine and Li,

1991), (Hassan Saeed. 2002). It differs from neither phase plane method in the sense

that, it is restrictive to second order systems, nor Lyapunov method, which will be defined

later, whose application to particular systems centres around the success of a trial-and

error searching for a Lyapunov function. It can be applied easily to nonlinear systems in

order to satisfy some easy to check conditions (Siotlne and Li, 1991). The most important

application for this method is to predict limit cycles in nonlinear systems. Describing

functions can be utilized to determine the system stability, bath in the case in the ciosed

loop frequency response and transient response. The describing function describes the

nonlinearity and then the stability can be easily assessed by Nyquist diagram (Hassan

Saeed, 2002). (Bandyopadhyay, 2003). (Glad and Ljung. 2000).

5.5.3 Lyapunov method

The two methods cf Lyapunov can be used for system analysis or controller design. The

first method is based on solution of the system of differential equations representing the

system model and evaluation behaviour of the solution. The second method is based on

construction of a Lyapunov function and evaluating the sign of its derivative for the

differential equations describing the system model.

5.6 Conclusion

The control theory has been in existence for centuries. But the mostly used theory had

been linear control. Since linear control has limitations it is the reason 'Nhy nonlinear

control theory has been so important in todays world. In this chapter, nonlinear control

theory has been studied. Some of the existing methods for design of controllers cf the

nonlinear systems are discussed. Three methods for analysis of the nonlinear system

have been discussed. namely phase plane analysis, describing functions and lyapunov

method. Chapter 6 is discussing the input-output feedback linearization out of wnicb the

linearizing controller is designed based on.
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CHAPTER SIX

DESIGN OF A NONLINEAR LINEARIZING CONTROL OF DISSOLVED OXYGEN
CONCENTRATION

6.1 Introduction

Feedback linearization is a principle which has drawn much attention in the field of

nonlinear control systems (Slotine and Li, 1991). The advantage of feedback linearization

is that Its design can be used generically, in the sense that the same principle can be

used on all systems of the right type. Feedback linearization is an approach to nonlinear

control design in the form of algebraic transformation of nonlinear system dynamics into

a fuliy or partial linear one. the reason being that, the linear control techniques can be

applied. It differs from conservative linearization in the sense that feedback linearization

is achieved by exact state transformation and feedback, as opposed to linear

approximations of the dynamics. Its techniques can be viewed as ways to transform

crlglnal system model into equivalent model of a simpler form (Henson and Seborg,

1997).

In this chapter, the feedback linearization is given in section 6.2. Section 6.3 linearization

approaches, where two types of linearization input/state and input/output are discussed

and compared. Importance of the Dissolved oxygen concentration control is given in

section 6.4. Section 6.5 introduces nonlinear linearizing controller design on the basis of

the geometrical approach. The design of the nonlinear linearizing controller is described

in section 6.6. Section 6.7 shows Simuiink block diagram which is used for simuietion of

the controller. Section 6.8 describes a Matlab program for the controller. Simuiation

results are given in section 6.9 and those results are being discussed in section 6.10.

6.2 Feedback Linearization

Generally the control systems can either be classified as linear or nonlinear and their

control equations can be formulated as follows: (Slotine and Li, 1991).

• For linear control system

i(t) = Ax(t) + Bu(t)

• For nonlinear control system

i(t) = Ax(t) + Bu(t) + f(x,u,t)

(61)

(6.2)

Where x E R" is the vector of the state variables, u E R" is a control vector, A and B

.. t . t i f R" Rm R'" t .are n x nand n x m continuous rna nces, respecuvery. : x -)- IS a m3JTX
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continuous function. Conventionally, controllability has been defined for linear state

space systems. For nonlinear systems, the concept controllability refers to the case

where control acts on the system state, even supposing it may be insufficient to transfer

the system to the final state. The most common approach to investigate controllability of

the nonlinear control system is to linearize it around an operating point xo, followed by

use of linear control methods. Expressing the dependent variables and control functions

as deviations from some nominal operating state Xo and control uo'

u(t) = lt~ + !J.lt(t)

(6.3)

(64)

and using Taylor expansion about xo,uo, the given nonlinear control system can be

written as

d!J..:r(t)

dt
(6.5)

where Jx(xo,lto) and J,,(xo'uo) are the Jacobian matrices evaluated at the reference

operating point The method is simple but rather limited, as the linear approximation is

often only sufficiently accurate in small range of around (xo,lt o)' As a consequence. the

control is approximate and often fails for target states that are moderately far from the

initial state (Henson and Seborg, 1997).

Feedback linearization has been used successfuliy to address some practical problems

The fundamental idea of the feedback linearization is to cancel the nonlinearities and

impose a desired linear dynamics which can simply be applied to a ctass of nonlinear

systems described by the following forms: companion form or ccntrollability canonical

form. A system is termed to be in companion form if its dynamics are represented by

(Slotine and Li, 1991)

x(") (t) = j(x, t) +b(x, t)lI(t) (6.6)

where u is the scalar control input, x is the scalar output of interest.

x(t) = [x(t) i(t), ... ,x(t)(n-l)j'is the state vector, and j(x) and b(x) are nonlinear

functions of the states. The uniqueness of this form is that it only shows the derivatives

of x , does not show the derivative of the input u .

If the system Is expressed in a controllability canonical form, utilizing the control input,

whereby b is assumed to be non-zero of the kind, the nonlinear control can be

calculated as
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1
lI(t) = -[v(t) - f(t)]

b
(6.7)

then the nonlinearities can be cancelled and the simple input-output relation obtained.

xln) (t) = v(t)

As a result, the linear control law can be determined of the following form

v(t) = -kox(t) - k1x(t) - ... - k,,_IX(t)(n-l)

(6.8)

(6.9)

with k, chosen so that the polynomial pn +i.,«: +... +ko has its roots strictly in the

left-half complex plane. This leads to the exponential stable dynamics of the closed loop

system

(6.10)

Implying that x(t) -+ O. For the tasks involving tracking of a desired output x" (t). the

control law becomes

(611 )

where e(t) =x(t) - x" (t) is the tracking error, which leads to exponentially convergent

tracking.

On the basis of the above for nonlinear dynamics to be properly controlled they have to

be in a controllability canonical form, or else algebraically transformations are to be first

applied to put the dynamics into the contrcllability form before using feedback

linearization, or relaying on partial linearization of the original dynamics instead of full

linearization.

There are two approaches to convert the nonlinear system into controllable canonical

form: Input-state linearization and input-output linearization. These approaches are

considered below. These two approaches use special kind of non!inear control law. In

some applications, the control aims can be achieved with a nonlinear static state

feedback control law of the form.

1I(t) = a(x(t» + ,8(x(t»v(t) (6.12)

where a is an m -dimension vector for nonlinear functions and f3 is an m x m matrix of

nonlinear functions. But it is not applicable to aU processes as it is not always possible to

satisfy the control objective with a static controller. In this case a dynamic state feedback

control law ought to be used as follows:

¢ = y(x, q) +J(x, q)v(t)
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u(t) =a(x,;) + fJ(x,;)v(t) (614)

where ; is a q - dimensional vector of controller state variables; r is a q - dimensional

vector of nonlinear functions; and b is a q x m matrix of nonlinear functions (Henson

and Seborg, 1997).

6.3 Linearization approaches

6.3.1 Input-State linearization

A class of nonlinear control strategies that can produce a linear model that is an exact

representation of the original nonlinear model over a large set of operating conditions is

presented. Characteristically the model is cal!ed feedback linearization; the universal

approach and the model are based on two operations:

• Nonlinear change of coordinates

• Nonlinear state feedback

The emphasis is put on local feedback linearization, meaning, the coordinate

transformation and control law may only be locally defined, as to keep away from

difficulties associated with the global problem.

Nonlinear system represented by

x(t) = f(x,t) + g(x,t)u(t) ,

y(t) = h(x,t)

(6.15)

(616)

x(O) = Xo is considered

The emphasis is put on whether the state feedback control exists of the form of equation

(6.12) and a change of variables

z = T(x) (6 17)

also exists for all states variables, in order to transform the nonlinear system into 3

controllable canonical form that transforms the original nonlinear to a linear state space

system of the form

z(t) = k(t) + Bv(t). z(O) = Zo

yet) =h(r' (z)

(6.18)

(6.19)

The above is referred to as input-state linearization. Despite the fact that iinear control

design can stabilize the system in small region just around the equilibrium point. it is not

guaranteed whether the controller can do the same for the larger region. The input-state

linearization is achievable through the combination of state transformation and input

transformation, with state feedback used in both. As a result, it is a linearizaticn by

feedback, or feedback linearization. This is necessarily different from 3 Jacobian
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linearization for small range operation. over which linear control is founded. A definition

for the conditions of nonlinear system has to fulfil in order to be input-state linearizable is

given in (Slotine and Li, 1991). (Henson and Seborg. 1997).

Definition 6.1: A nonlinear system x = f(x,t) + g(x,t)u(t), where f: D --t R" and

g : D --t R"'P are sufficiently smooth on a domain Dc R", is said to be feedback

linearizable, If there exists a diffeomorphism T: D --t R" such that Dz = T(D) contains

the origin and the change of variables zit) =T(x) transforms the nonlinear system into

the form i(t) =Az(t) + By(x)[lI(t) - a (x)] with (A,B) controllable and y(x) nOi1-

singular for all XED.

The feedback linearization and Jacobian Linearization approaches can be compared.

When considering the Jaccbian linearization for a nonlinear system for the following

equilibrium point (uo,xo'Yo) using deviation variables. the Jacobian model can be

written as a linear state space system of the form

x(t) =Ax(t) + BlI(t)

y(t) = Cx(t)

(620)

(6.21)

in the company of apparent definitions for the matrices A. Band C. It is of significance

to note that the Jacobian model is an exact representation of the nonlinear mode! only at

the point (xo,lIo)' Accordingly, a control strategy based on a linearized model may lead

to unsatisfactory performance and robustness at other operating points.

When feedback linearization is done, the input/output model is then linear,

i(t) = Az(t) + Bv(t)

OJ(t) = Cz(t)

where z is an r -dimensional vector of transformed state variables;

(6.22)

(6.23)

V IS an

m -dimensional vector of transformed input variables; OJ is an m -dimensional vector of

transformed output variables. and the matrices A. Band C have a speCial canonical

formation. lf r < n , then an additional n - r state variables must be introduced to

complete the coordinate transformation of the model. The integer r is cal'ec the relat.vs

degree and is an essential feature of the nonlinear system.
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Linear controller is designed for the linearized input/output model, but there is a

subsystem that is normally not linearized,

i](t) = q('1,=) (6.24)

where 'I is an (n - r )-dimensional vector of transformed state variables and q is a

(n-r) -dirnenslonat veotor of nonlinear functions. Input/state linearization methods are

limited to processes in which these alleged zero dynamics are stable.

6.3.2 Input/Output Linearization

The linearizing of the state equations does not automatically iinearize the 110 map.

Consider the single-input single-output (SISO) system.

x(t) = f(x,t) + g(x,t)u(t)

yet) =h(x,t)

The derivate of the output is

yet) = ~h [f(x(t)) + g(x(t))u(t)] = Lfh(x(t)) + Lgh(x)u(t)
ox

(6.25)

(626)

(6.27)

8h 8h
where Lfh(x,t) = -f(x,t) and Lgh(x,t) =~g(x,t) are called Lie derivative of h

ox ox

along f and g functions.

Further definitions for the Lie derivatives are:

o(L hex))
L Lfh(x,t) = ~ g(x,t)

s ox

o(L hex t))
L}h(x,t) = f ~ , f(x,t)

ox

L~h(x) = h(x,t)

Reflecting back to the term v . it can be written

It is evident that if Lgh(x) =0, then

is mcepencent of lJ .

If the higher order derivative is considered for y then,
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.. d 2 V (?) B(Lfh(x,t) ,
yet) = dt; =y- (r) = Ox [f(x,t) +g(x,t)u(t)] =Lf-h(x,t) + LgLfh(x,t)u(t) (6.34)

This once more proves that if LgLfh(x,t) =0 then ji =L}h(x,t) which again is

independent of u .

The process can be repeated as to deduce if hex) satisfies

o= LgL;'h(x,t) (i=l,2, ... ,p-l)

00= LgLP/h(x,t)

(6.35)

(636)

Then control u does net appear in the equations of y,.v, ... ,yP-l and it can therefore be

easy to rewrite the p -,,, order differential equation for y is such that

yP =Ljh(x,t) +LgLj.-' h(x,t)u(t) (6.37)

This clearly illustrates that the system is Input/output linearizable if the control variable

expressed analytica!ly as:

1
u(t) = I [-Ljh(x,t) + vet)]

LgLr h(x,t)

This nonlinear control reduces the I/O map to

(6.38)

(6.39)

which is a chain of p integrators. p is sometimes referred to as the relative degree of

the nonlinear system.

6.3.3 Comparison between the two approaches

When dealing with state space linearization approach, the objective is to lineanze Ihe

map between the transformed inputs and the entire vector of transformed state var.ables.

This goal is realized by deriving artificial outputs (OJ) that yield a feedback linearized

representation with state dimension r = n . A linear controller is then created for the

linear state-input model. Nevertheless, this approach may fail simply if the controller

design is assigned as the map between the transformed inputs and the original outputs

(y) which normally is nonlinear one. Accordingly, input/output linearization is favoured

over state space linearization for the most process control applications. It is also possible

to simultaneously linearize both the input-state and input/cutout maps for a number of

processes for the reason that the original outputs give a linear [node! with dimension

r = n . The input/output ltnearlzation approach IS appliec for the design of linearizing

control of the dissolved oxygen concentration (Henson and Seborg, (997),
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6.4 Importance of the Dissolved oxygen concentration control

The dissolved oxygen concentration (DO) in the aerobic part of an activated sludge

process should be sufficiently high to supply adequate oxygen to the micro-organisms in

the sludge, as it plays an integral part for control of wastewater treatment plants. On the

other hand, an excessively high DO (which requires a high airflow rate) leads to high

energy consumption and may also deteriorate the sludge quality. A high DO

concentration in the internally re-circulated water also means the denitrification is less

efficient. Hence, both for economical and process reasons, it is of great importance to

control the DO.

Dissolving oxygen in the wastewater is a nonlinear process which makes it difficult to be

controlled. A lot of different control techniques have been tried in the past, but none

came dose to solving the exact problem. High control performance for ali operating

conditions is not easily achievable with any type of linear controllers. In order to attain a

high performance controller for all operating conditions, the main focus is to take into

consideration the nonlinear characteristics of the oxygen transfer function K La when

designing the controller.

Dissolved oxygen concentration is characterised by two important parameters, oxygen

transfer function K La and oxygen uptake rate "so (Respiration). The oxygen transfer

depends on several variables in the form of oxygen transfer rate and mass transfer

coefficient as the literatures describes (Lindberg, 1997).

Automatic control techniques were used for DO control in wastewater treatment

processes for many years, the reason being:

• The sensors for measurement of DO were available.

• The DO control reduces the amount of energy for blowing of air in the aeration

basin.

• The effluent characteristics and process performance depend on the proper DO

COncentration in the aeration tank.

The normally used controllers over the years are proportional integral (PI) or proportional

integral differantial (PID). The work performed by the said controlters above led to not

very good system performance, simply because
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• The set-points are selected according to some nominal system requirements and

not according to the operating conditions of the process at the moment of control.

• The parameters of the controllers are not determined according to the operating

conditions of the process.

• The controllers are designed for linear process, whereas the process of dissolvinq

of oxygen into the wastewater is a nonlinear process.

These drawbacks are being dealt with In the thesis by addressing the following points:

1. The optimal set-point for the DO controller is determined through the solution of

optimal control problem on the basis of measurement of the process variables

and prediction of the process disturbances as a part of the process control

strategy 1. The problem for optimal control is salved in the scheme of repetitive

optimization every two hours depending on the dynamics of the system

disturbances. This problem is not considered in the thesis. The obtained

desired DO trajectory is used in the thesis in order to calculate the optimal set

point and controller parameters.

2. The DO model parameters are estimated every two hours on the basis of the

real values of the measured DO concentration and airflow rate.

3. The controller parameters are determined on the basis of the estimated model

parameters and the optimal set-point for the dissolved oxygen concentration.

The design of the controller parameters Is done by the method developed in the thesis

and this method is based on the consideration that DO process is a nonlinear one. The

idea is to keep the industry standard PI controiler, but some additional control to be

Introduced in order to cope with the nonlinear character of the process (Lindberg and

Carlsson. 1996) developed a strategy for DO controller based on the non'inear DO

transfer function, the reason being to illustrate that nonlinear DO controller can

outperform a standard PI controller.

Development of a cascaded PI control cf ammonia concentration in the aeration tank has

been done (S.GerkSlc et et, 2006) and (Lindberg et ai, 1996). This type of control is a

nonlinear linearizing control. With its help the nonlinear process is linearized fer the

purposes of PI controller implementation. The proposed structure Is given in Figure 61.

The developed method in the thesis consists of two steps:
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• Design of a nonlinear linearizing oontroller using the input/output method of

geometrical control theory on the basis of a given linear reference model.

• Design of a linear (PI) controller for the linearized by the nonlinear controller

system.

r'-'-'-'-'-'-'-'-'-'-'---'-'-'-'-'-'-'-'-'-'-'-'-'-'-,

DO measurem ,t
From the optimal
control problem

PI
contro'ler s

Linearizing
Controller

II DO
Process

.,

Figure 6.1: Control strategy for the DO concentration process.

6.5 Nonlinear linearizing Controller Design on the basis of input/output linearization

Equation (3.6) is a nonlinear equation. It describes the state space and the output

behaviour of the 00 process The process has to be linearized in order to use PI

controller for regulation according to the set-point. The theory for design of linearizing

controllers is used. The controller equation Is assumed in the following way:

(6.40)

Where r is a nonlinear function and v(t) is the external nonlinear controller reference

signal which can be used to increase and improve the closed loop system performance.

This signal will be generated by the PI controller.

The process for design of the nonlinear linearizing controller is done fer the equation

(3.8) where the control lI(t) is represented by the affine control III (t) and is based on

the followinq steps:

• Calculation of the output relative degree

• Selection of a linear reference model as a desired model for the dosed loop

linearized system.

• Comparison of the desired and the DO models and derivation of the expression

for the DO controller.
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Calculation of the Lie derivatives of the DO process to determine the system relative

degree.

The equation:

So(I) = f(so,t) + g(so, t)UI (t) + gl (so ,t)SOj" (t) + g, (so ,t)rSO(I), So(0) =So

is considered

In order to find the relative degree, the derivative of the output according to the state

space variable is calculated

dy dh(so)=_-,--".e.-

dt dt

It is obtained that the control 1I1 appears in the derivative (g(so) * 0) and the relative

degree r = 1. In this case the state space equation directly can be used for calculation of

the linearizing controller.

The process for DO is of the first order. That is why the desired mode! can be selected in

such a way that the closed loop linearized system is stable.

(641 )

Where So is the desired value of the DO and a is a coefficient giving dynamics of the

closed loop system. In order to derive the expression for the DO linearizing controller the

right hand parts of equations (3.8) from the chapter 3 fer modelling and (6.40) are

compared for calculation of 1I1. In this case SO,des =So is assumed.

aso(l) +bv(t) = f(so (r) + g(so (t)1I, (t) +gl (so)so,,,, (t) + g, (solrso (I)

g(so (t»lI l (t) = as oCt) + bv(t) - f(so (t» - gj (so )sQ.i" (t) - g, (so )rso(I)

aSo(l) +bv(t) - f(so(t» - g, (so)so,;" (t) - g2(so)rso(1)
ulOO= =

so"", -soU)

= a(so) + f3(so )v(t) - 131 (so )so.;" (I) - 13, (so )rso (t)

o
where f(so)=-'Vso(t)+kj(sosa,-so(t»; g(so)=(so.s",(t)-so(t»,
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b

After some transformations, the equation (6.44) can be represented as

(a + ; +k;)so(t) +bv(t) - klsO"at-; so"" (t) - rso(t)
UI(t) =-'-----<.----,----------'------

(So,,"t -So(t))
(645)

In order to calculate the original nonlinear control u(t) , the proposed substitution in

chapter 3 is used,

u
l
(r) = -k

l
e-k,,,It)

where Equation (6.45) is substituted, The original control can be obtained from the above

equation following the transformations

(646)

This equation represents the nonlinear, linearizing controller. The linear control vet) in it

is unknown and it can be determined by design of a PI controller in such a way that seme

requirements for the characteristics of the transition behaviour of the closed loop system

are fulfilled.
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6.5.1 PI controller design

The nonlinear process with nonlinear linearizing controller (6.46) results in a linear closed

loop system given by the equation of the desired linear system, Equation (6.41). For this

system it is very easy to apply PI control. The equation of the PI controller is given as

follows;

(6.47)

where e(t) =S6 -so(t) is the control error, K; and T, are the controller parameters.

The problem for designing of a PI ccntroller is to find the coefficients of the controller K p

and T" such that the dissolved oxygen concentration is kept at the given set-point and

the poles of the closed loop system are situated at desired positions. The theory of pole

placement for design of the controller is used and the application of the method is done

in Laplace domain using transfer functions approach (Ogata, 2002). The following steps

are done:

6.5.2 Transfer function of the linearized process

so(t) = aso(t) +bv(t) , where So is a state and output of the process and v(t) is a

control input.

In Laplace domain:

sSo(s) = aso(s) +bv(s)

(s -a)so(s) =bv(s)

Gp(s) = so(s) =_b_
drs) s-a

Where Gp(s) is the transfer function of the linearized closed loop system.

(6.48)

(6.49)

(6.50)

6.5.3 Transfer function ofthe PI controller

In Laplace domain with v(t) being the output and e(t) as the input of the controller. the

transfer function of the PI controller is derived as follows:

V(S)=Kp[E(S)+_l E(S)]
T,s

V(s) [ 1]Gc(s)=--=Kp 1+-
E(s) t»
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6.5.4 Transfer function of the closed loop system

The transfer function of the closed loop system is derived according to the closed loop

system structure, Figure 6.3.

SP
So

Figure 6.2: Block diagram of the closed loop system with PI controller

The transfer function of the closed loop system is

KP[I;s +l]b
",---'-"--'--~--

I;s(s - a) +KP[I;s+ l]b

Kp[I;s + l]b
"'-~----'-~--"---

I;S2 +sI;(Kp -a)+Kpb

K [I;S+l]~
Gc(s)Gp(s) _ p I;s s -a

l+Gc(s)Gp(s) - [I;s+l] bl+Kp ----
I;s s-a

Kp[I;s + I]b
(653)

The characteristic equation of this transfer function is used for the controller design.

6.5.5 Characteristic equation of the closed loop system

The characteristic equation of the closed loop system is given by the denominator of the

closed loop transfer function I;S2 + sT,(Kpb- a) + K pb '" O. It is of order two. This

equation can be written with coefficient 1 in front of S2.

(6.54)

(6.55)

The coefficients of the controiler appear in equation (6.55). They can be fcund if equation

(6.55) is compared with characteristic equation of the closed loop system with the

desired performance.
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So(t)

(a+; -k., }o(t)+bR;[e(t)+~ fe(t)dt]+k.,Som, - ;so;n -rso(t)vet) 1 1 u (t)
-In- ----+-k2 -Is S04'" -so(t)

e(t)

i rso i so,"

Figure 6.3: Structure of the nonlinear linearizing controller.

6.7 Simulink block diagram of the nonlinear linearizing controller

The system is simulated in Simuiink. The Simulink diagram of the linear and noniinear

linearizing control of the closed loop DO control system, called "Peki.mci!" is shown in

Figure 6,4, it has one subsystem:

• Nonunear Linearizing controiler subsystem (Figure 6.5)

I2 !setPit

error
• )---j~

v
f-----.Jln1

PI Controller

rso In2

u
Out1 t------I~ln1

Soin 1---~ln3

So
,---.JIn4

Nonlinear linearizing Controller

Process

So

Scope

So So

Figure 6.4: Closed loop, based on linear and nonlinear linearizing control of the DO control

system Simulink diagram
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,,'

"2

In3

t--~.

In4

Figure 6.5: The nonlinear linearizing controller Simuiink diagram

6.8 Matlab program for calculation of PI parameters, process model coefficients and

the closed loop system Paki.mdl

%===~========~============================~========================

%PI Controller Parameters

%==================================================================

Ti= b*(4+a)/6

Kp= 4+a

P=Kp

j=P/Ti

%============~=====================================================

%Coefficients

%============~=====================================================

a=-0.8

b=15000

K1=240

K2=1.96 e-04

The program "Unearizing_controller.m" is run Matlab work space. The calculated

parameters are sent to Simulink program "Peki.md!" Figure 6.4 for simulation of the

closed loop behaviour.
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6.9 Simulation results of the closed loop system with the combined linear and

nonlinear linearizing control

Parameters for simulation of the Dissolved Oxygen Concentration are introduced in

Matlab workspace by the program "Linearizing_controller .m". The program is given in

the Appendix C. The corresponding Simulink model "Paki .md!' is given in Figure 6.4.

The input variables are the disturbances sO.!n' and "so v and u are calculated by the PI

and nonlinear linearizing controllers, rso is calculated acoording to Equation (3.2) and

So are taken as steady state values from the Benchmark The output variable is dissolved

oxygen conoentration so' Tne values of the parameters are taken from the ASMI

biological model and are given in Table 3.5. The values of k, and k; are calculated from

the value KIn = 240 day " by a curve filting for a given value of the airflow rate u1 •

Table 6.1: Values of the /so model parameters and variables

Par j1H YH
pA YA Ss SjllH KNH KOA KOH Ks So

Val 4 0,67 0,5 0.24 0.889 1.733 i.0 0.4 0.2 10. CA':":n

Table 6.2: Values of the model parameter for controller calculation

Par k k2 rSO SO,i/1
a b

I

Val 24D 1.9612'" 76"t6982 oz -G.8 15UU;)

The DO process has two main disturbances sO.in' and "so They can Influence the

process considerably. To investigate what are the limits of the values of the disturbances

for whioh the proposed control oan still be applicable, simulations of the closed loop

system with different values of the set-point, disturbances , and the value of lice

parameter a are provided. Table 6.3 shows the variations of the above parameters.

Table 6.3: Parameters table for nonlinear control design

1.8

1.8

xoa
XD3-1Ch;;' 134.8173

)<bh-10%
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1.8 Xba-2~'% 1 12.3478 Xbh+25% 3199.305 -'7i9.7945 0,2 -0.8

1.8 Xba+25% 187.2463 Xbh-25"!o 19"i9.583 -809.6251 0.2 -0,8

1.8 Xba-40~<~ 89.8782 xan....40~;,) 3533,2216 -692.8452 0.2 -O.g

1 8 Xba+40'\, 209.7158 Xbn-40"k 1535.6664 ~b36,5741 0.2 ~O,8

2 xoa 149.797 Xbn 2559.444 ~764.7096 0.2 -0.8

2 Xba-iO'~ 134.81 (3 Xbl,+100;.(, 2815.3884 -746.7435 0.2 -08

2 Xba+iO% 164,7767 Xbh-10S'c, 2303-4996 -782.6757 0.2 -0.8

2 Xba-2:::;% 112,3478 Xbh+25Q!c: 3199305 719.7945 0.2 0.8

2 Xba+:::5'';Q 187.2463 Xbh,25'}~ 1919.583 -809,625i 0.2 -0.8

2 XbaAQ% SfL878Z Xbh+40%1 35832216 -692,8452 02 -0.8

2 Xba~40% 209.7108 XCr>40/0 15:.:50.6664 ~836-.5741 0.2 ~C,8

3 Xba . 149.787 XDh 2559-444 -764.7096 0.2 -0.8

3 Xba-t 00i~> 134.81 73 Xbh+l0% 2815.3884 -7.16.7435 0.2 -DS

3 Xba+10'j:[, 164.7767 Xbh-1C~'0 2303A996 -782.6757 0.2 -J 3

3 Xba-25% 112.3478 Xtm+25%: 3199.305 -719.7945 0.2 " C:-'J.'-"

;5 Xba+2S'Y" 187,2463 XCi,-25"/" 1919.583 ·809.62::>1 0' -0.8;.}.L

3 Xba-4Q'j~ 898782 Xbh+40% 3083.2216 -692.8·i52 C.2 -0&

3 Xbd+4Q'/0 209.7158 Xbr1-4ih;.; 1:35,6664- -1336,5741 OJ ..c.e

7C6050403020

____ f--- -l f--- -l ~ ~

-- f--- -l f--- ---' ~

--- - --f--- - - --- -----'-- -- ;- - ------~------- -;-- - - _

-------~-------~--------~-------~--------~------

I

I '..I.SI-------~-

,! '
, '1 :- -1 __,

Figure 6.6: Output response of PI controller.
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Figure 6.7: Output response of the nonlinear linearizing controller
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Soin=0.2, a=-0.8, rso=-764.6982 and the set point is 1.8
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Figure 6.9: Closed loop response of the linearized by the nonlinear controller system when

Soln=0.2, a=-0.8, rso=-746.7435 and the set point is 1.8
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Figure 6.10: Closed loop response of the linearized by the nonlinear controller system

when Soin=0.2, a=-0.8, rso=-782.6757 and the set point is 1.8
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Figure 6.11: Closed loop response of the linearized by the nonlinear controller system

when Soin=O.2, a=-O.8, rso=-719.7945 and the set point is 1.8
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Figure 6.12: Closed loop response of the linearized by the nonlinear controller system

when Soin=O.2, a=-O.8, rso=-809.6251 and the set point is 1.8
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Figure 6.13: Closed loop response of the linearized by the nonlinear controller system

when Soln=O.2, a=-O.8, rso=-692.8452 and the set point is 1.8
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Figure 6.14: Closed loop response of the linearized by the nonlinear controller system

when 50in=0.2, a=-0.8, rso=-836.5741 and the set point is 1.8
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Figure 6.15: Closed loop response of the linearized by the nonlinear controller system

when 50In=0.2, a=-0.8, rso=-764.6982 and the set point is 2
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Figure 6.16: Closed loop response of the linearized by the nonlinear controller system

when 50in=0.2, a=-0.8, rso=-746.7435 and the set point is 2
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Figure 6.17: Closed loop response of the linearized by the nonlinear controller system

when 50In"'0.2, 0=-0.8, rso=-782.6757 and the set point is 2
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Figure 6.18: Closed loop response of the linearized by the nonlinear controller system

when Soin=0.2, a=-0.8, rso= 719.7945 and the set point is 2
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when 50in=0.2, ;,=-0.8, rso=-692.8452 and the set point is 2
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Figure 6.21: Closed loop response of the linearized by the nonlinear controller system

when 50in=0.2, a=-0.8, rso=-836.5741 and the set point is 2
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when $oin=0.2, a=-0.8, rso=-764.6982 and the set point is 3
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Figure 6.23: Closed loop response of the linearized by the nonlinear conrrcller system

when 50In"0.2, a"-O.ll, rso=-746.7435 and the set point is 3
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Figure 6.24: Closed loop response of the linearized by the nonlinear controller system

when 50In=0.2, a=-0.8, rso=-782.6757, and the set point is 3
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Figure 6.25: Closed loop response of the linearized by the nonlinear controller system

when Soin=O.2, a=-O.8, rso= 719.7945 and the set point is 3
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Figure 6.26: Closed loop response of the linearized by the nonlinear controller system

when 50In"0.2, a=-0.8, rso=-809.6251 and the set point is 3
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Figure 6.27: Closed loop response of the linearized by the nonlinear controller system

when 50in"0.2, a"-0.8, rso=-692.8452 and the set point is 3
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when 50in"0.2, a=-0.8, rso=-836.5741 and the set point is 3
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6.10 Discussion ofthe results

For the behaviour of the closed loop linearized system; the investigation of the influence

disturbances so.;", rso and the value of the coefficient a showed close to critical

behaviour of the whole system (linear and nonlinear controllers). The obtained graphs

are compared according to the values of time delay, steady state error, settling time, and

rising time.

The foliowing conclusions can be done:

• The time delay is the same for all values of set-points and "so

• The settling time depends on the value of the set-point, when the set point is

smaller, the seWing time is smaller, on the other hand for the same set-point the

sellllng time is bigger for the bigger values of 'so
• The steady state error is not very sensitive towards the values of "so- but varies

for different values of the set-points.

• The rising time also varies with the changes in the values of the set-point. For

bigger set-points values, the value of the rising time is bigger.

The specifications of the dynamic output behaviour of the dosed loop system are given

below in Table 6.4.

Table 6.4 Simulation results comparison

1.8 -0.8 -746.7435 CL2 a 0.05 12 2

1,8 -0.8 -782.6757 0.2 v OJJ5 12 2

1.8 -G.B -719.7845 0.2 C 0,C5 1" 2

18 -J.8 -8096251 0.2 0 0.05 12 2

1 8 -08 -082.8/i52 0.2 o 0.05 12 2

1.8 .n 0 -8365741 0.2 0 0.05 15 2'-'.v

2 -0.5 -764.7096 0.2 0 0.05 15 2

2 -08 -746.7435 02 0 0.05 20 2

2 -08 -782.6757 0.2 Q OJJ5 " 2,L

2 -0.8 -719.79,15 0.2 0 0.C5 24 2

2 -0.8 -809.6251 0.2 0 0.05 15 2

2 -0.8 --6-92.8452 0.2 :J LGS 3~ "
2 -0.8 -836.5741 0.2 0 {J.CS ~ t. .2'v
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3 -08 -7£P.7096 0.2 05 0.2 10 2

3 -G.8 M746.7435 0.2 0.5 0.01 019 2

3 -0.8 -782.6757 0.2 0.5 05 9 2

3 ~O.8 -719.7940 0.2 0.5 C!.1 12 2

3 -0.8 -S09.625i 02 0.5 0.01 15 2

3 -0.8 -682.8452 0.2 0.5 0.05 12 2

3 -C.B -826.5741 0.2 0.5 0.05 12 2

6.11 Conclusion

The developed method for design of linear and nonlinear linearizing controllers based on

pole placement and geometric approach is described in this chapter. The simulation

results show that the designed linear and nonlinear linearizing controllers can control the

DO process according to the proposed requirements. The method allows

• The linearized by the nonlinear controller closed loop system to be equivalent to a

linear stable desired system

• The closed loop system with linear and nonlinear controller to have determined by

the design desired behaviour.

Nonlinear controller based on Lyapunov direct method is discussed in chapter 7.
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CHAPTER SEVEN

DESIGN OF NONLINEAR LINEARIZING REFERENCE MODEL CONTROL OF THE

DISSOLVED OXYGEN PROCESS ON THE BASIS OF LYAPUNOV THEORY

7.1 Introduction

The integral and general approach for the stability of nonlinear control systems is

contained in the theory of stability of motion for the solution of ordinary differential

equations introduced by the Russian mathematician Alexandr Michailovich Lyapunov in

1892 in "The general problem of motion stability" which includes two methods of stabiiity

namely linearization (quantitative) and direct (qualitative) methods (Slotine and L1, 1991)

and (Crayson, 1965), The stability of dynamical systems can be investigated in a very

accurate way with Lyapunov's methods if the corresponding mathematical models are

written as systems of ordinary differentia! equations (Hacnicnc, 2006).

From the above statement, this chapter introduces Lyapunov stability theory in sections

7.2 and 7.3, with nonlinear controller design procedure as follows: section 7.4 gives the

common nonlinear controller design based on the l.yapunov's direct method and

reference control method. Section 7.5 uses the common controller developed in section

7.4 applied to the model of dissolved oxygen concentration, Sirnulink block diagrams are

provided for the sole purpose of simulations and their simulation results are shown in

section 7,8

7.2 Nonlinear Systems and Equilibrium Points

A nonlinear homogeneous dynamic system can often be represented by a set of

nonlinear differential equations in the form

x(t) = I(x,t) , x(O) = xo (7.1 )

where I is nx 1 nonlinear vector function, and x is the n x 1 state vector. A particular

value of the state vector is called a point due to the fact it corresponds to a pornt in the

state-space, The number of states n is oalled the order of the system, Hence, It is

possible for a system trajectory to correspond only to a single point; such a point is called

an equilibrium paint

7.2.1 Autonomous and non-autonomous systems

Definition 7.1: The nonlinear is said to be autonomous if I does not depend explicitly

on time, meeninc, if the syeiem'e state equation can be written as
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x(t) = f(x) ,x(O) = xo

or else, the system is called non-autonomous (Sloline and Li, 1991), .

(7.2)

Apparently, time-invariant systems are autonomous and linear time-varying are non

autonomous. Truly speaking, all physical systems are non-autonomous. the reason being

that none of their dynamic characteristics are strictly time-invariant

It is significant to notice that for control systems, the above definition is made on closed

loop dynamics

x(t) = f(x,u) , x(O) = xo (7.3)

which way leads to a non-autonomous closed loop system, if a controller depends on

time t :

1I(t) = g(x,t) (74)

meaning that, the adaptive controllers for the linear time-invariant plants usually make

the closed loop systems nonlinear and non-autonomous.

The elemental distinction involving autonomous and non-autonomous systems lies in the

fact that trajectory of an autonomous system does not depend on the initial time, While

the same Is opposite for the non-autonomous systems. Autonomous systems have rather

simpler properties and their investigation Is much easier.

7.2.2 Equilibrium Points

Definition 7.2: A state x' is an ecuilitnium state of the system if once x(t) is equal to

x' , it remains equal to x' for ali future times.

Linear system equations are often transformed in such way that equiubrium point of the

system is the origin of the state space.

7.2.3 Concepts of stability

The notion of stability is believed to be well-behaviour of a system around a desired

operating point. However, in terms of nonlinear systems the case of stability is not the

same as their linear ccunterparts as they may have much mere complex and exotic

behaviour, meaning that by taking a mere notion of stability is not enough to descnbe the
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essential features of their motion. A number of more refined stebility concepts, such as

asymptotic stability, exponential stabinty and global asymptotic stability, are needed.

7.2.4 Stability and Instability

Definition 7.3: The eouitibriurn state x =0 is said to be stable if for any L > O. there

exists I > O. such that if Ilx(O)11 < I . then Ilx(t)11 < L for all t 2: O. Cnnervaee, it is believed

that the equilibrium point is unstable.

Lyapunov stability means that the system trajectory can be kept arbitrarily close to the

origin by starting sufficiently close to it. More appropriate it can be defined as states that

their origin is stable, only if the state trajectory x(t) will net get out of a bail of arbitrarily

specified radius, whereas the idea is that the starting state from within the bail at time 0

guarantees that the state wili stay within ball thereafter.

The following standard mathematical abbreviation symbols will be used throughout the

discussion cf Lyapunov's stability theory:

'if to mean "for any"

3 for "there exists"

E for "in the set"

~ for "implies that"

Instability of an equilibrium point is characteristically undesirable, fer the reason that it

often leads the system into limit cycles or results in damage to the involved mechanical

or electrical components. In tinear system, volatifity is equivalent to the blowing up,

because unbalanced poles lead to exponential growth of the system states.

7.2.5 Asymptotic Stability and Exponential Stability

When considering a wide variety of engineering applications and the fact that for them to

be stable Lyapunov stability is applied, it deems at times that this stabi'ity concept is not

enough. The typical example can be that of a satellite. When its attitude is disturbed a bit

from its nomina! position, it is needed for the sateltite to maintain its attitude in a range

specifically assigned to it by the magnitude cf the disturbance meaning, Lyapunov

stability is applied. But on the other hand the attitude is gradualJy required to go back to

its originai value and this requires the concept of asymptotic stability to be determined.
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Definition 7.4: It is of importance to note that an equilibrium point 0 is asymptotically

stable if it is stable, and if in addition there is existence of some I> 0 such that Ilx(O)" < I

implies that x(t) ~ 0 as t ~ 00.

The asymptotic stability means that the equilibrium is stable, and that in addition, means

that when considering the states starting close to 0, they actually converge to 0 as the

time t goes to Infinity. An equilibrium point which is Lyapunov stable but not

asymptotically stable is called marginally stable. It is easy to construct counter examples

that illustrate that state convergence does not necessarily imply stability.

Definition 7.5: An equilibrium point 0 is exponentially stable if there exists 1\1/0 strictly

positive numbers a and A such that

'<:It> 0, "x(t)" ~ allx(O)lle-
h

Meaning that, the state vector of an exponentially stable system converges to the origin

faster than an exponential function. The positive number A is often called the rate of the

exponential convergence. Notice must be taken that exponential stability implies

asymptotic stability. But asymptotic stability does guaranties exponential stability, as can

be seen from the system

x=_x2 x(O) =1 (7.5)

Whose solution is x = lI(1 +t}, a function slower than any exponential function e-A1 with

A >0.

The definition given to exponential convergence endows lNith a clear bound en the state

at any time. By inscription the positive constant a as a = e'" , it is easy to see that.

after a time of '0 + (1/ A), the magnitude of the state vector decreases to less 35%

('" e-1
) of its original value, in the same way to the notion of time-constant in a linear

system. After '0 + (JA), the magnitUde /lx<t)/1 will be less than 5% ('" e-3) of IIx(t)!/.

7.2.6 Local and Global stability

Definition 7.6: If asymptotic (or exponential) stability holds for any initial states. the

equilibrium point is said to be asymptotically (or exponentially) stabie In the large. it is

also called globally asymptotically (or exponentially) stable.
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Linear time-invariant systems are either asymptotically stable, or marginally stable, or

unstable, as can be seen from modal decomposition of linear system solutions! linear

asymptotic stability is always global and exponential, and linear instability always Implies

exponential blown-up.

7.2.7 Linearization and Local stability

Lyapunov's linearization method is of particular concern to local stability of nonlinear

systems. It is a prescription of the perception that nonlinear systems should be of similar

behaviour approximated to their linear counterparts for small range motions. This Is

attributable to the fad that all physical systems are inherently nonlinear, so a result

l.yapunov's linearization method provides the fundamental validation of using linear

control techniques in practise as to show that stable design pertaining to linear central

guarantees the stability of the original physical system locally. On the basis of the

linearized model of the systems the necessary conditions for stability of the nonlinear

system are based on the position of the poles of the linearized system as follows:

1. If the linearized system is strictly stable, that Is If all eigenvalues of Jacobian

matrix A are strictly In the left-half complex plane, then the equiiibrium point is

asymptotically stable (for the actual nonlinear system).

2. If the linearized system is unstable, that Is If at least one eigenvalues of Jacobian

matrix A is strictly in the right-half of the complex plane, then the equilibrium

point is unstable (for the nonlinear system).

3. If the linearized system is marginally stable, meaning when all eigenvalues of

Jacobian matrix A are on the left-half of the complex plane, at least one of them

is on the j ar axis, then one cannot conclude for the nonlinear system stability

7.3 Lyapunov's Direct method

The fundamental values of Lyapunov's direct method are mathematical extension of an

essential physical observation. If the total energy of a dynamic system is continucusly

dissolute, then the system whether being linear cr nonlinear, finally ought to settle down

to an equilibrium point. Hence the stability of the dynamic system can be examined by

the variation of a single scalar function (Slotine et at, 1991). Lyapunov's direct method is

said to be a standard tool for stability analysis of ordinary differential equations. It has

long been recognised as one of the most fundamental tools for analysis and synthesis of

nonlinear systems. The significance of the criterion shoots from the fact that it allows
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stability of a system to be substantiated without solving the differential equation explicitly

(Rantzer, 2000),

7.3.1 Positive definite functions and Lyapunov functions

In analysis, the task in applying the method is to construct a function V such that it and

its first time derivative V demonstrate certain properties. As soon as these properties of

V and V are made known, the stability behaviour is acknowledged. The difficulty,

nevertheless, happens when the necessary conditions cannot be achieved, for then no

conclusions can be drawn about stability. It can be seen that each problem presents a

new challenge, simply because the functions must be shaped anew for each specified

system, or a class of systems, It is however noted that, a proper choice of V thus

depends to an extent upon experience, creativity and most of time, good fortune of the

analyst

When dealing with the problem of synthesis, functions V and V are being selected and

the system parameters adjusted to satisfy the functions. It is always considered an easier

procedure on the basis that great latitude in choice of functions and in the selection of the

parameters exists. The following procedure underwrites that the system will be stable:

1. Select a Lyapunov function V to be positive definite

2, Find a time derivative of the Lyapunov function for the trajectory of the system

under study - TT

3, Determine the sign of the Lyapunov function derivative along the system

trajectory: if rT < 0, the system is stable, if V= 0 the system is marginally stable,

if V > 0 the system is unstable.

Lyapunov functions playa very important role similar to potential functions and energy

functions. Moreover, when asymptotic stability of equilibrium has been proven using

Lyapunov function as a storage function. But is rather difficult to find a specific Lyapunov

function for a specific practical nonlinear control problem, it proves a very fundamental

drawback of the direct method, Hence, presented with specific systems, the controller

designer has to use experience, basic instinct, and physical insights to search for an

appropriate Lyapunov function, But of all the above, the use of physical insights is most

preferred, because when applicable, it represents by far the most powerful and elegant

way of approaching the problem, because of its close proximity in spirit to the original
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intuition underlying the direct method. Consider a function V(x): R" ~ R such that

Vex) ;:: 0 with equality if and only if x =0 (positive definite functions which are convex)

and Vex) < 0 (negative definite). Then Vex) is called a lyapunov function candidate and

the system is asymptotically stable in the sense of Lyapunov. (Note that V(O) =0 is

required, otherwise Vex) =1/(1+ IxI) would prove that x(t) =x(t) , is locally stable. An

additional condition called "properness" or radial unbounded is required in order to

conclude global asymptotic stability),

It is a well known fact that lyapunov functions are closely related to cost functions in

optimal control theory. In fact, one way to interpret a lyapunov function V for global

stable dynamic system x = f(x) is to view V(xo) as the cost to go from the initial state

X o to the equilibrium. The lyapunov function for a dynamic system is assumed te be

done by a quadratic form

Vex) = x T (t)Px(t) (7.6)

where P ERn" is a positive definite real symmetrical matrix. The mest Important

application area of Lyapunov function is the synthesis of stabilising feedback controllers.

Dynamic systems may use a set of convex Lyapunov functions, based on the

computation of quadratic lyapunov funciions using linear matrix inequalities (lMI).

7.3.2 Barbalat's lemma

Assume that f is a function of time only.

Having jet) ~ 0 does not imply that f(t) has a limit at t ~ 00 .

Having f(t)approaching a limit as t ~ 00 does not imply that j(t) ~ O.

Having f(t) ... lower bounded and decreasing (j ~ 0) implies it converges to a limit But

it does not say whether or not j ~ 0 as t~ 00 .

Barbalat's Lemma says:

If f(t) has a finite limit as t ~ ooand if i is uniformly continuous (or f is bounded),

then jet) ~ 0 as t ~ 00.
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It is always difficUlt to investigate the asymptotic stability of time-varying systems on the

bases of finding a Lyapunov functions with negative definite derivative. For autonomous

systems if V is negative semi-definite, then, it is possible to know the asymptotic

behaviour of the system by calling up the invariant-set theorems. However, this flexibility

is not the case in terms of tirne-varyinq system, hence Barbalat's lemma come into fore.

Then it can be said that V(x,t) satisfies the following conditions:

V(x,t) is lower bounded

V(x,t) is negative semi-definite

V(x,t) is uniformly continuous in time, then V(x,t) --t 0 as t --t CJ:)

The system

e(t) =-e(t) + gw(t)

get) = -e(t)}t{t)

(77)

(78)

is non-autonomous because the input w is a function of time. Assume that the input

t.{t) is bounded.

Taking Vet) = e'(t)+ g'(t) gives Vet) =-2e'(t) s, O. This says that Vet) <= V(O) by first

two conditions and hence e and g are bounded. But it does not say anything about the

convergence of e to zero. Moreover, the invariant set theorem cannot be applied,

because the dynamics is non-autonomous.

Using Barbalat's lemma the function of Lyapunov can be constructed as

Vet) = -4e(t)(-e(t) + g(t)}.{t)) this function is bounded because e, g and ware

bounded. This implies

V --t 0 as t --t CJ:) and hence e --t O. This proves that the error converges.

7.4 Controller design

7.4.1 Nonlinear continuous control of the dissolved oxygen

Method for design of a nonlinear linearizing controller based on a reference mode! and

Lyapunov stability direct method theory in combination with an additional linear controlier

to improve the performance of the closed loop system is developed. A strategy for

designing a nonlinear DO controller was developed. The design is for the case of the

nonlinear oxygen transfer function as a function of control action in the controller design

process of the type given by Equation (3.9).
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7.4.2 Model reference control systems, Design of a nonlinear controller in common

case.

One useful method for specifying system performance is by means of a model that will

produce the desired output for a given input. The model needs not to be actual hardware.

It can only be a mathematical model simulated on a computer. In a model reference

control, the output of the model and that of the plant are compared and the difference is

used to generate the control signals.

The method for the design of a nonlinear controller consists of the following steps:

7.4.3 The plant is described by the nonlinear state equation

x(t) = f(u,x,t). x(O) = xo

yet) = cx(t)

(7.9)

(710)

where x E R" is the state vector, u E R"' is the control vector, and fER" is a vector

valued function, y E R 1 is the plant output, C E R 1
' " is the output matrix.

7.4.4 Determination of the specifications for the behaviour of the closed loop system

it is desired that the output of the closed loop system follows closely some reference

model system output. The problem for design of a controller is to find a controller that

always generates a signal that forces the plant state towards the reference model state.

The closed loop system configuration is given on Figure 7.1.

v

xPlantu
Controller

ev
Model

---L;~ reference
System

Figure 7.1: The closed loop system configuration diagram

where v E R" is the reference control Input, e E R" is the error between the reference

and plant states.
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The model reference system can be different It is assumed in the project that it is linear,

given by the equations

Xd (t) = Axd (t) + Bv(t)

y(t) = Cx(t)

(711 )

(712)

where x, E R II is the state vector of the reference model, v E R'" is the control vector for

the reference model, A E R"Xn is a constant state matrix and BE R":" is a constant

control matrix.

It is assumed that the eigenvalues of the A have negative real parts so that the model

reference system has an asymptotically stable equilibrium state. The control input v can

be selected in such way that xd follows some desired trajectory, which then wi!1 be

followed by the plant.

7.4.5 Determination of the error between the reference model and plant state.

The error is

e(t) = x d (t) - x(t),e E R" (713)

(7.14 )

The requirements towards the closed loop systems are that the error e(t) has to be

reduced to zero by a suitable control vector lI(t). In order to include the model equation

and the plant equation in the error equation (7.13) it is necessary to differentiate the error

equation (7.13) according to the time

e(t) = x
d

(t) -x(t) = Axd (t) + Bv(t) - f(x,lI,t) =
= AXd (I) +Ax(t) -Ax(/) +BV(/) - f(x,l/,t) =

=A(xd - x(t)) + Ax(t) + Bv(t) - f(x,lI,t) =
= Ae(t) + Ax(t) - f(x,lI,t) + Bv(t)

Equation (7.14) is a differential equation for the error vector. The problem now is to

design a controller such that at the equilibrium state x =xd ,x=xd ore =e=O. Thus the

equilibrium e =0 will be the origin of the coordinate system

7.4.6 Design of a controller

7.4.6.1 Construction of a Lyapunov functions for the system.

The Lyapunov function is assumed to be done by a quadratic form

V(e) = eT (t)Pe(t)

Where P E R":" is a positive definite real symmetrical matrix.
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7.4.6.2Calculation of the first derivative of the function of Lyapunov according to the

trajectory of the error equation

Vee) = eT(t)Pe+eT(t)Pe(t) = [Ae(t) + Ax(t) - f(x,u,t) + Bv(t)r Pe(t) +

+eT(t)P[Ae(t) + Ax(t) - f(x,u,t) + Bv(t)] =

= reT {f)AT +xT(t)A T - fT (x, 1I, t) +vT(t)B T]pe(t) + eT(t)[Ae(t) + Ax(t) - f(x,lI,t) + Bv(t)] =

= eTAT Pe(t) + x TATPe(t) - I' (x,lI,t)Pe(t) +vT(t)BTPe(t) +

u TPAe(t) +eT(t)PAx(t) _eT(t)Pf(x,u,t) +eT(t)PBv(t) =

= eT(t)[A TP + PA}(t) + 2J.,f

(716)

where

2M = x T(t)A TPe (t) + e T(t)PAx (t)-

- fT (x,lt,t)Pe(t) - e T (t)Pf(x,lt,t) + v T (t)B TPe(t) + e" (t)PBv (t) =
T T T (717)= e (t)PAx (t) + e (t)PA;( (t) - e Pf(x,lt,t) - e T(t)Pf(x,lt,t) +

+ e TPRv (t) + e T(t)PBv (t) = 2e T(t)P[Ax(t) - f(x,u,t) + Bv(t)]

This derivation is based on the fact that P is a symmetrical matrix and p T =P or

M = e T(t)P[Ax- f'(x.u.t) +Bv(t)]

M is a scalar quantity.

7.4.6.3 Calculation of the control vector It

(718)

The assumed function Vee) is a Lyapunov function. If its derivative is negative definite.

then the system (7.16) will be stable It can be seen that the derivative is sum of two

expressions

(719)

In order Vee) to be negative definite, the two terms have to be negative definite.

1. eT(t)[ATP+PA}(t) < 0~ ATP+PA =-Q

Where Q is a positive definite matrix.

2. M<O

On the basis of (7.18) and (7.19) above it can be concluded that M can be made

negative or equal to zero through convenient choice of the plant control vector u(t) ,

which is included in the derivative V(e) . Then noting that Vee) ~ 00 asIlell~ 00. can be

seen that the equilibrium state e = 0 is asymptotically stable in the large. Condition (1)

can always be fulfilled by a proper choice of P since the eigenvalues of the matrix A

are selected to be with negative rea! parts. The problem now is to choose an appropriate
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vector u(t) so that M is either zero, or negative scalar quantity. The calculations of u(t)

oan be done with selected values of the matrix P or the matrix Q. The obtained control

u makes the process to be stable and to follow the desired trajectory determined by the

reference model. The method is applied to the nonlinear model of dissolved oxygen

concentration.

7.5 Design of the nonlinear Lyapunov controller for the model of the Dissolved

Oxygen Concentration

7.5.1 Dissolved oxygen model

The procedure described above is applied as follows. The nonlinear mcdel of the

dissolved oxygen as developed in chapter 3 is:

So (t) = f(so (r) + g(so (t)u(t) + g, (sa(t»so.,,, (t) + g2 (so (t»rso (t)

yet) = Cso(t)

(720)

(7.21 )

7.5.2 The model of the desired system (reference model)

The model of the DO is of first order. That is why the desired model is selected to be of
the first order too.
SO.d (t) =aSO,d (t) + bv(t) (7.22)

Yd(t) = CSO,d (t) (723)

Where So E R is the desired state space vector, v E R is the control vector for the
·d

reference model, a ERand b e Rete the state space and control coefficients of the

reference model, C = 1 is the output coefficient for the dissolved oxygen concentration.

The coefficient a is negative in order for the referenoe model to be stable. The transfer

function corresponding to the reference model can be determined after Laplace

transform of the reference model equation.

L{so(t)} =L{asO,d +bv(t)}

sSo (s) == aso(s) +bv(s)

(s-a)so(s) ==bv(s)

so(s) == b1'(s)
(s-a)

IT! ( ) _ so(s) _ _ b_
rid s - -

1'(s) s-a

The Laplace transform cf the output is
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7.6 Design of the control

7.6.1 Construction of a Lyapunov function for the error differential equation

The Lyapunov function is selected of the form:

(
7 0 8 \J.L J

(7.29)

where P is positive definite coefficient, PER

7.6.2 Calculation ofthefirst derivative of the function of Lyapunov

Vce(t)) =ZPe(t)e(t) =

{

ae(t ) +aso(t) +bv(t) - f(so (t)) - g(so(t))u[ (t)-]
=Z e(t) =

- g[ (so (t))SO,i" (t) - g2 (so (t))rso (t)

, [aso(t)+bV(t)- f(so(t))-g(so(t))U[-]
= ZPae- (t) + ZPe(t) =

- g[ (so (t))sO,'n (t) - g2 (so (t))rso (t)

=ZPae2(t)+ZM<O

M = e(t)P[aso (t) + bvd (t) - f(so (t) - g(so (t»u[ (t) - g[ (so (t»so"" (t) - g, (so (t»rso(t)]

(730)

The obtained equation (7.30) is the equation of the first derivative of the function of

Lyapunov. In order for the error in the closed loop system to go to zero as time t -) 00 it

is necessary for the first derivative of the function of Lyapunov to be negative. The first

part is negative as a is selected to be negative (in a unit circle) for discrete system. Then

the second part M can be made negative M < 0 by a proper selection of the control

7.6.3 Calculation ofthe control u[ (t)

M =e(t)1{aso(t) +bvit) - f(so(t))- g(so(t})tl[(t) - g, (so (t))sOJ,,(t) - g2 (so (t))rso(t)] < 0

M = e(t)f{aso(t) +bvd (r) - f(so(t))]-e(t)p[g(so(t))u, (r) +g[ (so (t))s0,i,,(t)+g, (so (t))rso(t)]<0

+e(t)p[aso(t) +bvit) - f(so(t))] < e(t)p[g(So(t))tI, (t) +g[ (so (t))sO"n (t) +g2(so (t))rso(t)]

(7.31)

Pe(t)[aso(t) +bv(t) - f'(s., (t))] < Pe(t)g(so(t))u, (t) +Pettjg, (so (t))so,'n(t) +

+ Pertjg, (so (t))r50 (t)
(7.32)

Ail expressions without II, (t) are put to one side and the one containing u[(t) is put en

the other side.

Pe(t)[aso(t) +bv, (t) - f(so(t)) - g, (so (t))sO,'n (t) - g, (so (t)Yrso (t)j <

< Pe(t)g(so (t))II, (t)
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(7,35)

From here:

The coefficient P in the numerator and denominator can be cancelled and the nonlinear

control that will make the closed loop system stable and having the same behaviour as

the reference model is

()
[aso(t) +bv(t) - f(so(t)) - g, (so (t))sO,in (t) - g, (so (t))rso (t)}(t)

II] t > '"---"'--'----'-----'-'---"--'-'-----='-'-'--"-'-'--:-''''''-'-'-----='''-=---''-'-'---'''''-'--''--'-:..-
e(t)g(so(t))

After substitution of the expressions for the nonlinear functions f and g, it is obtained

that,

(7.36)

Finally the air airflow rate u(t) is calculated foliowing derivation in chapter 3 and 6 as

-1 {U ] -1u(t) =-1 -' >-1
k2 -k" k2

[(a+~ -k" }o(t) +bl(t) +k"so.sat - ;So,in(t) -rso(t)}t)

-k,,[so,sa,(t) -SO(t)J?(t)
(737)

The control III (t) can be selected to be a couple of times bigger than the expression in

the right side of equation (7.37), This selection can be done after some simulations It

can be seen that the control lI(t) depends en the coefficients and the control of the

reference model, oxygen transfer function coefficients k, and k2 , process state So (t).

the inflow concentration of the dissolved oxygen and oxygen uptake rate.

7.7 Design of a controller for the reference model

Design is done for PI controller using pole placement method. The structure cf the dosed

loop system is given in Figure 7.2, The control of the reference model can be selected in

suoh way that additional characteristics of the closed loop behaviour could be obtained,

The aim here is the current process of dissolved oxygen concentration has to be equal to

the desired set-point. determined from the process optimization. This means that the
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control v(t) has to move the desired output so(t) to be equal to the s%{, the dissolved

oxygen set-point without steady state error, or e1(t) =s%{ - S O,d (t) ~ 0 , when t ~ 00

The desired behaviour can be achieved with PI control. As the control vet) determines

the behaviour of the reference model, and the reference model determines the behaviour

cf the plant, it can be ooncluded that also e1(t) = sci -so(t) can be achieved if vet) is PI

controller.

Ls,p Lioear V Reference Nonlinear Process

o~ Controller Model ¥ Controller ~ s
f-

So - rl'

Figure 7.2: Closed loop system of the nonlinear controller.

7.7.1 Design ofthe PI controller

PI controller implemented here is similar to the one designed in chapter 6

(7.38)

7.7.2 Final expression for the control lI(f)

The equation is presented in such way that the following components are described,

control input lI(t) , kl and k2of which their values of are calculated from the value

K La = 240 day -I, the values of a and b are selected such that the closed loop system

can be determined with the following desired characteristics

• System stability.

• With small overshoot and quick response.

Two disturbance inputs so.;, and Tso and one state/output So

V [m3
] is the volume of the tank and Q is the total flow rates. The description of the Pi

controller IS the same as the one in chapter 6, The representation of the comcineo
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control equation of the linear and the Lyapunov second method based reference model

nonlinear linearizing controller is given below

-I
u(t) >-1

k,

It can be seen from Equations (7.39) and (6.63) that the expressions for the combined

control are very similar but are obtained using different theories and control structures.

7.8 Simulation study of the behaviour of the designed closed loop system

Simulation of the closed loop system is done in the MatlabiSimulink environment The

related rn-fite Parameters_Nketoane.m". and the Simulink block diagram

"CtcsedLoootrnat" are first introduced, and then foliowed by simulation results of the

dissolved oxygen concentration closed loop system. The DO model parameters are the

same as the used in chapter 6. In order to investigate the capability of the combined

control to overcome the influence of the disturbances so' , and "so different values of
,111

these disturbances are used in closed loop simulation. These values are shown In Table

7.1

Table 7.1: Parameters table for nonlinear control design

1 .8 Xn3-10% 134.81 73 Xbr':+10S:" 281 5.3384 -746.7435 0.2 ·'J_O

1 8 xta-t 0% 104.7767 Xbh-10'j';) 2303.48913 -782,6757 02 -D 3
., .8 Xba~25S:r.' 112.34 78 Xbh+25~/o 3199.305 7 19 T0~5 02 -Db

1.8 Xba+25'~'Q 187.2463 Xbh-25<:;'() 1 91~L583 -809,6251 D.2 -G.0

1 ,8 Xb3~4iJ'~:" 89,3782 Xbii+-+O'/Cl 35832216 -682.8452 02 -0,5

1 .8 Xba+4D% 209.11 58 Xb;i-40~'o 1535.6664 ~836.5741 0.2 -0S

2 Xoa 149J97 Xbh 2559-444 -764.7096 " .) -08v."-

2 xca-t r,~: 13(.l-.81 73 XDh+ 0% 281 5.3384 -7"-'6 7435 02 -(L8V,J

2 :l\oa+10%; 164.7767 xon-rc-, 2303A996 -782,C757 0.2 -0.2

2 >"Da~25';:~ 1 2347& Xbn+25~/Q 3199.305 -71 9,79::;5 G2 " c
',j

2 X03+25% 187.2463 Xbh-25% '19'1 9.583 ~309,8251 r;" -0-8v . .::.

2 Xb3"~+J':/c 89.8782 XDh-t-4Q:);~ 3583.2216 -692.3452 0.2 ,:).8

2- Xba+4Q% 20S,71 58 Xbh-40% 1 535.6664 -836574 1 .' , -08V.L

3 Xca 149.787 XC" 2:559,444 -764.7086 V . .c,. -0 3

3 Xb3:~10;'>~ 134,S1 73 Xcr,+1 V":-- 281 5,3884 -746 7,""<: 0.2 -0.8'~JJ
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3 Xbd+10% 164]767 Xbh~10% 2303.4996 w782.6757 0.2 ~O.8

3 Xba-25% 1 i2.3478 Xbh+25~/-, 31S9.305 -719.1945 0.2 -08

3 Xba+25°!o 1872463 Xbh-25% 1919583 -809,6251 0.2: -0.8

3 Xta~40i)·~ 89,8782 Xbh+40~:~ 3583-2216 -692-8452 02 -D.B

3 Xba+40i:~'~ 209.7108 Xbh-40% 1535.6664 ~83tLo{41 0.2 ·0.3

7.8.1 Simulink block diagram

The system is simulated in Simulink. The closed loop based on Lyapunov direct based

method Simulink block diagram of the dissolved oxygen process "Ciosed Loop t.mct" is

shown in Figure 7.3. It consists of three important subsystems:

• Reference model subsystem (Figure 7.4)

• Nonlinear Linearizing contrcller subsystem (Figure 7.5)

• Respiration model subsystem (Figure 7.6)
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103

1

In1

Figure 7.4: Reference model Sirnullnk block diagram

d

104

Figure 7.5: Nonlinear linearizing controller Simulink block diagram

[T AXbhj

In1

[TAss]

[T ASlh]

[T Axba]

Dut1 f----.<
Out1

Figure 7.6: Respiration Simulink block diagram
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7.8.2 Matlab program for the Lyapunov based nonlinear controller with reference model

%==================================================================
%PI Controller Parameters

0/0==================================================================
Ti= b*(4+a)f6

Kp= 4+a

P=Kp

I=pm

0/0==================================================================
%Coefficients

0/0==================================================================

a=-0.8

b=15000

K1=240

K2=1.96 e.()4

d=1

The above Matlab program is used for the simulation of both the PI controiier and

Lyapunov based nonlinear linearizing controller for the dissolved oxygen concentration

model.

Parameters for simulation of the Dissolved Oxygen Concentration are introduced in

Matlab workspace by the program "Parameters_Nketoane .m". The program is given in

the Appendix D. The corresponding Simulink model "CtoeeoLcctn .mdt' is given in

Figure 7.3. The input variables are the disturbances SO.i" and "so the control signal u is

calculated by the nonlinear controller, v is calculated by the PI controller and the

parameters for calculation of "so are PH' YH , PA' YA , KxH , KG." KoH , Ks ' The

variables ss, s,\'H and So are the steady state Benchmark process values (Copp. 2002).

The output variable is dissolved oxygen concentration so' The values of the parameters

are taken from the ASM1 biological model and are given in Table 3.5. The values of k,

and k
2

are calculated from the value KIa = 240 day" by a curve fitting for a given value

of the airflow rate Ill'
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Table 7.2: Values of the Iso model parameters and variables

Par jJH YH pA YA Ss Sl'.l]f KNH KOA KOH Ks So

Val 4 0.67 05 024 0.889 1,/33 1.0 0.4 0.2 10 0,491

Table 7.3: Values of the model parameter for controller calculation

Par k k rSO SO,in
a b d

I 2

Val 240 1,961€";" -764,6982 02 -0.8 15000 1

The simulations are provided according to the Table 7.1. The results are given in Figures

7.9 till 7.29

7.8.3 Simulation results
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Figure 7.7: PI controller signal
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Figure 7.8: Nonlinear controller output
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TiTT1.e response of 1:he linearized closed sys1:er-n
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Figure 7.9: Closed loop response for the linearized by Lyapunov reference based nonlinear

controller when $oln=0.2, a=-0.8, r50=-764.6982 and the set point is 1.8
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Figure 7.10: Closed loop response for the linearized by Lyapunov reference based

nonlinear controller when 50in=0.2, a=-0.8, r50=-746.7435 and the set point Is 1.8
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Figure 7.11: Closed loop response for the linearized by Lyapunov reference based
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TifTJ6 response of the linearized closed loop systefTJ

Figure 7.12: Closed loop response for the linearized by Lyapunov reference based

nonlinear controller when 501n=0.2, a=-0.8, rso= -719.7945, and the set point is 1.8
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Figure 7.13: Closed loop response for the linearized by Lyapunov reference based

nonlinear controller when $oin=0.2, a=-0.8, rso=-809.6251, and the set point is 1.8
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Figure 7.14: Closed loop response for the linearized by Lyapunov reference based

nonlinear controller when $oin=0.2, a=-0.8, rso=-692.8452, and the set point is 1,8
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Tim6 response of 1:he linearized closed loop sys1:em
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Figure 7.15: Closed loop response for the linearized by Lyapunov reference based

nonlinear controller when 50in=0.2, a=-0.8, rso=-836.5741, and the set point is 1.8
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Figure 7.16: Closed loop response for the linearized by Lyapunov reference based

nonlinear controller when 50in=0.2, a=-0.8, rso=-764.6982, and the set point is 2
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Figure 7.17: Closed loop response for the linearized by Lyapunov reference based

nonlinear controller when Soin=O.2, a=-0.8 r50=-746.7435 and the set point is 2
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Figure 7.18: Closed loop response for the linearized by Lyapunov reference based

nonlinear controller when 50In=0.2, a=-0.8, rso=-782.6757, and the set point is 2
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Figure 7.19: Closed loop response for the linearized by Lyapunov reference based

nonlinear controHer when 50in=0.2, a=-0.8, rso=-719.7945, and the set point is 2
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Figure 7.20: Closed loop response for the linearized by Lyapunov reference based

nonlinear controller when 50in=0.2, a=-0.8, rso=-809.6251, and the set point is 2
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Figure 7.21: Closed loop response for the linearized by Lyapunov reference based

nonlinear controller when 50in=0.2, a=-0.8, rso=-692,8452, and the set point is 2
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Figure 7.22: Closed loop response for the linearized by Lyapunov reference based

nonlinear controller when 50in=O,2, a=-O,8, rso=-836.5741, and the set point is 2
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Figure 7.23: Closed loop response for the linearized by Lyapunov reference based

nonlinear controller when 50in=O,2, a=-O,8, rso=-764.6982, and the set point is 3
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Time response of the Iineanzed closed loop systel'T1
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Figure 7.24: Closed loop response for the llnearized by Lyapunov reference based

nonlinear controller when Soin=0.2, a=-0.8, rso=-746.7435 and the set point is 3
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Figure 7.25: Closed loop response for the linearized by Lyapunov reference based

nonlinear controller when 50in=0.2, a=-0.8, rso=-782.6757, and the set point is 3
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Figure 7.26: Closed loop response for the linearized by Lyapunov reference based

nonlinear controller when 50in=0.2, a=-0.3, rso= -719.7945, and the set point is 3
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Timo response of the linearized closed loop system
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Figure 7.27: Closed loop response for the linearized by Lyapunov reference based

nonlinear controller when Soin=0.2, a=-0.8 rso=-S09.6251, and the set point is 3
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Figure 7.28: Closed loop response for the linearized by Lyapunov reference based

nonlinear controller when Soin=O.2, a=-0.8, rso=-692.8452, and the set point is 3
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Figure 7.29: Closed loop response for the linearized by Lyapunov reference based

nonlinear controller when Soin=O.2, a:-0.8, rso=-836.5741, and the set point is 3
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7.9 Discussion of the results

For the simulation of the closed loop behaviour of the dissolved oxygen concentration the

following parameters were varied: the two disturbance; external so",,, and internal rso '

the reference model parameter a and the set-point The following closed loop transition

behaviour parameters were observed to investigate the performance of the controller:

time delay, steady state error, settling time, rising time, The following characteristics have

been seen:

• The closed loop system is stable

• The output follows the reference model and the set point trajectories

• The derivative of the of the Lyapunov function is smaller than 0 when t -+ a: and

V---? 0 (this can be calculated)

The following conclusions can be done:

• The time delay is the same for all values of set-points and "so

• The settling time depends on the value of the set-point, when the set point is

smaller, the settling time is smaller, on the other hand for the same set-point the

settlinq time is bigger for the bigger values of "so

• The steady stale error is not very sensitive towards the values of rso ' but varies

for different values of the set-points,

• The rising time also varies with the changes in the values of the set-point. For

bigger set-points values, the value of the rising time is bigger. The Lyapunov

reference model based nonlinear controller causes slight oscillations of the

steady state value of the DO concentration

The specifications of the dynamic output behaviour of the closed Ioop system are given

below In Table 7.4.

Table 7.4 Simulation results comparison

1.8

1.8

-C.G -72-4.6982 0.2 0.01

-0.0 ·746J435 0.2 0.01

-0.8 -7826757 0,2 0.01
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18 -0.8 -719.7945 0.2 0,01 0.018 22 0.10

1.8 -0.8 -609.6251 02 0.01 0.018 22 0.10

1.8 -0.8 -692.8452 0.2 0.01 0.018 22 0.10

1.8 ·0.8 -836.5741 0.2 0.01 0.018 22 0.10

2 -08 -764.7096 0.2 0.01 0.03 22 0.10

2 -0.8 -746.7435 0.2 001 0.03 3D 0.10

2 -0.8 -782.6757 0.2 0.01 0.03 26 CiO

2 -0.8 -719.7945 02 OJ}l 0.03 30 0.10

2 -{}8 -809.8251 02 0.01 0.03 .26 O,10

2 -0.8 --{3S2.8452 0.2 0.Q1 0.03 28 0.10

2 -08 -836.5741 0.2 0.01 0.03 30 0.10

3 -0.8 -764.7096 0.2 0.01 0.05 50 0.16

3 -0.8 -746.7435 02 O.Q1 0.05 38 0.16

3 ~O.8 ~782.67'::;1 0.2 0.01 0.058 .56 0.16

3 -08 ·719.7945 0.2 0.01 0.058 38 0.16

3 -0.8 -809.6251 0.2 0.Q1 0.058 50 0.16

3 -(U3 --692.8452 0.2 0.D1 0.05 36 0,'16

3 -o.s -836.5741 0.2 0.01 0.05 60 o.is

7.10 Conclusion

The developed nonlinear controller based on Lyapunov direct method and linear

reference model is described in this chapter. The proper selection of the reference model

plays an important part in the system design as the plant output follows the desired

model output. The simulation results show that the designed nonlinear controller

according to the Lyapunov direct method was designed successfully. The designed

controller will be implemented in chapter 8 for control of the dissolved oxygen

concentration using PLC and SCADA system.
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CHAPTER EIGHT

IMPLEMENTATION OF THE NONLINEAR CONTROLLER IN A PROGRAMMABLE
LOGIC CONTROLLER (PLC) AS A PART OF THE THREE LAYER CONTROL

STRATEGY

8.1 Introduction

Automation of many different processes, such as controlling machines, chemical

processes or factory assembly lines, is done through the use of smail specialized

computers called programmable logic controllers (PLCs), They are designed as

computers for the purpose of industrial use, Programmable logic controllers were first

introduced in the market to serve the automobile industry. The first programmable logic

controller was developed as project for General Motors in 1968 to replace hard-wired

relay systems with much more sophisticated electronic controller, From that time till today

the PLCs have evolved in terms of hardware and software (Clements-Jewery and

Jeffcoat. 1996), PLCs are similar to computers, but the difference is, computers are

optimized for calculation and display tasks, as for PLCs they are optimized for control

tasks and industrial surroundings (Bolton, 1996).

This chapter introduces programmable logic controllers (PLCs) in section 8.2. Section 83

discuses the PLCs hardware. Program scan Is given in section 8.4. Section 8.5

introduces how PLCs are being programmed. Modicon M340 PLCs using Unity Pro S

V4.0 software is discussed and this PLC is the one that is used for programming

purposes in the thesis.

8.2 Programmable Logic Controller (PLC)

PLC is actually a control device that consists of a programmable microprocessor which is

able to store instructions and implement functions such as logic, sequencing, timing.

counting and arithmetic in order to control processes or machines, and is programmed

using a specialized computer language. In the beginning, programmable logic controller

would have been programmed in ladder logic, which is similar to sohematic of relay logic.

A modern programmable logic controller Is usually programmed in anyone of several

languages, ranging from ladder to Visual Basic or C. Typically, the program is written in a

development environment on a personal computer (PC), and later downloaded onto the

programmable logic controller platform directly through a cable connection. The written

program is then stored In the programmable logic controller through a non-volatile

memory. PLCs have the foilowlng characteristics:
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• PLCs are rugged and designed to withstand vibrations, temperature, humidity,

and noise.

• They have interfaces for inputs and outputs already inside the controller.

• They are easily programmed and have an easily understood programming

language which is primarily concerned with logic and switching operations.

PLC Advantages are:

1. Enhanced Reliability

2. More Flexibility

3. Cost effective for controlling complex systems

4. Answer more rapidly than computers

5. Easier to troubleshoot

6. Remote control capability

7. Communication capability

PlC Disadvantages are:

1. Distinctively to mlcrocontroller systems that have what is called an open

architecture, most PLCs manufactures offer only closed architecture for their

products.

2. PLC devices are proprietary, which means that parts and software from one

manufacturer can't easily be used In partnership with parts of another

manufacturer, which limits the design and cost options.

Programmable logic controllers oontain a number of variable lnput/Output (liD) ports, and

are typically Reduced Instruction Set Computer (RISC) based. They are designed for

real-time use, and always must withstand hostile environments on the shop floor. The

programmable logic controller circuitry monitors the status of multiple sensor Inputs. and

controls output actuators, like motors starters, solenoids, lights, displays and valves.

The programmable logic controiler has made a very significant contribution to factory

automation. In the early days, automation systems were utilising thousands of Individual

relays and timers. Recently timers and relays within a factory are replaceable by a single

programmable logic controller. Presently, programmable logic controllers provide a wide

range of functionality, In the company of basic relay, motion control, process control and

much more complex networkinq, as well as being used In Distributed systems as a

measure of control. Digital signal gives an on and off signal, which the programmable
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logic controller sees as Boolean values. Analog signals may also be employed. from

devices such as volume controls, and these signals are seen by the programmable logic

controllers as floating point values.

There are many different types of interfaces that are available for operators when they

have to interact with the programmeble logic controller to configure Of to work with it. This

may take the form of simple lights, switches, text displays, or for more complex systems,

a computer Web interface and a Supervisory Control and Data Aoquisition (SCADA)

system.

8.3 PLC Hardware

A PlC has the following five basic components:

1. Programming Devices (Personal Computer)

2. Central Processing Unit (CPU)

3. Power Supply

4. Input/Output modules (both Discrete and Analog)

The relationship amongst these components is displayed on Figure 8.1.

8.3.1 Programming Device

This is used to enter the necessary programs into the memory of the processor.

8.3.2 Central Processing Unit (CPU)

The CPU is the element enclosing the microprocessor. It reads the input signals and

brings out the control actions, according to the program stored in its memory. and

cornrnunicates the results as action signal to the outputs.

8.3.3 Power Supply

It is the unit that is required to convert the mains A.C. voltage to low D.C voltage of about

5V needed for the processor and the circuits in the input and output interface modules.
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8.3.4 Input/Output Modules

Input and output (liO) modules work as an interface between the processor and the

devices attached to the PlC and they enable the PlC to both sense and control the

process (NUT, 2005). Input interface modules accept signals from the machine or

process devices and convert them into signals that can be used by the controller,

meaning that the input interface allows status information regarding the processes to be

communicated to the CPU. Output interface modules convert controller signals that can

be used to control the machine or the process, which allows the CPU to communicate

operating signals to the process devices under its control.

---.L I 0
--+.. N U

P T
U P
T U \T
Nt

\0 Nt
D CPU 0
U Memory D
l U

--±= E l
Power supply E

Figure 8.1: Block diagram of the standard components of PLC (NlIT,2005)

8.3.4.1 Discrete Input Module

Discrete input modules accept and recognize only two states of the device. which are

digital or ON/OFF type signals. The input module transforms each input into a logic

voltage level. An open contact is transformed into a logic 0 voltage and closed contact

into logic 1 voltage.
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8.3.4.2 Discrete Output Module

Discrete output modules operate on digital or ONiOFF signals and control the current

flow of real-world devices or processes, such as lamps, motor starter coils, control relay

and solenoids,

8.3.4.3 Analog Input Module

Analog input modules use analog signals to influence data and translate it into digital

signals with a digital converter.

8.3.4.4 Analog Output Module

Analog output modules collect data in digital form and convert it into voltaqe or current to

control the analog apparatus, The binary number is converted into analog voltage or

current by the digital-to-analog (D/A) converter.

8.4 Program Scan

As soon as the PLC is powered ON, the processor does an internal audit check to

ensure that each part is functional. Following this, the processor starts the program scan.

A watchdog timer is used by the processor to check correct completion of a program in

the allotted time and perform internal testing. It is reset on each program scan, If an error

in the program causes the scan ceases before completion, the watchdog timer times out.

Presented beiow is the program scan process.

Circle 3: Updates or control
the status of output
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Figure 8.2: Program's scan process Diagram.

The process scan above is i!iustrated in four-steps
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8.3.4.2 Discrete Output Module

Discrete output modules operate on digital or ON/OFF signals and control the current

flow of real-world devices or processes, such as lamps, motor starter coils, control relay

and solenoids.

8.3.4.3Analog Input Module

Analog input modules use analog signals to influence data and translate it into digital

signals with a digital converter.

8.3.4.4Analog Output Module

Analog output modules collect data in digital form and convert it into voltage or current to

control the analog apparatus. The binary number is converted into analog voltage or

current by the digital-to-analog (D/A) converter.

8.4 Program Scan

As soon as the PLC is powered ON, the processor does an internal audit check to

ensure that each part is functional. Following this, the processor starts the program scan.

A watchdog timer is used by the processor to check correct completion of a program in

the allotted time and perform internal testing. It is reset on each program scan. If an error

in the program causes the scan ceases before completion, the watchdog timer times out.

Presented below is the program scan process.
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The precess scan above is illustrated in four-steps
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8.3.4.2 Discrete Output Module

Discrete output modules operate on digital or ON/OFF signals and control the current

flow of real-world devices or processes, such as lamps, motor starter coils, control relay

and solenoids,

8.3.4.3 Analog Input Module

Analog input modules use analog signals to influence data and translate it into digital

signals with a digital converter,

8.3.4.4Analog Output Module

Analog output modules collect data in digital form and convert it into voltage or current to

control the analog apparatus. The binary number is converted into analog voltage or

current by the digital-to-analog (D/A) converter.

8.4 Program Scan

As soon as the PLC is powered ON, the processor does an internal audit check to

ensure that each part is functional. Following this, the processor starts the program scan.

A watchdog timer is used by the processor to check correct completion of a program in

the allotted time and perform internal testing, it is reset on each program scan. If an error

in the program causes the scan ceases before completion, the watchdog timer times out.

Presented below is the program scan process.
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Figure 8.2: Program's scan process Diagram.

The process scan above is illustrated in four-steps
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1. Provides status monitoring of the input devices

2. Interprets the logic of the ladder program, which is stored in the memory

3. Monitors the output status of devices

4. Communicates with the other attached devices and participate in memory

management.

8.5 Programming of PLCs

In the beginning PLCs were being programmed using a method that was based on relay

logic wiring schematics. The reason for this was to eliminate the need to teach

Electricians, Technicians and Engineers how to program a computer, but to great

surprise it is still the method that is commonly used for programming PLCs till today.

There are two types of programming languages in the computer world, machine

language and programming language. Machine language programs are thoroughly

understood and well executed by the computer and programs written in the programming

languages characterize the operation of the software. Machine language is made up of

Os and Is, also called bits and bytes. Programs written in programming languages such

as Visual Basic, C, C++ or Java, are written in plain English Language, which is the

language that a programmer can understand and be able to write programs with greater

ease than using Os and Is of the machine language.

Parallel to computer languages, PLCs programming as well uses two types of languages:

1. Machine language is written using Os and 1s. which normally symbolizes OFF

and ON status of circuits inside a PLC.

2. Ladder Logic language which encompasses input and output symbols. It is an

advanced graphic-based language and it uses logic gates such as AND, OR, or

XOR to specify and control the input and output state of affairs.

8.5.1 Ladder Logic

Ladder logic is the main programming method used for PLCs. Ladder logic has been

developed to mimic the relay logic. The decision to use the relay logic diagrams has

been a strategic one, as the retraining of engineers, technicians and electricians was

greatly reduced by selecting ladder logic as main programming method.
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8.5.2 Symbols used in Ladder Logic diagrams

Ladder logic diagrams are used in PLCs to write programming instructions. A ladder logic

diagram consists of three basic elements:

1. Input devices

2. Output devices

3. Rung

8.5.3 Input Devices (Contacts)

Contacts are input devices that are similar to normal electrical switches. They have two

states, ON and OFF. PLCs offer tNO types of contacts:

8.5.4 Normally Open Contact

Normally open (NO} contact, which is a contact that does not allow current to follow

through it when switched OFF. When the contact is switched ON. the circuit is completed

and the current streams through the circuit. Below is the illustration of the normaliy open

contact.

-H-
Figure 8.3: Normally Open Contact.

8.5.5 Normally Closed Contact

Normally closed (NC) contact allows the current to pass through it as soon as it is

switched OFF. But the situation is different the moment the contact is switched ON; the

circuit is broken and current stops following through the circuit. They are normaliy used

for safety measures. Normally closed contact is shown below.

Figure 8.4: Normally Closed Contact.
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8.5.6 Output Devices (Coils)

Coils are output devices that are controlled by the PLCs. If the input conditions of the

ladder logic yield an ON value, then the coil is set to the ON position and the machine or

process performs its designated function. An illustration of an output device is given

below.

-0-
Figure 8.5: Structure of a coil.

8.5.7 Rung

The rung is a horizontal line. It contains both inputs and outputs elements of the ladder

logic. Two vertical lines at the two ends of the rungs represent the voltage potential of the

ladder logic diagram. The one on the left hand-side is called Live or mains, in terms of

D.C voltage it is positive and one on the right is called neutral or negative in terms of D.C

voltage. Figure illustrates the rungs of the ladder logic diagram.

F-i11---j
Neutral

1-1
lnout Rung Output

Figure8.6: Simple ladder logic diagram

Even today modern control systems still consist of relays, but only for logic. A relay is a

simple device that employs magnetic field to control a switch. When a voltage is affected

to the input coil, then the consequential current generates a magnetic field. The magnetic

field hauls a metal switch towards it and the contacts touoh, as a result olosing the

switch. A normally open contact closes when the coil is energized. The normally olosed

contacts touoh when the input coil is not energized.
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8.6 Modicon M340 PLC using Unity Pro S V4.0 Software

Modieon 11.1340 PLC is used for this project in conjunction with software calied Unity Pro

S V4.0 which is a High performance configuration tool for an economical realization of

the multitude of tasks involved in drive engineering and automatic control science and

technology. Unity Pro S software provides the user with unified configuration

environment for effective systems configuration in compliance with all regulations of the

International lEG 61131-2 Ed.2 (2003) standard. Modicon 11.1340 automated platform

processors manage the entire PLC station, which is made up of discrete I/O

(input/output) modules, analogue 1/0 modules. These are distributed across one or more

racks connected on the local bus. Each rack must include a power supply module; the

main rack supports the CPU. The following diagram in Figure 8.7 shows a confiquration

example for the Modicon M340 PLC with one rack;

The Modicon M340 PLC with analog-mixed module AMM-0600 is used with default
settings. This PLG is used with four analog inputs and two analog outputs.

The input channels are injected with 1 5V or 4...20mA.

The output channels are injected with O mA to 20mA

r

,
~i
I
1234567

Figure8.7: A diagram for a configuration example for the Modicon 1.1340 PLC with one rack

Table 8.1 describes the numbered components of the PLG station above.

Table 8.1: Number Table

Number Description

1 Power supply module

2 Processor

3 zo-prn terminal brock i/O modu:e
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4 40-pin single connector l/O module

5 40-pin 2-connector IiO module

6 Counting module

7 8-slot rack

Note that the four analog input addresses are assigned to the conductivity, pH, DO, and

the Turbidity sensors, while the two analog out addresses are allocated to actuators, i.e.

Channel 0 is reserved for Proportional valve and Channel 1 is Spare. The output channel

oand channel 1 fallback are selected to zero

The CPU of this PLC supports Function Block diagram.

Functional equipments are divided into major functional blocks. (Filters, valves. pump,

etc.)One block may represent a filtration plant, and another a raw water pump station.

Each one of the functional equipment is monitored and controlled by measuring

equipment and final actuators.

The signals generated and required by this equipment are wired to a PLC

(Modicon M340 PLC with the software called Unity Pro S V4.0), generally one plant PLC

for each functional block of the plant. The PLC is wired together to the central SCADA

computer by means of a medium-speed data highway. (This can be either copper wire or

fibre optic.) The SCADA software which runs ill the computer comprises a number of

software modules. Basically to the whole system is a database (MySQL). This device

stores information; does not do anything by itself. The data just sit there and wait for

other software modules to read what is already in the data base or to overwrite existing

data with new values

The most important is the communication driver module. This module scans the PLC

continuously fer values of all the input variables and writes them in the appropriate

records in the database. The communication driver also scans those records in the

databases which are associated with the final actuators

Next, a real control system is connected to the computer via a PLC to test the algorithm

on a real physical model. The PLC serves only for I/O as ali computations are stiB being

done in the simulation environment--MATLAB/Simulink. MATLAB!Simulink receives a
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data from the physical model output and sends the action value to the physical model

input.

In the third phase the control algorithm is completely ported into the PLC. Monitoring of

the process and parameters configuration may stili be done using the connected PC

(Adroit) with MATLAB/Slmulink.

For development of control algorithms, especially advanced control algorithms such as

Nonlinear, predictive, optimal and neural algorithms and etc; it is necessary to start in a

simulation environment such as MATLAB.

MATLAB (Matrix Laboratory) is a general, high-performance language for technical

computing. It integrates computation, visualization and programming in a common

environment. MATLAB is an interactive system and includes a large library of predefined

mathematical functions. It also provides the user with the possibility to extend this library

with new functions. MATLAB is availabie for most hardware platforms and is considered

to be one of the most fundamental software tools at many technical universities as weil

as industries all over the world.

In the last step, the control algorithm is transmitted and the real model directly controiled

by the PLC, The connection between MATLAB/Simulink and PLC can be used only for

real-time monitoring of process inputs, process outputs or other control parameter

8.7 The closed loop system of Waste Water Treatment plant.

The block diagram below Figure 8.8 indicates the industrial standard PLC with PIO

controller closed loop setup for the wastewater treatment plant.

s,p PlC Process Output
+ PID

Figure 8.8: The closed loop system of wastewater treatment plant
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In order to overcome this draws back, the developed nonlinear controllers had to be used

in order to control the plant. As indicated from the block diagram below: Figure 8.9, the

PLC has to communicate with database and Matlab.

DB! MySQL

Controller parametersAdroit
ssp

tl0

Control

PLe t4- Process So

,---+

Figure 8.9: The PLe has to communicate with database and Adroit.

This closed loop drawing represents the operational structure of the wastewater

treatment plant. There are three main steps in the three layer scheme of repetitive

optimization with given calculations

• Receiving the values of the inflow and rso disturbances from MySQL database in

Mallab!Simulink

• Calculation of the updated values of the controller parameters and sending them

to MySQL, Adroit and PLC registers for implementation.

• Real-lime control performed by PLC

The controller in PLC is to achieve stabilization of the system by comparing the DO raw

value with the DO set-point of 2 mg/l. Thus the following steps of interfacing between real

time and simulation can be described as:

Set-point is generated by the optimal control problem and is send to MySQL and from

MySQl is send to Matlab for controller design and to PLC for controller implementation.

Capture DO raw value from sensor:

• Send this value to Adroit

• Send value to MySQL
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The control action:

• Export the controller parameters to MySQL

• Send parameters values to Adroit

• Send these values to PLC registers

Note: that the diagram below for a visual display of the interfacing structure of the

controller and plant, Figure 8.10. It shows the interfacing of the real time with Matlab and

Simulink design environment. This diagram displays the interface structure of the Waste

water Treatment plant control.

IOptimal control problem -'r-1
00"

00 Sensor Plant MvSOL

~ DO

Dissolved Adroit
Set point=2

Oxygen Values

...
DO Values MySOL

... Controller parameters

sOin
Matlab/Slrnolink

Controller MySQL
So ..

Solenoid

~
valve Analog 1 Adroit

'--
-{><} On/off ~

Aerobic

p:~~b Control actio+
PLC ITank

valve

Figure 8.10: The interfacing structure of the controller and plant.

8.8 Process Variables to be measured

Process variables that are measured for this project in order to meet the project

requirements are pH, Temperature, 002 • Conductivity and Turbidity. Each of them is

discussed as fcilows:
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8.8.1 pH

The pH of a sample of water is a measure of the concentration of Hydrogen ions. The

term pH was derived from the manner in which the hydrogen ion concentration is

calculated; it is the negative logarithm of hydrogen ion (H+) concentration.

The pH of water determines the solubility (amount that can be dissolved in water) and

biological availability (amount that can be utilized by aquatic life) of chemical constituents

such as nutrients (phosphorous, nitrogen and carbon) and heavy metals (led, copper,

cadmium). For example in addition to affecting how much and what form of phosphorous

is most abundant In the water, pH may also determine whether aquatic life can survive in

it.

Photosynthesis uses up dissolved carbon dioxide, which acts like carbonic acid (HeC03)

in water. CO2 removal in fact reduces the acidity of the water and so pH increases. When

pollution results in higher algal and plant growth (e.g. from increased temperature or

excess of nutrients), pH levels may increase, as allowed by the buffering capacity of the

lake. A change In pH may Increase the solubility of phosphorous, making it more

available for plant growth and resulting in greater long-term demand for dissolved

oxygen.

Genera!!y during the summer months in the upper portion of a productive or eutrophic

lake, pH will change between 7.5 and 8.5. In the bottom of the lake or in less productive

lakes pH will be lower between 6.5 and 7.5. This is the very general statement to provide

an example of the differences the user might measure.

8.8.2 Turbidity

Turbidity is a measure of the degree to which light is scattered by suspended particulate

material and soluble colour compounds in the water. It provides an estimate of the

muddiness or cloudiness of the water due to clay, silt, finely divided organic and

inorganic matter, soluble colour organic compounds and microscopic organisms.

8.8.3 Conductivity

Conductivity of liquids is based on the electrolytic dissociation acids, bases or salts in

water into electrically charged particles. The magnitude of the electrical conductivity is

the reciprocal value of the electric resistance ofthesolution.
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8.8.4 DO

Dissolved oxygen is the amount of oxygen in the effluent. If there is no oxygen or

insufficient one, the aquatic animals will die or their gro\\'lh or production will be affected.

The dissolved oxygen should be as high as possible.

8.8.5 Communication

The equipment used for this project must be able to communicate with each other.

Ethernet cable is used to interface PlC and PC with Adroit.

8.9 Implementation of the designed controllers in PlC

PlC program that is used to acquire data from sensors, the data acquired from sensors

is sent or saved in the holding registers in the PlC to be available in Adroit. The program

is written in Function Block diagram logic using blocks for reading of raw data from the

sensors. These sensors measure the current status of the waste water to be displayed at

Adroit. The Function Block logic, allows the operator to switch the solenoid or

proportional valve from Adroit window and run the program which is developed in the

PLC. The operator can also make changes of the threshold any time as possible. Figure

8.11 below is a PLC bus for which the PLC modules in the form of processor, digital

input, digital output and analog mixed enabling the user to make the settings according to

the different needs of the project.

Figure 8.11: PLC bus

8.9.1 PLC program for input and output data

PLC program for input and output of data is written in such a manner that it enables

communication between software and hardware environments. The module that is used

for implementation is analog mixed card, where Analog Input Channel 0 receives turbidity

raw value from the turbidity sensor! analog input channel 1 receives DO raw value from
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DO sensor, input channel 2 receives conductivity raw value from the conductivity sensor,

analog input channel 3 receives pH raw value, analog output channel 0 receives control

action from the PLC to the proportional Valve, analog output channel 1 - Spare. The

program is the same for both linearizing and nonlinear Lyapunov reference based model

controllers .

.. OM ;;PPt@i,Gi" __4~XL ti~2$ 21£ 4", 2$

_ _ _~l

~
'>lON_'--'NE._. ec RE"_MOO __. ""'" "·..."5T"' ... I
- - ----------------

Figure8.12: 110 Mapping diagram for the input sensors and output actuators

8.9.1.1 PLC program for implementation of PI controller

PI controller is designed for controlling the linearized closed loop system. It is developed

for both linearizing and nonlinear Lyapunov reference based model controilers.

_ ......... PU= ~ '""'''''''''''''''" '"'"""'_

~:~~_~.. .,tOl' ~_~~_...L-_~_~_~- :r~.:.:~J:.'?- e_~ ;:,,"'::...~:~ :..~..:~~_:::::"-~_'.~_~~,!:!-~.,_c:o __ ~_~~.~_
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Figure8.13: PI Controller diagram
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8.9.1.2 PLC program implementation ofthe linearizing controller

The linearizing controller program in PLC is implemented according to diagram Figure

8.14. The diagram is similar to the controller designed in chapter 6.

Nonlinear controller parameters
Adroit

PI parameters

r- -- -- - -- --- - ~ -- - --.
I

Doset-point PLC
Ifrom Adroit

I ~ V Nonlinear u I Valve
PI controllerI

I
to the valve Ierror

I - I
I Do from the sensor I
L -- -- - -- - - - - - - - - --,

DO
sensor

Figure 8.14: linearizing controller structure for PLC implementation

In order to achieve fuH control of the process the foHowing different programs in PLC are

developed:

• Receiving set-point from MySQL and Adroit

• Receive DO measurements from the DO sensor

• Forming of error In PlC

• Implementation of PI controller

• Implementation of the reference model (Only applicable for lyapunov based

controller)

• Forming the error between reference model output and the measured DO (only

applicable for lyapunov based controller)

• Implementation of the nonlinear controller
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Figure 8.15A: Linearizing controller diagram
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Figure 8.15B: Linearizing controller diagram-continuation
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Figure 8.16: Error calculation structure
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8.9.2 PLC program for implementation of the nonlinear Lyapunov reference based

model controller

The nonlinear Lyapunov reference based model controller program in PLC is

implemented according to diagram Figure 8.17. The diagram is similar to the controller

designed in chapter 7.

Nonlinear controllerparameters
Adroit

PI parameters

r- 1-- -- I-- - - - - - -- - _. - - -- - I

•
DO set-point DO,je""d PLC

•~ from Adroit

f- Ref

~
Nonlinear I Valve

• rPI
u

ModeJ controller

• Error
'1 -r- to the valve'

I - < •,

• DO from the sensor •
L 1-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - J

DO
sensor

Figure 8.17: Nonlinear Lyapunov reference based controller structure for PLC

Implementation
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Figure 8.18: Reference model diagram
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Figure 8.19A: Nonlinear controller

!I'.L..Ji "L

Figure 8.19B: Nonlinear controller-continuation
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Figure 8.20: Calculations of errors in the nonlinear controller structure
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reer=~~;::p~
g'vaf:.L,:..·......."w7·:._:2~·
a %f"fN22 REAl
a MUL So C,';]~..:fN26 RFAt

Ana\og input Channel 0-
ANA IN CH 0 %i'vVG.3.0 INT Turbid1ty

Anafoq tnput Cnannet i -
ANA IN CH 1 %.1WCL3.1 !NT DO

Anaroq input Channel 2 •
ANA IN CH 2 %:\'VO,3,2 !NT Ccneuctlvttv

Anatcq input Channel 3 -
ANA IN CH 3 C,{")WD.3.3 lNT PH

Analcp Output Cnannet 0
ANA OUT CH 0 ~!GlQ\'-VQ,3.4 lNT ~ Proportional Valve

Analog Output Channel ,
ANA OUT CH 1 %QWO.3.5 ~NT - Snare

b r;,'5:,.fN28 REAL
BB %M'iV60 REAL
BOTTOM SYS %f.1W100 REA!
C '%~i!\iV44 REAL

C 2 %h-f,V74 REAL
C 2 MUL Soin r::/:,r..;fN78 RE.i\L

C ADD E %:'i'fN48 REAL

C E SUB K1 ',:;MW52 REA!

CON ANA "!",M'N4 REAl
CONSTANT 1 %~"f<Nl0B REAL
CONTROL U "'Mv'0N1G4 REAL

d t;fcMvV 114 REAL
DIG IN 0 S.i~iO.l_0 E800L Scare
DIG IN 1 'Yc!O.1,1 EBOOL Scare

DIG IN 2 ~!oiQ.1.2 E800' Soare

DIG IN 3 %,0,1,3 E800L. Spare

DIG IN 4 ';/,,>0.1,4 E800L Scare
DIG IN 5 0:'C,:O.1.5 "800L Spare

DIG IN 6 %iO.1.8 E800i Scare
DIG IN 7 ';.'')10,1,7 EBOOL Scare
DIG IN 8 f/o,10.1.8 ESOOL Scare
DIG IN 9 %:0.1.9 escor Spare

DIG IN 10 °/'):0.1.10 ESOOL SC2re

DIG IN 11 '%lQ,1.11 I=BOOL SC2re

DIG IN 12 C;!~,iQ.1,12 E800L Scare

DIG IN 13 0,'010.1.13 E800L Spare

DIG IN 14 ('/.10.1.14 EBOOL SC2re
DIG IN 15 C;·[;,iO.1.15 EBOOl S08ie

DIG OUT 1 \':/,00.2,1 E800' Scare
DIG OUT 2 %00.2.2 EBOOL. Soar'?

DIG OUT 3 %00.23 EBOOL Scare

DIG OUT 4 °/,00.2.4 ESOOL Spare

DIG OUT 5 ~V)QO.2.5 f8DG> Scare

DIG OUT 6 '}~QO,2i3 EBOOL SOS,!)

DIG OUT 7 %002.7 ESOOL Scare
DIG OUT 8 %;00.1.8 E800' Spare

DIG OUT 9 %00.2.9 E800L Scare
DIG OUT 10 %00.2.10 ESOOL Snare

DIG OUT 11 <;;;;00.2.11 F800L. Snare

DIG OUT 12 "0,002.12 E800! Scare
DIG OUT 13 ';/,,00.2.13 ESOOL Scare

DIG OUT 14 O'{-.QO.2.14 EBOO' Scare
DIG OUT 15 ~C:?QO,2.15 £800! <::'n~~·-.....,.<:"<:;:

00 ANA %MiN2 HE,4L

8.9.3 Definition of variables in the PLC programs

Table 8.2: Elementary vartables for the design of both Nonlinear Linearizing and Nonlinear
f dlL b d II
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DO ANA MV %.,r,;fN12 REAL

DO ANA MVl %~vfN36 R~AL

DO ANA MV2 aj,J",1'N54 RFAL

DO ANA MV3 %;,,'iW88 REAL
DO Desired %r"fvV34 REAL

E %f.",1VV46 RF;:\J

ERROR <;.H',f1W33 RF~ ;....f-\ ..

ERROR 1 ~;()r':1W98 R!::..A!

IN INTEGR X ~/()M\f'i32 REAL

INT GAIN RFA!

INT HALT BOOL

INT MAN BOOl
INT QMAX BOOL

INT QMIN BOOl

INT YMAN REAL

INT YMAX REAL
INT YMIN REAL

K1 %\1'#50 R!=AL

K1 1 t;'cfvfA'94 REAL

K2 ':l/0;,,1W108 RC Il.'• h'

KK1 c/r,iv1V/66 REAL

OUT VALVE RAW %,MW116 REAL

OVERALL SYS ~HA\V102 REA!

PH ANA <3:~MW6 REAL PH Mete, R3'A Value

PI CON ERR REA!

PI CON GAIN Rt:AL

PI CON HALT BOOl
Pi Controuer i,,13f .Autc

PI CON MAN ESOOe Select

PI CON PV RFAL

PI CON Q MAX BOOL
PI CON Q MIN 800l
PI CON SP ~<!;\-lWI6 REAL PJ Controller Set coot
PI CON TI ~fcvryV?Q TiM;.-

PI CON YMAN R;;:AL
PI CON YMAX REAL

PI CON YMIN REAL
PI MUL b c/"t".r"v~o REAL

Propcrtonai valve Ana'oq
PRO VALVE RAW c/~M/'-/8 REAL Outcur Raw
Q o/"MW4Q R:::AL
rso %i'.1\V82 REAL

SO desired %rvfW24 REAL

Soin ¢/cMVV IE! Rr::AL

Sosal %rvrN68 R"AL

Sosal 1 ;'~jj\/fW9O REAL
Spare Analog 0"''''''''

SPARE OUT RAW %i.!W10 REAL R2'f;

SYS SP %1';1W14 Ri=AL

T1 ADD T2 o/()f:1W64 REp,:

TERM 1 ~(~lM'/V56 REAL

TERM 2 S!,,\1W62 REAL

TERM 3 %tvfvV7Q REAL

TERM 4 c/r:f'!tN72 RE,.1,.L

TERM 5 %i\"W80 REAL

TERM 5 SUB rso %J/W84 REAL

TERM 6 '%t-/VV92 RE,::u

TERM 7 <:?/~!'"fv\,g:6 REAL

TERM 8 '"/,)/\/'/11 0 Rt.=AL
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TOP SYS %MVV86 REAL
TUR ANA %,1\1VvO REA'
U %MW112 REAL
V o:SlvfVV58 REAL
VOLUME %l"fvV42 REAL
PI CON YMAX REAL

8.10 Conclusion

In this chapter, the general introduction of PLCs is given, Modicon M340 PLC together

with Unity Pro S software were used for the development of linearizing and nonlinear

Lyapunov reference based model controllers, The process variables for measure are

also introduced, The developed nonlinear controllers were successfully implemented in

PLC for the control of dissolved oxygen concentration using Adroit SCADA systems and

MySQL database, In the next chapter, the project is reviewed and concluded,
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CHAPTER NINE

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE DIRECTION OF RESEARCH

9.1 Introduction

The theory of automatic control has been well developed for the decades ever since the

establishment of the Nyquist criterion in the 1930s due to World War ll. All physical

systems are nonlinear in nature, it Is possible to describe the operation of a physical

system by a linear model, using ordinary linear differential equations to solve a problem

where a mode of operation of the physical system does not deviate too much from the

nominal set of operating conditions; sometimes this condition Is called exact linearization.

But at times the linearized model can be deemed inadequate and thus giving an

introduction of nonlinear systems theory, hence the need for nonlinear theory. Nonlinear

control theory is used for analysis and design of nonlinear control systems.

In this thesis, the problem of modelling. parameter estimation and identification and

control of dissolved oxygen (DO) concentration In the aeration tank of the activated

sluoce process (ASP) of WWTP using nonlinear control theory has been considered.

9.1.1 Aims and objectives

Derived from the problem of the statement, the project aim and objectives were

developed and Investigated using the methods for design of linear and nonlinear

controllers of the concentration of the DO In the aeration tank of the ASP and the

implementation of the designed controllers In the frameworks of Modicon PLC, Adroit

SCADA, MYSQL database and MATLAB/SIMULINK software. The objectives are as

follows;

1. Review of the literature for modelling and control of DO concentration

2. Development of models of the DO concentration with different representations of

the oxygen transfer function.

3. Development of method for design of parameter estimation of the 00 model

coefficients and oxygen uptake rate for different mathematical representations of

the oxygen transfer function

4. Development of method for design of a linear controller of the 00 concentration

based on pole placement theory.

5. Development of method for design of a nonlinear controtler of the DO

concentration based en Lyapunov stability theory and reference model control

theory.
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6. Development of method for design of a nonlinear linearizing controller of the DO

concentration based on the nonlinear geometrical control theory.

7. Implementation of the controllers in the frameworks of the PLC as a part of the

Adroit SCADA system.

8. Development of software for communication between SCADA. MySQL, Matlab

and PLC in real time

9.2 Deliverables

in achieving the aim and objectives of the project, the following deliverables were done:

9.2.1 Literature review. analysis and comparison ofthe models and approaches for

control of DO concentration

Literature review of the methods for modelling, estimation and control of the process for

dissolving of oxygen in wastewater using automatic control and parameter estimation of

dissolved oxygen concentration in wastewater treatment plants is done. Particularly, the

activated sludge process modelling and control is considered. A design method, which

gives a high performance controller for all operating conditions, is discussed, The desiqn

method consists of two parts: estimation part where the oxygen transfer function and

oxygen uptake rate (respiration) are determined and a controller design part.

In ensuring the effective control of the process (ASP) by controlling dissolved oxygen

concentration, two factors that affect the dynamics of the DO, oxygen uptake rate

(respiration) and nonlinear oxygen transfer function were taken into consideration,

Review of the methods for application of respiration and of the DO model parameter

estimation has been performed.

9.2.2 Review of the theory for design of the nonlinear controller

The type of control that is convenient for nonlinear systems is nonlinear control; two

methods were used in designing nonlinear controller aocording to the theory:

1, Input/Output Linearization

2. Lyapunov theory of stability

Review of the theory of the above rNO methods was done.
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9.2.3 Development of a method for parameter estimation of the nonlinear model of DO

with different representations of the oxygen transfer function

The oxygen uptake rate has a very complex nonlinear representation according to the

Patterson matrix of ASM1 model. This representation includes different variables of the

ASP. Their on-line measurement is not possible because of lack of respective sensors.

This means that real-time use of the model of dissolved oxygen (DO) for control

purposes is not possible if the oxygen uptake rate is calculated according to Patterson

matrix. It is necessary to find some estimated value of the oxygen uptake rate (OUR) on

the basis of the available measurements, which are the DO concentration values.

Considered in the thesis are different models of the oxygen transfer function. In order to

develop a method and algorithm for this estimation it is necessary to know the values of

KIa' This value of KIA vanes according to the wastewater quality and diffusers clogging.

It shows the efficiency of the aerator system. KLa has a typically nonlinear character: as

the airflow rate increases, then KLa tends to a saturation value characterized by different

parameters, which are not known. Their estimation is also necessary to be performed. A

least squares method is developed for estimation of the OUR and the oxygen transfer

function parameters is developed in the thesis. The considered models are used for

design and simulation of the nonlinear closed loop control. Different models of OUR are

considered:

1. Oxygen transfer function represented by a time varying parameter

2. Oxygen transfer function represented by a linear function

3. Oxygen transfer function represented by a power function

4. Oxygen transfer function represented by an exponential function

5. Oxygen transfer function represented by a square root function

6. Oxygen transfer function represented by second order polynomial

7. Oxygen transfer function represented by a Monod type model

9.2.4 Development of a method for nonlinear linearizing reference model control of the

dissolved oxygen process on the basis of Lyapunov theory

A method for design of nonlinear linearizing reference model control of the DO process

on the basis of the second method of Lyapunov is developed. Linear pole placement

design of a linear controller for linearized closed loop system is performed. The resulted

closed loop system is stable; it has the desired transition behaviour determined by the
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selected poles. The linearized by the noruinear controller closed loop system follows the

behaviour of the reference model.

9.2.5 Development of a method for design of a nonlinear linearizing control of dissolved

oxygen concentration

A method for design of a nonlinear controller linearizing the closed loop systems based

on geometric control theory is developed using reference linear model for the desired

behaviour of the closed loop system. A linear PI controller is designed for the purposes of

control of the linearized closed loop system. The obtained closed 1000 system is stable

and with desired transition behaviour. The reference model is embedded in the method

and does not appear explicitly in the control structure as in the previous method.

9.2.6 Software development

The methods for design described above are examined through simulation

Implementation usjng Matlab and Sirnulink. Separate software programs are developed

for every of the deliverables from 9.2.3 till 9.2.5, Appendix A-D. The developed software

for different simulations is grouped in Tables 9.1 and 9.2 respectiveiy.

Table 9.1: Programs used for parameter estimation of different models of the oxygen
transfer function

..~ c,·;..•.···.·";;."':;j;f':;·;;;;r;r!;;;.;;·;·.,,l;..; 'f! r· C, .••··.;;
'" ,.....,

Time varying parameter Newparameter_estrnauon.m KI. fSO

Linear function Linear.m K 1 j\2 and fSO

Power function --cwer.rn K1.K2 and fSO

Exponential function Ex.ponentiaLrn Kl.K2 and rsc

Square root function Square roct.m K1.K2 and fSO

Second order polynomial Seccno order pclynortual.m K1,K2 an: rsc

Monod type mode Moncc.rn K1 j-Q and (SO

Table 9.2: Programs used for nonlinear linearizing controllers design and nonlinear
controller design and simulation of the closed loop system

lyapunov

Linearizing
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Table 9.3: Programs for nonlinear controller implementation in the embedded environment

ofPLC

NON_UNER: [MAST]

SYSTEkt I~.1ASTl

Linearizing Unearizinq :0~MAPP!NG: [\~AST}

I P!._CONTROL: (MAST]

UNEA.RiZlNG~COTROLLER: [MAST]

9.3 Application of the results

The developed models, controllers and software in the thesis serve the following:

• Better engineering understanding of many of the control process characteristics

for the operational personal

• Research base for further investigations of the problem for modelling and control

of the dissolved oxygen concentration in VV'NTP

• Education: operators will have insightfUl about on-line sensors and other

equipment for process monitoring and control. The results also can be used for

educational purposes as a learning tool for control engineering students used on

a lab-scale plant fer demonstration and practical purposes.

• The developed software can provide on-line data to control the process and thus

making it easy for prediction purposes.

• The methods and software can be appfied to wastewater treatment plants for the

municipalities as well for industrial operations to achieve better performance of

the controllers as most of the plants are nonlinear In nature.

9.4 Future research

The future research is seen to be useful in the following directions:

• The problem for identifiability of the DO models for different mathematical

representations of the oxygen transfer function

• Further research is needed in the field of real-time parameter estimation for the

parameters of the oxygen transfer function and of the oxygen uptake rate
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• Design of nonlinear controller with not only linearizing capabilities, but bringing

optimality to the closed loop system

" Implementation of the embedded in PLC nonlinear controllers in real-time on the

place of existing on/off or PIO controllers in the Municipality's treatment plants

9.5 Publications

1, Nketoane P., R Tzoneva (2009). Method for design of Lyapunov nonlinear

linearizing reference model based controller for the dissolved oxygen

concentration process in the wastewater treatment, submitted to SAIEE Research

journal,

2, Nketoane P., R. Tzoneva (2009), Methods for design of nonlinear input/output

linearizing controller for the dissolved oxygen concentration process in the

wastewater treatment, submitted to SAIEE Research journal
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%Air flow rate
%fnternal recycle flow rate
% Influent flow rate
% Recycle flow rate

% Dissolved oxygen saturation
% Constant calculated from KLa=240 metres cubed per day
% Constant calculated from KLa=240 metres cubed per day
% Oxygen
% Volume of Tanks 3,4&5
% Internal disturbance

%=============================================================================
%Parameters for simulation of the Dissolved Oxygen Concentration
%=====================~=======================================================
%=============================================================================
%System Variables
%=============================================================================
clear
Sosat=8;
K1=240;
K2=1.0961 e-004;
Soo=O.491;
V=1333;
Soin=0.6;
t=0:1 :8;
u=50000.0·ones (1,9)
Oq=55338;
Or=18446;
00=18446;
O=Oq+Or+Oo;
c=CVV;~~=======================================================================

%State variables and kinetic values for AS~,,11

%=============================================================================
muA=O.5;
muH=4;
Koh=0.20
Yh=O.67;
Ya=0.24;
Ks=10;
Knh=1.0;
Koa =0.4;
Xbhs=3839.166;
Xbas=74.8985;
Snhs=1.733;
Sss=0.889;
Snh=Snhs'ones (1,9);
Ss=Sss'ones (1,9);
Xba=Xbas'ones (1,9);
Xbh=Xbhs'ones (1,9);
T=t';
U=u'
Ass=Ss';
Asnh=Snh';
Axba=Xba';
Axbh=Xbh';

%the maximum autotrophic gro\.·vth fate
%the maximum heterotrophic grov·ith rate

;%Half-saturation heterotrphic oxygen grovlth rate
%Heterotrophlc yeild
C/ntS the autotrophic yield
%Half-saturaUon heterotrphic growth rate
%Haif-saturation autotrophic gro,,"h rate
%Ha!f-saturation autotrophic oxygen grov/ih rate
%ActJve heterotrophic biomass

%Active autotrophic biomass
%.lAmmonia and ammonium nitrogen
%Readliy biodegradable substrate
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APPENDlXB

THE DEVELOPED MATLAS M·FILES FOR PARAMETER ESTIMATION

The m-fiIes used for design of parameter estimation are presented in Appendix B, The

files are for oalculation of different expressions of oxygen transfer functions and they are

used to estimate parameters K1, K2 and oxygen uptake rate,

B.1: MATLAB script tile-New_parameter_estimation.m

clc
sosates:
V=1333;
Oq=55338;
0r=18446;
00=18446;
O=Oq+Qr+Qo;
c=QN;
Sosates;
dt=0.0104;
K=10;
50in1=[0.7379 0.2691 0.4228 0.5479 0.9427 0.4177 0.9831 0.3015 0.7011 0.6663]
50in=0.2*ones(1 ,K)+Soin1;
SO=2.0*ones(1 ,K+1 )+rand(1 ,K+1);
%=======================================================================
%Calculation of ybar
%=======================================================================
for k=1:K

y(k)=SO(k+1 )-SO(k)-dt*c*(50in(k)-SO(k»;
end
ybar=y';
%=======================================================================
%Cajcu!ation of psibar
%=======================================================================
for k=1:K

j=2*k;
psibar(k,(j-1 ):j)=dt*[(Sosat-SO(k)) 1]

end
%=======================================================================
%Ca!culation of THETHA
%=======================================================================
thetha=(psibar'*psibar)A(-1)*psibar'*ybar
Ch=======================================================================
%Copying the coefficients trajectories of K1
%=======================================================================
for i=1:K;
j=2*i-1

K1(i)=thetha(j);
end
%=======================================================================
%Copylng the coefficients trajectories of rso
%=======================================================================
for i=1:K;
j=2*i

rso(i)=1hetha(j);
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end
k=l:K;
plot(k,K1,'g',k,rso,'r')
title('Coefficients trajectories of rso')
xlabel('time (k)') .
ylabel('SO')
hold off
%~======================================================================

o/cCalcu!ate K1, rsoestimates
%=======================================================================
SOest(l )=SO(l)
for k=1:K-1
SOest=SO(k)-dt'c'(Soin(k)-SO(k»+K1'(Sosat-SO(k»+rso(k);
end
%=======================================================================
%cafculate error
%=======================================================================
for k=l:K
error(K+1)=SO(k)-SOest(k);
end
plot (error)
title('Error Signa;')
xlabel('time (k)')
y1abel('SOesl')
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B.2: MATLAB script flle-Linear.m

Sosat=8;
V=1333;
Oq=55338;
Or=18446;
00=18446;
O=Oq+Or+Oo;
c=QN;
dt=0.0104;
K=10;
Soin1=[0.7379 0.2691 0.4228 0.5479 0.9427 0.4177 0.9831 0.3015 0.7011 0.6663]
u=5000.0+1000'Soin1
Soin=0.2'ones(1.K)+0.5'Soin1 ;
SO=2.0'ones(1 ,K+1 )+rand(1.K+1);
%=======================================================================
%Calcu!ation of ybar
%=======================================================================
for k=1:K

y(k)=S0(k+1 )-SO(k)-dt*c'(Soin(k)-SO(k»;
end
ybar=y';
%=======================================================================
%Calcu!ation of psibar
70=======================================================================
for k=1:K

j=3'k;
a1(k)=u(k)*(Sosat-SO(k»
a2(k)=Sosat-SO(k)
a3(k)=1
psibar(k.U-2):j)=dt'[a1 (k) a2(k) a3(k)]
end
%=======================================================================
O/CCa!cu:atlon of THETHA
%=======================================================================
thetha=(psibar"psibar)'{-1 )*psibar"ybar
0/,=======================================================================
%Copying the coefficients trajectories of K1
%=======================================================================
for i=1:K;
j=3'i-2

K1(i)=thethaU);
end
%======================================================================='YcCopying
the coefficients trajectories of K2
%=======================================================================
for i=1:K;
j=3'i-1

K2(i)=thethaU);
end
0/0=======================================================================%Copylng
the coefficients trajectories of rso
0/0=======================================================================
for i=1:K;
j=3'i

rso(i)=thethaU);
end
k=1:K;

I t(k K1 'h' .,,' k K2' ,.P k 'r" ')po, • ,...HU...,.. ,feu. ,rso, g,e.....n
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title('Coefficients trajectories of rso')
xlabelt'time (k)')
y1abeICSO')
hold off
~~=====================~============:::==============;;=====================% Ca lcu !at

e K1 ,K2, rso estimates
%=======================================================================SOest(1)=
SO(1)
for k=1 :K-1
SOest=SO(k)-dt*c*(Soin(k)-50(k»+K1*u(k)*(Sosat-SO(k»)+K2*(Sosat-SO(k»+rso(k);
end
~::-;o===================================================================::;:==={)!cCa~culat

e error
%=======================================================================
for k=1:K
error(K+1)=SO(k)-50est(k);
end
plot (error)
title('Error Signa!')
xlabel('time (k)')
y1abeICSOest')
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title('Coefficients trajectories of rso')
xlabelt'tirne (k)')
y1abeICSO')
hold off
0/0:::::====================:::::::===================::;===========================o/o-Ca!cu!at
e K1,K2, rso estimates
%=======================================================================SOest(1)=
SO(1)
for k=1:K-1
SOest=SO(k)-dt*c*(Soin(k)-SO(k))+K1*u(k)*(Sosat-SO(k))+K2*(Sosat-SO(k))+rso(k);
end
0/0==================="===============================::;::;===================°/cCalculat
e error
%=======================================================================
for k=1:K
error(K+1)=SO(k)-SOest(k);
end
plot (error)
titleCError Signa!')
xlabel('time (k)')
ylabeICSOest')
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0.98310.41770.94270.54790.2691 0.4228
0.6663]

B.3: MATLAB script flle-Power.m
Sosat=8;
V=1333 ;
Qq=55338;
Qr=18446;
Qo=18446;
Q=Qq+Qr+Qo;
c=Q/V;
dt=0.0104;
K=10;
Soin1=[0.7379
0.3015 0.7011
u=5000.0+1000*Soin1
Soin=0.2*ones(1,K)+0.5*Soin1;
SO=2.0*ones (l,K+1) +rand(l,K+1) ;
%=========================================================================
%Calcula~ion of year
%=========================================================================
for k=l:K

y(k)=SO(k+1)-SO(k)-dt*c*(Soin(k)-SO(k» ;
end
ybar=y' ;

%=========================================================================
%Calculation of psibar
%=========================================================================
for k=l:K

j =3*k;
a1(k)=Sosat-SO(k)
a2(k)=Sosat-SO(k)
a3 (k) =1

%psiba~(kf(j-2}:j}=dt'k[{Sosat-SO(k)) (Sosat-SO(}:)) .,.,

psibar(k, (j-2):j)=dt*[a1(k) a2(k) a3(k)]
end
%=========================================================================
%Calculation of THETEA
%=========================================================================
thetha=(psibar' *psibar) A (-l)*psibar'*ybar
%=========================================================================
%Copying the coefficients trajectories of Kl

KK=(3*K)-2
for i=l:Kj
j=3*1-2

thetha1(i)=thetha(j) ;
end
K1=exp (thetha1)
%=========================================================================
%Copying the coefficients trajectories of K2

KK2=(3*K)-1
for i=l:Ki
j=3*i-1

thetha2(i)=thetha(j);
end
K2=thetha2/1og(u)

%Copyi=g the coefficients trajectc=ies of rso
%=========================================================================
KK3=3*K
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for i=l:Ki
j=3*i

rso(i)~thetha(j)

end
k~l:K;

plot(k,Kl,k,K2,k,rso)
title('Coefficients trajectories of rso')
xlabel ( "c irae (k)')

y label ( , SO' )
hold or:
%~==~===~===~~=~~==~====~===~===========~=====~=====================~~====

s.Ce.Lcu Le t.e xi . rsc estin,ates
%=~============~============~=======================================~=====

SOest(l)~SO(l)

for k~l:K

SOest~SO(k)-dt*c*(Soin(k)-SO(k»)+Kl*(Sosat-SO(k))+dt*rso(k);

end
%===================================================================~=====

% Calculate error

for k~l:K

error(K+l)~SO(k)-SOest(k);

end
hold off
plot (error)
title('Error Signal')
xlabel (' time {kl')
ylabel ( ! SOest· )
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8.4: MATLAB script flle-Exponentlal.m

Sosat=8;
V=1333 ;
Qq=5533 8;
Qr=18446 ;
Qo=18446;
Q=Qq+Qr+Qo;
c=Q/V;
dt=0.0104;
K=10;
Soin1~[0.7379 0.2691 0.4228 0.5479 0.9427 0.4177 0.9831
0.3015 0.7011 0.6663]
u=5000.0+1000*ones(1,K+1)+rand(1,K+1);
Soin=0.2*ones(1,K)+0.5*Soin1;
SO=2.0*ones(1,K+1)+rand(1,K+1);
%==~======================================================================

%Calculation of ybar
%=========================================================================
for k=l;K

y(k)=SO(k+1)-SO(k)-dt*c*(Soin(k)-SO(k» ;
end
ybar=y' ;
%=========================================================================
%Calculation of psibar

for k=l:K
j=3*k;

a1(k)=Sosat-SO(k)
a2(k)=Sosat-SO(k)
a3 (k) =1

%psibar(k, (j-2) :jj=dt.*[(Sosat.-SO(}:) (Scsat-SO{k) -Lj

psibar(k, (j-2) ;j)=dt*[a1(k) a2(k) a3(k) 1
end

%CalculatioD of THETHA
%=========================================================================
thetha=(psibar' *psibar) A (-1) *psibar'*ybar
%=========================================================================
%Ccpying the coefficie~ts trajecto~ies of Kl

for i=l :Ki
j=3*i-2

K1 (i) =thetha(j) ;
end
%=================================================================~=======

%Copying the coefficie~ts trajectories of K2
%=========================================================================
for i=l :K;
j=3*i-1

thetha2(i)=thetha(j);
K2(i)=(1/u)*log(thetha2/K1)
end
%=========================================================================
%Copying the coeffici~~ts trajecto~ies of rso
%=========================================================================
for i::;:l:K;
j=3*i

rso(i)=thetha(j)
end
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8.4: MATLAB script file-Exponentlal.m

Sosat=8;
V=1333 ;
Qq=55338;
Qr=18446;
Qo=18446;
Q=Qq+Qr+Qo;
c=Q/v;
dt=0.0104;
K=10;
Soin1~[0.7379 0.2691 0.4228 0.5479
0.3015 0.7011 0.6663J
u=5000.0+1000*ones(1,K+1)+rand(1,K+1);
Soin=0.2*ones(1,K)+0.5*Soin1;
SO=2.0*ones(1,K+1)+rand(1,K+1);

0.9427 0.4177 0.9831

%=========================================================================
%Calculacion of ybar
%=========================================================================
for k=l:K

y(k)=SO(k+1)-SO(k)-dt*c*(Soin(k)-SO(k);
end
ybar=y' ;

%=========================================================================
%Calculation of psibar

for k=l:K
j=3*k;

a1(k)=Sosat-SO(k)
a2(k)=Sosat-SO(k)
a3(k)=1

%psibar (k , (j -2) : j) ;:;;cit. .... l (Sosat-SO (k)) (Sosat-SO {k ) )
psibar(k, (j-2):j)=dt*[a1(k) a2(k) a3(k)]
ena

%Calculatic~ of TEETH;~

%=========================================================================
thetha=(psibar'*psibar)~(-l)*psibar'*ybar

%=========================================================================
%Ccpying the coefficients trajectories of Xl
%~~~==~=~~==~~===========~============================~~~================~

for i=l:Ki
j=3*i-2

K1(i)=thetha(j) ;
end
%=================~===~======~============================~=============~=

%Copying the coefficients trajectories of K2
%=========================================================================
for i=l:Ki
j=3*i-1

thetha2(i)=thetha(j);
K2(i)=(1/u)*log(thetha2/K1)
end
%=========================================================================
%Copying the coefficie~ts trajectories of rso
%=================~===========================~===========================

for i=l:Ki
j=3*i

rso(i)=thetha(j)
end
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k=l:K;
plot(k,Kl,k,K2,k,rso)
title('Coefficierrts trajectories of rso')
xlabel ( t t.Lme {k) ")
ylabel (' SO')
hold on

%Calculate Xl, rso eS~lmates

SOest(l)=SO(ll
for k=l:K
SOest=SO(k)-dt'c'(Soin(k)-SO(k»+Kl'(Sosat-SO(k»+dt'rso(k);
end

% Calculate error
% =========================================================================
for k=l:K
error(K+l)=SO(k)-SOest(k);
end
hold off
plot (error)
title('Error Signal')
xlabel('cime (k) 'l
ylabel ( , SOest ' )
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8.5: MATLA8 script file-Square root.m

0.98310.41770.94270.54790.2691 0.4228
0.6663)

Sosat=8;
V=1333 ;
Qq=55338;
Qr=18446;
Qo=18446;
Q=Qq+Qr+Qo;
c=Q/v;
dt=O.0104;
K=10;
Soin1=[O.7379
0.3015 0.7011
u=5000.0+1000*Soin1
Soin=0.2*ones(1,K)+0.5*Soin1;
SO=2.0*ones(1,K+1)+rand(1,K+1);
%=========================================================================
%Calculation of ybar
%=========================================================================
for k=l:K

y(k}=SO(k+l}-SO(k}-dt*c*(Soin(k}-SO(k}};
end
ybar=y' ;
%=========================================================================
%Calculation of psibar

for k=l:K
j=2*k;

a1(k)=sqr(u(k»)*(Sosat-SO(k))
a2(k)=1

%psibar {K, (j -1! : j) ::;c.t"" [u (k ) * (Sasat-SO C-:)) (Sosat-SO (k)} 1}
psibar(k, (j-1) :j)=dt*[al(k) a2(k)]
end

%Calculation or THETEA
%=====================================~==============================~====

thetha~(psibar'*psibar)A(-l)*psibar'*ybar

%=======================================================================~~

%Copyicg the coefficients trajecto~ies of Rl
%~==========================================================~=====~=======

for i=l:Ki
j=2*i-2

K1 (i) =thetha(j) ;
end

%CQpying the coef=icients trajecto=ies of K2

for i=l:Ki
j=3*i-1

K2 (i) =thetha(j) ;
end

%Copying the coefficients trajectories of rso

for i=l:K;
j=3*i

rso(i)=thetha(j);
end
k=l:K;
plotlk,K1,k,K2,k,rso)
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title('Coefficie~ts trajectories of yso')
xlabel (' t.Lrne (k}')
ylabel (' SO')
hold on
% ~~=~~~~~~~~~~==~~~~~~==~=~~===~=====~===~~=~======~~~~======~=~=~=======~

% Calculate error
% ============~==============================~=========~===================

for k=l:K
error(K+I)~SO(k)-SOest(k);

end
hold off
plot (error)
title('Error Signal i

)

xlabel ( t tiDe (k) ")

ylabel ( 'SOese' )
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k;l:K;
plot(k,Kl,k,K2,k,rso)
title('Coefficients trajecto~ies of rso')
xlabel ( 'tim.e (kJ')
ylabel ( , SO' )
hold on

% Calculate error
% ============~==============================~=============================

for k;l:K
error(K+l);SO(k)-SOest(k);
end
hold off
plot (error)
title('Error Signal')
xlabel (' time (}:;')
ylabel ( , SOes t ' )
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B.7: MATLAB script file-Monod.m

0.98310.41770.94270.54790.2691 0.4228
0.6663J

Sosat=8;
V=1333 ;
Qq=55338;
Qr=18446;
Qo=18446;
Q=Qq+Qr+Qo;
c=Q/V;
dt=0.0104;
K=10;
Soin1=[0.7379
0.3015 0.7011
u=5000.0+1000*Soin1
Soin=0.2*ones(1,K)+0.5*Soin1;
SO=2.0*ones(1,K+1)+rand(1,K+1);

%Calculation of ybar

for k=l:K
y(k)=SO(k+ll-S0(kl-dt*c*(Soin(k)-SO(k»;

end
ybar=y' ;
%=============~===========================================================

%Calculation of psibar

for k.e Lr K
j=3*k;

a1(kl=Sosat-SO(kl
a2(k)=-(Sosat-SO(k»
a3 (k) =1

%psibar{k, (j-2) :j)=dt~[{Sosat-SO{k)) -(Sosat-SO{~,) ~J

psibar(k, (j-2) :j)=dt*[al(k) a2(k) a3(k)J
end

%Calculation of THETHA
%=============~===========================================================

thetha=(psibar'*psibarl A (-ll *psibar'*ybar
%=============~===========================================================

%Copyi~g the coefficienLs ~raj€ctories of Xl

for i=l:Kj
j=3*i-2

K1(il=thetha(j) ;
end
%=========================================================================
%Copyirg the coefficients trajecto~ies of K2
%~==~======~==~=~============================~============================

for i=l:Ki
j=3*i-1

thetha2(i)=thetha(j);
K2(i)=(1/u(i»*log(thetha2(i)/K1(i»;
end

%Copying the coefficients trajectories of rso

for i=l:Ki
j=3*i

rso(i)=thetha(j);
end
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k~l:K;

pIot(k,Kl,k,K2,k,rso}
title('Coefficients trajectories of rso 1

)

xIabel ( 'time (k)')
ylabel (' SO')
hold on
% ============~====================~=======================================

% Calculate error
% ===========================================~=============================

for k=l:K
error(K+l)=SO(k}-SOest(k);
end
hold off
plot (error)
title('Error Signal')
xlabel('time (k) ')
ylabel ( , SOes t ' )
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APPENDIX C: MATLAB: Script file·Linearizing_Controller.m

0/0=======================================================================
%Parameters for Closed control of the linearizing controller
%Dissolved Oxygen Concentration
%=======================================================================
%=======================================================================

%Internal recycle flow rate
%tnfluent flow rate
%Recycle flow rate

°kDisso\ved oxygen saturation
%Constant calculated from KLa=240 metres cubed per day
%Constant calculated from KLa=240 metres cubed per day
CfoOxygen
%Volume of Tanks 3,4&5
%fnterna! disturbance

%System Variables
%=======================================================================
clear
Sosat=8
K1=240;
K2=1.0961 e-004;
Soo=0.491;
V=1333;
Soln=0.6;
t=O:l :8;
Oq=55338;
0r=18446;
00=18446;
O=Oq+Or+Oo;
c=QN;
a=-o.8;
b=15000;
%=======================================================================
%State variables and kinetic values for ASM1
%=======================================================================muA=0.5;

%the maximum autotrophic growth rate
%the maximum heterotrophic grovI/th rate

%Half-saturation heterotrphic oxygen gro\;vth rate
%Heterotrophic yel1d
'Yois the autotrophic yield
%Half-saturation heterotrphic growth rate
%Half-saturation autotrophic gro'lvih rate
%Hatf-saturation autotrophic oxygen qrowth rate
%Active heterotrophic biomass

%Active autotrophic biomass
%Ammonfa and ammonium nitrogen
%ReadiJy biodecradable substrate

muH=4;
Koh=O.20;
Yh=O.67;
Ya=O.24;
Ks=10;
Knh=1.0;
Koa =0.4;
Xbhs=2559.444;
Xbas=149.797;
Snhs=1.733;
Sss=O.889;
Snh=Snhs'ones(1,9);
Ss=Sss'ones(1,9);
Xba=Xbas'ones(1,9);
Xbh=Xbhs'ones(1,9);
T=t';
Ass=Ss';
Asnh=Snh';
Axba=Xba';
Axbh=Xbh';

%=======================================================================
%Ca!cuJaton of the oxygen uptake rate
%=======================================================================
rso~muW(1-Yh)Nhr<Ss/(Ks+Ss))'(Soo/(Koh+Soo))'Xbhs-muA·«4.57

Ya)Na)'(Snhs/(Knh+Snhs))'(Soo/(Koa+Soo))'Xbas
rso1=rso'ones(1,9);
rsoz-rsot ';
%=======================================================================
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%PI Controller Parameters
0/0=======================================================================
TI=b*(4+a)/6
Kp=4+a
P=Kp;
I=P/TI
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APPENDIX D:MATLAB: Script file-ParametersNketoane.m

Ch=======================================================================
%Parameters for Closed control of the Nonlinear linearizing controller

%Dissolved Oxygen Concentration

0/0=======================================================================
%System Variables

~~=======================================================================

clear

Sosat=8;

K1=240;

K2=1.0961 e-004;

Soo=0.491;

V=1333;

Soin=0.6;

t=0:1:8;

Qq=55338;

Qr=18446;

Qo=18446;

Q=Qq+Qr+Qo;

c=QN;

a=-O.8;

b=15000;

d=1;

%Dissolved oxygen saturation

%Constant calculated from KLa=240 metres cubed per day

%Constant calculated from KLa=240 metres cubed per day

D/oOxygen

%Vo!ume of Tanks 3.4&5

"lointernal disturbance

"lointernal recycle flow rate

"lolnfiuent flow rate

"loRecycle flow rate

°k=======================================================================
%State variables and kinetic values for ASM1

0/0=======================================================================
muA=O.5

muH=4;

Koh=0.20;

Yh=O.67;

Ya=O.24;

Ks=10;

Knh=1.0;

Koa =0.4;

Xbhs=2559.444;

Xbas=149.797;

Snhs=1.733;

Sss=O.889;

Snh=Snhs'ones(1,9);

%the maximum autotrophic grm,vth rate

°lothe maximum heterotrophic gro\vth rate

%Ha;f-saturation heterotrphic oxygen grov·/th rate

%Heterotrophic yeiid

%is the autotrophic yield

"loHaif-saturation heterotrphic growth rate

"loHalf-saturation autotrophic growth rate

%Half-saturation autotrophic oxygen gro~vth rate

%Active heterotrophic biomass

~!oAct[ve autotrophic biomass

%Ammonia and ammonium nitrogen

%Readily biodegradable substrate
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Ss=Sss'ones(1,9);

Xba=Xbas'ones(1,9);

Xbh=Xbhs'ones(1,9);

T=t';

Ass=Ss';

Asnh=Snh';

Axba=Xba';

Axbh=Xbh';

70=======================================================================

%Calculation of the oxygen uptake rate

0/0=======================================================================

rso~muH*((1-Yh)/Yh)*(Ss/(Ks+Ss»)*(Soo/(Koh+Soo»'Xbhs-muA'((4.57

Ya)/Ya)*(Snhs/(Knh+Snhs»)*(Soo/(Koa+Soo»)*Xbas

rso1=rso'ones(1 ,9);

rso2=rso1 ';

70=======================================================================

%Pl Controller Parameters

°h=======================================================================

Ti=b'(4+a)/6

Kp=4+a

P=Kp;

!=prn
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E.1: Modicon M340 PLC description

E1 BMX XBP 0600 rack (6 slots)

There are four sizes of racks, chosen according to the number of modules needed to be

used:

• BMX XBP 0400 rack (4 slots)

• BMX XBP 0600 rack (6 slots)

• BMX XBP 0800 rack (8 slots)

• B~,;lX XBP 1200 rack (12 slots

The list above gives the number of usable slots.

Each rack includes one extra slot that is reserved for the power supply module. and one

slot on the right is reserved for the BMX XBE 1000 rack extender module

The foliowing diagram shows the BMX XPB 0600 rack

Figure E1.1: BMX XPS 0600 rack diagram

Grounding a Modicon M340 PLC configuration involves the racks and the power supply

modules. Protective grounding of the racks must be performed by connecting a ground

cable between the protective earth of the installation and the screw located on the lefl

hand side of the rack, close to the power supply module. This screw is used to connect

rNO cables (1.5 to 2.5 mm2 or in AWG size, 16 to 13). Every rack in the PLC station must

be grounded.

E1.1 BMX CPS 2000 Power Supply

Each rack requires one power supply module defined acccrding to the distributed

network (alternating or direct current) and the power necessary at rack level. Power

supply modules are used to supply each rack and its modules The chc.ce of power
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supply module depends on the distributed network (alternating or direct current) and the

power required. There are two types of power supply module:

• power supply modules for alternating current networks

• power supply modules for direct current networks

The power supply module is installed in the first two slots of each BMX XBP 0600 rack.

E1.2 Auxiliary Functions of the Power Supply Modules
Each power supply module has the following auxiliary functions:

• display panel

• alarm relay

• pencil tip push button which causes a reset of the rack when pressed

• 24 VDC sensor supply (only on modules powered by an alternating current

network).

, •

4

Figure E1.2: The BMX CPS2000 power supply module and components numbers

E1.3 Sensor Power Supply

The BMX CPS 2000 alternating current power supply modules have a built-in power

supply providing a voltage of 24 VDC which is used to supply power to the sensors. The

following illustration identifies the various components of a BMX CPS 2000 power supply

module

2

Display panel consisting of:
• 1 OK LED tqreen) on if rack pONH supply module is present and cperatmq ccrrecily

. ~~i~J~:B~~~ ~;~~6g~;~~~'la~:n~;;~~\~~~~~7~:~;'~~~~i~~~· ~~r~U~:SD is on'! to be

RESET button
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3 Alarm relay con-nectar

4 Connector tor the input netcorx {and me 24 VDC sensor power supply for Bfv1,l( CPS 200Q;3500
altematinc current power SUDPlv modules!

E1.4 Grounding ofthe Power Supplies

The power supplies are equipped with ground connection contacts. Just like the rack, the

Protective Earth (PE) terminal located on the power supply module must be connected to

the protective earth of the installation in one of the following two ways: Using a separate

cable, independent of the rack ground cable, and directly connected to the protective

earth of the installation, Using a cable connecting the ground screw of the rack to the

Protective Earth (PE) terminal of the module from the power supply (where the rack is

already grounded

E2 BMX P34 2020 Processor

BMXP34 2020/2030 processors support communication via an Ethernet link. These

processors have a built-in communication channel dedicated to Ethernet communication

The BMX P34 2020/2030 processor has only one IP address. 2 rotary switches enable

easy selection of the IP address processor.

E2.1 Introduction to the Ethernet Port

The following illustration shows the processor of the RJ45 Ethernet port from the BMX

P342020

•

~~Caddress

Figure E1.3: BMX P34 2020 diagram showing an RJ45 Ethernet port.
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v .
1 ,0+
2 , D·
3 RD+
4 Not connected
5 Not connected
6 RD·
7 Not connected
8 Not connected

Table E1.2: The following illustration shows the pin assignment of the Ethernet port for the
BMX P34 202012030 processor:

The MAC address is located on the front panel of the processor below the processor

display panel. The BMX P34 2020/2030 operates as a single node on an Ethernet and

possibly other networks. The module must have a unique IP address. The 2 rotary

switches on the back of the module provide a simple way to select an IP address

Figure E1.5: MAC diagram for selection an IP address

Ethernet port on a BMX P34 2020 processor is identifiable by a green ring, Figure E.6

Figure E1.6: Ethernet port on a BMX P34 2020 processor
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Ethernet communication essentially targets applications of:

• coordination between PLCs

• local or centralized monitoring

• communication with the production management information system

• communication with remote inputs/outputs

Acting as an agent, Ethernet communication also supports management of the network

monitoring standard SNMP. The foliowlng illustration shows an Ethernet network

Modican M34iJ coniguration

Server

Modicon M34iJ configuration

~

Modicon M34iJ configuration

Figure E1.7: Ethernet network diagram

F'l--1
~ll=====;
1I~-----7

Ik,.....-,.------- 6

~~~=====:__.L-_~

Figure E1.8: The components of a BMX P34 2020 processor diagram

Table E1.3: The following table shows the components of a BMX P34 2020 processor
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2 USB port

3 Memory card protection port

4 Serial port

5 Serial port identification nng (black)

6 Ethe-net port

7 Ethernet pert identtficauon frng {green}

E2.2 Connecting a Console to a Processor

Two connection cables are available to connect a human-machine interface to the

processor USB port

• BMX XCA USB 018,1.8 m in length

• B~.;lX XCA USB 045, 4.5 m in length

Both of these cables are fitted with a connector at each end:

• Type A USB: connects to the console

• Type mini B USB: connects to the processor

On the type A USB connector side, these cables are fitted with a rneta'lic ground

connection to be screwed to a grounded object

On the type mini B USB connector side, these cables are fitted with a:

• Metallic ground connection to be screwed to a grounded object

• Bare section to be fastened to the protection bar with a clamp ring

Note: When using the M340, it is strongly recommended to use a USB 2.0 shielded

cable following the USB international standard. The cables BMX XCA USB 018 and

BMX XCA USB 045 are designed for this type of use and avoid unexpected

behaviour of the PLC. Those cables are shielded and tested against electrical noises.

Display

There are several LEDs available on the front panel of each processor, enabling rapid

diagnosis of the PLC status. These LEOs provide information on:

• PLC functioning

• the memory card

• communicetion with the modules

• serial communication

• communication on the CANopen network
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• communication on the Ethernet network

The following diagram shows the diagnostic LEDs on the BMX P34 2020 processor. Note

that two displays exist, depending on whether you are using V1 or V2 (or greater) of the

processor.

V1 V2

Figure E1.9: The diagnostic diagram of LEOs on the BMX P34 2020 processor

The characteristics of the BMX P34 2020 processor are presented below

Table E1.4: The characteristics of the 8MX P34 2020 processor

~ 5'" if' ;,;';;Xiil;t;,ii~ fi';!.;;100""",,,,,;7' b;
Functions Macrnurn number Discrete 1024

of channels Analog rack inputs/outputs 256

Expert channels 36

Ethernet channels 3

Number of USB 1

embedded Serial mocbus link 1

connections
CANopen master -
Etnemet 1 (ernbeoced)

Savable real-time clock Yes

Savable Application DataMemory Capacity 256 Kb

Application r;lAST task 1

Structure r,il,Si task 1

Event precessing 64

Application internal 100% Boolean 8.1 K ....,simsi,1j

Code RANi 65%., Boolean + 35";;digital 6.4 i'\ins/ms( 1)

Execution

Speed

Execution One basic BOOlean instruction 0,12

Time One basic digitaj instruction CU7

One floating point instruction 1.1
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E3 Discrete inputs/outputs

The discrete input/output modules are powered by the rack bus. The modules may be

installed and uninstaJled without turning off power supply to the rack, without causing any

hazards and without there being any risk of damage or disturbance to the PLC. The

discrete input/output modules of the Modicon M340 range are standard format modules

(occupying one single position), fitted with either:

• one 20-pin term inal block or

• one or two 40-pin connectors

For modules fitted with 40-pin connector outputs, a series of products known as

TELEFAST 2 is available that enables discrete input/output modules to be quickly

connected to operational parts.

Inputs

Inputs receive signals from the sensors and carry out the following functions:

• acquisition

• adaptation

• galvanic insulation

• filtering

• protection against interference

Outputs
Outputs store the orders given by the processor, In order to control pre-actuators via

decoupling and amplification circuits

A wide range of discrete input/output modules enables the user to select the module best

suited to his/her needs. The characteristics of these modules differ as follows:

Table E1.5: Different characteristics of discrete input/output module

~-:el'laiaCtenstiC$','oes
Modularity • 8 channels

• 16 channels

• 32 channels

• 64 channels

Type of Inputs • Modules with direct current inputs (2 4 vee and 48 vee)

• Moduies with afternatmq current inputs (24 VCA 43 Vel>. and 120 VCA)

Type of Outputs · Modules w~th relay outputs

· Modules w~th direct current static outputs (24 \ !/"'o,- o1 A . 05 A - 3 AJ.vv

• Modules '.-"I1th alternating current static outputs (24 vee j 24Q VAC j A)
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Typeof
Connector

• 2(i..pin terrntnal blocks

• 4D-pin connectorsaHo',lvi'1g connectionto sensors and pre-actuators cy means of

the TELEFAST 2 pre-winnq system

The following Illustration shows a discrete input/output module with 40-pln connectors:

Figure E1.10: A discrete input/output module with 40-pin connectors:

E3.1 BMX DDl16021nput Module

it is a 24 VDC discrete module connected via a 20-pin terminal block. It Is a positive logic

(or sink) module. its 16 input channels receive current from the sensors.

Figure E1.11: 24 VDe discrete module connected via a 20-pin terminal block

The foliowing diagram shows the connection of the module to the sensors
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'fie.' ."'...... ""'... ,"' ......4c ;.",

liMiili?47KW·fj-ffi'ij·H#$J

10
11

13
14
I
16
17

18
I

11
I 1
11
113
114
115

OVDC
...24VDC

OVDC
...24vDC

Figure E1.12: Wiring diagram for a 20 pin out for a digital output module

Table E1.6: General Characteristics for the BMX 0011602 module

_r1it'h)t;eb'cS"'e' ,S:;,"e'e"e'eee:;:i,:,:c'ee
Nominal input values VOltage 24 vae

Current 3.5mA

Threshold input values at 1 Voltage =:: 11 V

Current > 2 mA (for Ue2: ~11 VI

at G voltaqe 5V

Current < 1,0 mA

Sensor sucpty (lnciud[ng rtpple) 19-3DV (possible up 34 " u-nueo 1'e
hour/day)

Input impedance at nomina! U 68 kG

Response time typical 4ms

rnaxmum 7 ms

Reliability MTBF!n hours at ambient T-30"'C f~i8 237

Reverse polarity Protected

lEe 1131-2 compliance Type 3

2-wire/3-wire proximity sensor compatibility isc 947-.:0-2

Dielectric strength 1500 V actual, 50160 H: for 1 min

Resistance of insulation >10 MQ (below 500 VDC)

Type of input Current sink

Paralleling of inputs (1) Yes

Sensor voltage: monitoring Ok >18 VDe

threshold
Error <14 VDe

Sensor voltage: monitoring On appearance 1 ms-ct ca ms
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response time at 24 V (-15o/~ ...+20%) On disappearance 8 ms<T<30 ms

Power consumption 3.3 V typicat 16mA

maximum 107 mA

Sensor supply consumption typicai 46mA

maximum 73mA

Power dissipation 2.5 Wmax

Temperature derating None

(1) This characteristic is used to connect several inputs to the same module in parallel, or

to different modules for input redundancy.

E3.2 BMX 000 1602 Output Module

The BMX DDG 1602 module is 24 VDC discrete modules connected via 20-pin terminal

block. It is a positive logic (or source) module, its 16 output channels provide to the pre

actuators.

•
e

Figure E1.13: 20 pin out digitai module diagram
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1

03
04

06
7

Q8
9

11
012

13
014

1
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...._ct.

..e-a ct.

..e-act.
roe.....ct.
......_ct.
rEI_ct.

re_ct.

re-act.
re-e ce.
re-act.
re-e ce.
~~d

... _ct

.~_ct

~~d

F ....se

Figure E1.14: Wiring diagram for a 20 pin out for a digital output module

Table E1.7: General characteristics of the BMX 000 1602 module

~ ~i iIII ::;C',;,'1,
k";;i0j;'G"S~;;,i i~~!:d:r:0i;,:iii::. r.·;;.,.

Nominal values Voltage 24 VDC

Current O.5A

Threshold values Voltage (induding rippre) 19...30 V (34 V possible for 1 hour/day)

Currern/cnannet 0.625 A

Current.mocule 1QA

Power of tungsten maximum 6W

filament lamp

Leakage current atO « D.5 rnA

Voltage drop at 1 <1.2 V

Load Impedance minlmurn 480

Response time (1) 1.2 ms

Reliability f;tl; SF in hours at ~n'~,o'~ T;30~C 409413

Frequency of switching to inductive load O.:::!U-- H,:

Paralleling of outputs Yes {maximum d2}

Compatibility with IEC 1131·2DC direct inputs Yes (type :3and net iEC)

Built-in protection against overvouace Yes. by Transit diode

against inversions Yes. by inverted ecce ~2)

aqainst snort-circuits and cvc-roecs Yes, by current urruter and e.ectoc c, ccu-creaaer

1,5 in<ld<2 in

Pre-actuator voltage: Ok .> 18 V

monitoring threshold Error < 14 V

Pre-actuator en appearance 8 ms-c1<30 ms
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voltage: monitoring en cisaopearance 1 ms<T<3 ms

response time

Power consumption typical 19mA

3.3V maximum 111 mA

24 V pre-actuator Typical 23m,~

consumption maximum 32 rnA

Power dissipation 4 vv max

Dielectric strength OutputJgrouno or 1500 \} actual. 50i60 H: lor

outputn"ternai lcqtc 1 rrun

Resistance insulation . :;; 1QMQ (below 500 VDG}

Temperature derating None

E4 Analog inputs/outputs

The analog input/output modules are powered by the rack bus, The modules may be

instaueo and uninstalled without turning off power supply to the rack, without causing any

hazards and without there being any risk of damage or disturbance to the PLC, The

analog modules may be installed in any of the positions in the rack except for the first two

(marked PS and 00) which are reserved for the rack's power supply module and the

processor module respectively. Power is supplied by the bus at the bottom of the rack

(3,3 V and 24 V),

Table E1.8: The generai input characteristics of BMX AMM 0600 module",,"" _~i'¥ .... ifff·•••·;.,'J;·;;C·;ji:.if~fi~"i·i ••l
Nature of inputs Voltaqe/Current t250G rnternany prctecteo sensors)

Number of channels 4- inputs

Acquisition cycle time:

• Fast (periodic acquisition for the trns + tms x number of cnarmels US~G

declared channels used)

• Default (periodic acquisition for all Sms

channels)

Resolution 14 bit in +1-10V

12bitinO .... 5V

Digital filtering 1'" order

Isolation:

• Between inputs channels group 750 VDC

and output channels group

• Between channels and bus 1400 VDC

• Between channels and ground 1..+QO VDe

Maximum overload authorized for inputs Voltage inputs: +1 30 VDC

Current inouts: +f-90mA
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Power consumption Typical Q.35W

(3.3V)

Maximum O.48W

Power consumption TY~:Hc..1! 1.3W

(24V)
Maximum 2.8W

A wide range of analog input/output modules enables you to select the module best

suited to your needs. The characteristics of these modules differ as follows

Table E1.9: Different characteristics of anatog input/output module

fCbai;aCtel'iStt~i'J;~"'f·

4 channels

Performance and range
of signals offered

Type of Connector

• Voltaqe/current
• Thermocouple

Thermowetl

• 20-pin terminal blocks

• 4C-pin connecter's a!low1ngconnection to sensors and pre-actuators by
means of the TELEFAST 2 pre-wiring system

The following illustration shows an analog input/output module with one 40-pln connector

Figure E1.15: 40 pin Analog module diagram

The followinq illustration shows an analog input/output module with 20-pin terminal block:
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Power consumption Typical O.35W

(3.3V)

Maximum O.48W

Power consumption Typical 1.3W

(24V)
Maximum 2.8W

A wide range of analog input/output modules enables you to select the module best

suited to your needs. The characteristics of these modules differ as follows

Table E1.9: Different characteristics of analog input/output module

Modularity

Performance and range
of signals offered

Type of Connector

• 2 channels
• 4 channe's
• Voltage/current
• Thermocouple

Therrnowell

• 2G-pin term ina! blocks

• 4Q-pin connectors a!!o<"""ing connection to sensors and pre-actuators by
means of the TELEFAST 2 pre-wiring system

The following illustration shows an analog input/output module with one 40-pin connector

Figure E1.15: 40 pin Analog module diagram

The following illustration shows an analog input/output module with 20-pin terminal block:
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Figure E1.16: 20 pin Analog module diagram

E4.1 BMX AMM 0600 Analog Modules

The BMX AMM 0600 Input/Output module combines 4 non-isolated analog inputs with 2

non-isolated analog outputs. The BMX AMM 0600 module cffers the following range,

according to the selection made during configuration.

• Voltage input range +/-10 ViO..10 V/0..5 V/L5 V

• Current input range 0...20 mAi4...20 rnA

• Voltage output range +/-10 V

• Current output range 0...20 mAi4...20 mA

The actuators are connected using the 20-point terminal block.

The terminal block connection, the sensors, and the actuators wiring are as follows:

Ux is the positive pole input for channel x

COMx is the negative pole input for ohannel x

UlIOx is the positive output for channel x

COMx is the negative output for channel x

Note: The current loop is self-powered by the output and does not request anyexternal
power supply.

able E1.10: Connection points for Analoq module
6qimn6~l:t,;;~ ~PQ$itl,,!!:';'N ~
0 1&2 5 Turbiditv'

1 6&7 8 DO

2 9&10 11 Conductivitv

3 12&13 14 PH

T
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10

NC

Ul

COMl

12

U3

COMa

NC

COMOO

COMOl

• see I@gend belQ.ll,l

CUIl'eI1tQr ...oItJgE!
acwstcrwiring

groU"drg t:.r

Figure E1.17: wiring diagram of the Analog module for a 20 pin out connection
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E.2: MySQl database

This figure below indicates how the data can be imported and exported from Matlab to

MySQL. An mfile is created in Matlab and executed when required as indicated below.

The aim of retrieving and sending data from MySQL and Adroit is fulfilled in the Adroit

application. Initially communication between the two applications is established; then

through Adroit programming data oan be retrieved and exported

Fjl.~ Edit Text Desktop VVindo_ Help

D '~""'~'--~~~-~'-ei":::;--~~"T~---f~

.... '. _---~ ~tlL~,}~

" X..... --------------~-.... ~~i:i:J_=Ei··· ;si[6!
:1, '" ExpL-rt
2
:3 conn - d""-teba~e(' :Lnd'U.s"Cr:L .... ~', , ro·;:::"\;; , , ·~'l.-d..-""'in·) ;~~O="-i""'~'::B .",. M.&TL_'!..B S'"'"

.q, :""Ieedbpr....~ .... (' Nul lI'TUJ:'t'Uo""'rRead , ~ , 0' ) ;

5
6 K - lenqtn(Soin);
"7 ::t:or k "" :1-: K

e 1nsert(conn,'con"CrCJloutpue',{'outPU"C'},{outpue(k,1)})~Do is th
9 end.

10
11. close (co=)

12
13

Figure E2.1: M-File for Export of data

File Text Window Help

D~ = j .X ~ = ..-"") ~ ~ &j ! !R f_

, ..
EE rn EJ <5' iCJ'

.~--~

1. '" It<'port

2
3 con.n - d""-t~ ........e(' :i.nd'--1:stri8~','rOot'I'AcL,"",:i=');~con:nec;-.:;""a NATLAB ;sec

4 cur:""lor - exec(conn,'SELECT DOSer-POint rro= a?i.8~tpo~nt');

S ~etd1::lpref~ (' Da.taP~etu.rnFQr:u'at:·'.. ' nu...-.c,er::i.e' ) ;

6 cursor - fetch(cur~or};

7 Setp01nt - cur~or.D_ta;

a
9 '"" Ill'port DO ","a~u~ :fron> """"":"so","::3

1-0 conn = d.atabase (' ::i.:nd.u... trj.;~~' .. ' r~o't' .. ' Ad.,.....'i.r"); ""cc·nT'_~c:t"" ... MP.TLAE< se

1:L cu.J;O~or - exec (conn, . SELECT :r;'O~.'_~"U"" :r.:<ocm a.7:i..real.'t:L~<,,,,,v";".L1.l.es'};

1.2 ~etdbpre~~('DataReturnFor=a't·,'n~=~rj.c·};

1-3 cu.J;O::30r - ~etch(cur::3or};

14 DOra"'" cursor. Deets.; I
1.5 DOraw - DOraw(1-,1-)

Figure E2.2: M-File for Import of data

The following dialog boxes indicate the configuration of tags in the Adroit envircnment.

Here the analog agent has been selected and tags can be scanned to PLC.
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Tables can then also be created in MySQL DB Manager in order to store all imported and

exported data from Matlab and Adroit. This dialog box is therefore important, for

interfacing simulated values with real time.

~".,,~

""'1" "j- "''''',,;::]
Be ~.~ ~.~ IQOio~"'1joIp

U£;!:"""'.,: g", ••,:,:;]Q'?~ id';':~

R~'""",","

"101 ....,.

~ ,-

;':-::>;">::;Z;;:;;';:;:iL;:;;.:,,;j;;;;'·::£';L:L:;;;';:::<::</;l:·< :,,;; "'-,,;CI·+ :;;:;;;;;:;;7 1t

u~-

Figure E2.3: MySQL DB Manager

Raw values from the sensors can now be imported to Matlab via the database. The

following dialog box displays the raw values that are received from the sensors.

E,Ha ~dj; l!.'!e<H _ FQr!!!.at~ Ioois i!e.1no:low !;ieIp

~)J_-::::~J-f:J.-~"'* fPb §XI .... GO» -t.l! ... ~;
Work$pace_ Fr_6Edition~~-a)'i"(;~jO
-:;---"··-~"-·--·-·--··--·-·-··~:·-;""E-'M;,;S~-(;;;.~~):-vE-"~~;(:;;:-;;::,,:.:~;;)--~---~

~0 ~ ¢~ ~~ __~ ~~

00 C ....nrl
2.25000.,9,1 rOOO
1.70000.0,17000
1.20000 0.29000
2.25000 0.27000
0.00000.0.17000
2.08000 ;0.32000
1.70000 1l.32000
0,85000 Q.15000

- 1.70000 027000
O.OOOOQ .0.17000
1.20000.0.29000
1.70000' 0.27000
0.00000 0.17000
1.20000 0,15000

!zoo£j'---- 1"0---
PH milA

47.70000
41.74000
41.10000
41.10000
47.70000
47,71000
47.74000
47.55000
47.74000
41.70000
47.70000
41.74000
47.70000
47.77000

7.61000
7.33000
7.66000
7.66000
1.33000
7.68000
7.66000 '"
7.66000
7.66000
7.68000.

__ 6_9900q~_
7.68000
7.66000
6.99000

2011,:,:013-0819:07:013
2011-06-0a 19:06:07
2011-06-0819:09:06
2011-06-0S 1 9:1 0:05
2011-06-0619:11 :04
2011-06-0619:12:03
:i011'~t16~'Oa19:1'3:02"
2011-06·0619:14:01
2011-06-0819:15:00

. 2011~06-Qa 19:15:59
2011-06-0819:16:58
2011-06-0819:17:57
2011-013·-06 1 9:1 8:56
2011-06-0819:19:55

Figure E2.4: MySQL DB Manager Import data from Matlab and Adroit.

Since the main focus is on the monitoring of the DO values, these values are extracted

separately and are being compared with the set-point value of 2 in the PlC
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EIi..- ~dil: ~ Fotmal:; ~aoement"" !~". ~inQow t!W

Ft ~. <!;d' ~_i~ft'';'d ~~·,,:k,1~.~

2008-11-0615:23:02
200e-11~0615:23:05'
2008-11-0615:23:07.;
2008-11-0615:23:12
2008-11~0615:23:17
2008-11-0615:23:21
2008-11~9615:27:39
2008-11~0615:54:22:

2008-11_0615:55:22
2008-11~OEi15:56::22'
2006-11_0615:57:22
2008-11-0615:58:22
2008-11-0615:59:22

1_00
2.00

.1.50
0.50
0.60
0.80
2.00 ~

46.88
46.88
46_88
46.88
46.88,
48.32
48.32!

Ra:ord (14 of 1221) t£I~ Pro

Figure E2.5: MySQL DB Manager import DO Value from PLC and Adroit.

The set-point is being created in MySQL and is being send to PLC where the DO values

will be compared with the set-point values or to Matlab where design of the controller

parameters can be provided

~_F' .. ' - .' f! - .. .. .~~.,-, ,/",. -~
fn' ",~., -- ,x f·· ." ,"" , "" , 0;.. id i ::t<: J-l L5 ~

I ".. .'" -- -- "'~- L""" ..,.....
""~

'" ,""",' '"' "" §.=. • -~ <:! ~ . lid> . '~'
worl<op~- .~~.~..;,~:!!~::::::~-="~~)- tJJ·
• . !lll MySQl.04llc>c:slhost (ayi.realtime--o.......) ,Ye MySQ~...... {e>'i.setpoint) ; x

I~¢I .~ -ce ;:;7. i D. 2000 ,(f-' ./ i .i.l R ~J ~.e, """:~ j;{.. ,hJ ~j

oos..w..int.
-"J

L . . --.-- Sl.JlIoI(z.OO) OJ---
Figure E2.6: Dialog box: diagram

This dialog box Figure E2.6 displays the set-point that has been imported to Matlab. This

dialog box Figure E2.7 displays the analog tags. Note that all the tags are being scanned

to the PLC, before any operation can be executed.
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E.3. Adroit program

The SCADA and automation program Adroit (A Distributed Real-time Object oriented

Intelligent Toolkit) is used to achieve the following:

1. Acquire sensor data from the PLC.

2. Store this data in a Database,

3. Acquire coefficient and set point values from a Database,

4. Update these values to PLC in real-time and

5. Allow the user to change parameters and observe process response and trends.

Figure E3.1 shows the mimic window of the main menu. This is the default screen of the

user interface and all other parts of the GUI can be accessed from this main user screen.

This mimic has five buttons that enable the user to access other parts of the project.

The 'DO Trend Graph' button allows the user to call up a historical graph (trend) window

that displays the measured value of DO in the aerobic zone cf the ptant. The 'Aerobic

Tank' button brings up another mimic that displays the real-time plant, with the DO

measurement and state of the air inlet valve, The 'Browse Database' button executes a

command that runs the MySQL Query Browser. The user is prompted for a password

and can then browse through the data of the plant.

7!:t1-'57;:~;:if~' ''.' __ ';{:-3~;S::':.;,Df5i0Y'-
,,,,.-","~_""'"-~"'.,< __ ""'''''''d-~ :~·.,:!-~_';_"_"-;;,_c",,_'·~"",;"._ ,',,,,,,<;'':.;'''' >--

-.!lh,,. {;-""4-u

-:~--lli ~-:·:-;:;:--t-_·:---;;~;~,-;~.a~~~~~';;;~':~f:~3~~~;

Figure E3.1: Adroit Program

The developed Adroit program shown in Figure E3.1 is used to acquire data of variables

from the PLC and from Lab measurements. The data acquired from PLC Is for DO
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(dissolved oxygen), Conductivity, pH and Turbidity. The button marked DBase is

associated with the program for sending online data to the Database in MySQL when this

button is pressed it opens the database table in Microsoft Access. Button Trend is

associated with the program for viewing graph for online variables, when this button is

pressed it opens the trend plotting the current status of variables. The button Send to DB

is for sending lab-measured data to database, when this button is pressed variables go

to the database in MySQl and that can be viewed by pressing the DBase button, which

wiil open database. From the database it can be seen that lab-measured data has been

entered to the database.
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EA. Sensors used in the lab-scale plant

Dissolved Oxygen Sensor

Turbidity Sensor

Ph Sensor

Conductivity Sensor

Each of these sensors has transmitters where the currently measured variable can be

displayed and the signal can be send to the PLC.

Figure E4.1: DO Transmitter

DO, pH and Conductivity transmitters have the same type of boxes and displays as show

for DO in Figure E4.1. All these transmitters are mounted in a Box together with PLC,

Turbidity meter and power supplies for all transmitters and for PLC

E.4.1 Solenoid Valve

3/2- WAY SOLENOID VALVE, G1/4, monostable ~vlod.434-015. The Series 4, G1/4, 3/2

way solenoid valves, which have electro pneumatic actuation and spring return, are

available in the N.C.(c1osed) or N.O.(open) version. This model operates at a flow rate of

1250 N1/min and a operating pressure of min 2 to max 10 Bar. Their main characteristics

are in their electro pneumatic actuated and spring design.

The main advantage of these solenoid valves is their small overall dimensions and low

energy consumption and can also be assembled on a pneumatic or electric manifold.

This model can be operated at a temperature of 0 to 60 Degrees Celsius using dry air at

20 Degrees Celsius. See Figure E4.2
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Figure E4.2: Solenoid Vaive.

E.4.2. Proportional Pressure Regulators
This is a MPPE type and is being used in parallel with the solenoid valve. The valves'

technical data can be displayed as follows: See Figure E4.3

Table E4.1: MPPE valve data

350 ... 5,500 itmin

Type of pnct control

Q, .. t oer
D 2.5 bar
O.. Sbar
O ... tuber
Pltct actuated uslnq 2i2·
\vay valves

Pilot octuatea piston
recu'ator

1B,,,30VDC

Actuation type

~ Setpcmt value
Input as anaioque
vottepe signa! 0 ...
10 V
Setpomt value
input as analogue
current signal 4 .
20mA

Figure E4.3: Proportional Pressure Regulators
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E.5. Sensor wiring
E.5.1. Connecting DO sensor

• After properly mounting the transmitter, install the Gli membrane dissolved oxygen

sensor.

• Route the six conductors inter-connect cable to the transmitter.

• At the transmitter end of the inter-connect cable, twist the two shield wires together. Then

insulate them with plastic tubing or tape to prevent Inadvertent shorting, and connect the

combined shield to transmitter Terminal 3 on TB2.

• Connect the other sensor interconnect cable wires to the transmitter terminals on T82,

matching cclours as indicated in the diagram Figure E5,1.

JUNCTOO ecx WITH
OUJU(.fiScct#IECT
J:ECEf'T.5.CiE

--~

""'" e
B..'oo

0;~

ShiMs and S13a
0II f ,~

Yellow
0

I I i~

Gleim e
I

i~

0 0
Rw

0

LSkIELDWiP£S rreo PER CAIli£;
TWlsrED TOGfiHEF: M£JPlAsnc
VfiUPPITl TO pt:lEl.lHlTSHOH!I~

Figure E5.1: DO Sensor Wiring

1 White(,5 VDC)

2 Blue(+5VDC)

3 ShieldiBlad<

4 Yellow (Temp)

5 Green (Diagnostic)

6

7 Red(Signal)

The DO sensor has been wired according to this diagram.

~r: .-,
PAO-D-ESP, OO".soi~02

TS' TB2

<S> CJ ~
( ......) .5 ~ v.n-..iIte

1 CJ Ql
l' ... (-5V'DC)

<S> = J ~
~ - -'-:.!.r~Cl 2 = <2l

~ g =
<§) = ~ §; _'d = 0

~ ! ~
,'£fI$.-:k :3

<S> = .., .. ~~~ = <2l4 ('-) ~ e e~
4

<S> = ~ I
~ g G~ 5 = <2l
~

(G ..o...,.~..
<S> = ~

~ NC 6 = ""I
e

~

<Sl = '7 ,a
fS.~~) '7 = e

@ ~
<; -"

Figure E5.2: DO Transmitter inside view
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The diagram in Figure E5.2 shows how the DO, Conductivity and pH Transmitters look

like inside. From TB1 is the connection for power supplies and is the same for ali three

Transmitters and from TB2 is connection for the sensor and it differs for all three sensors

according to their colour-coding.

E.5.2. Connecting conducting sensor

\\'lii19
0 1 White (Drive)

lllu.
0 2 Blue (Drive)

mrShf.ltl
0 3 Shield (Groubd)

A;;:j

0 4 Red (Temp)
Yellow 0 5 Yellow (Ground)

Sf1<,OFl D 0 6
GreE."l 0 7 Green (Signal)

Figure E5.3: Conductivity Sensor Wiring

This sensor has been wired according to the diagram in Figure E5.3.

<{]=>
r: ...,

PRO-G-ESP: 2E Conducli\!ily

TB1 TB2

IS
~

RQ-j0 u (~'6 " 1 0 0

J " (OriWl

0
~

~ "IS ,.g. lj "
NC 2 0 0

j > _.?hiliildIS 0 ~ i : ~ (Ground'l 3 0 0
IS 0 H':t White 0 04 ~ . .. (T'C!mp) 4

ri "

IS 0 ..§. I
~ 8 glue 5 0 0
1 > (Ground)

IS 0 % ~ NC 6 0 0
IS 0 I ~ Black 7 0 0fSianal)

@ ~-, ./

Figure E5.4: Conductivity Transmitter Inside view
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E.5.3. Connecting pH sensor
• Connect the electrode's reference signal, braided shield wire of coaxial cable (black

insulated wire for GLI electrode) to Terminal 5 on TB2.
• Connect the electrode's active signal centre wire of coaxial cable (clear insulated wire for

GLI electrode) to Terminal 7 on TB2.

• Connect a jumper between Terminals 3 and 5 on TB2

• Connect the electrode's temperature element (typically white and red insulated wires for

GLI electrode) to Terminals 3 and 4 on T82, attaching either wire to either terminal.

While

Inner D
Shield and Black

Yellow

Green

D
Red

Outer Shield

Figure E5.5: pH Sensor Wiring

This sensor has been wired according to the diagram in Figure E5.5

<{?

/' 0-

TB1
PRO-P-ESP, pi-! and OAF"

TB2

<Sl D .2-
i'~

ll' White 1 0 (2).- £t (-5VOCl

<Sl 0 .s. ~ ~ se-
NC 2 0 (2)

e j ill<Sl D w B ShiEld 0 (2)
~ ~ ~

~ s 181>"010'1< 3
~

<Sl 0 4 t-l ~ = ~ ':'-r~;'~ 4 0 (2)

<Sl D ~ I '" ~
GH".I'l 5 0 (2)

~
FIo'!n",alO'!'l

<Sl D ~
~ NC 6 0 (2)

E
Rod<Sl D 7 ss. 7 0 (2)S' nan

(§j @,l
'-

Figure E5.6: pH Transmitter Inside view
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